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SUMMARY
The Letter to the Ephesians is comprised of two distinct parts
that can be labelled "theology" (Ephesians 1-3) and "ethics"
(Ephesians 4-6). These sections are, however, difficult to
reconcile with each other. The moral exhortations of the
paraenesis are not directly and argumentatively derived from
the theological narrative.
Although Ephesians is a letter, epistolary analysis does not
lead to an explanation of how the "theological" and "ethical"
sections can be integrated. A rhetorical critical examination,
however, provides a new angle of interpretation that shows a
way through the difficulties of explaining how the two halves
of the letter are related to each other. Ephesians is a
document that can be designated as "sermon". As a "sermon" it
is a combination of epideictic and deliberative rhetorical
genres that does not address a specific issue or controversy.
It speaks to a Christian audience that is not expected to make
critical decisions based on argumentation within the "sermon,"
but rather is reminded of, impressed with, and identifies with
certain theological concepts. A frame of mind is thereby
developed among the audience members that makes them receptive
to the moral exhortations contained in the paraenesis.
An analysis of the "theological" section of Ephesians reveals
that a frame of mind receptive to moral exhortation is
developed through the rhetorical presentation of theological
notions with which the audience would be in agreement. The
"ethical" section or paraenesis is not directly founded on
these theological notions, but presents its own, self-
contained argumentation for proper conduct to an audience that
has become susceptible to such behavioral appeals.
It is concluded that theology and ethics in Ephesians are
related by the rhetorical use of the language of what is
defined as "sermon".
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1CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION: THE ISSUE
1. Introduction
The question of how theology and ethics are related is already
an old one. On what basis or bases did the NT writers expect
their audiences to conduct their lives? It may be relatively
easy to describe how early Christians were to behave, but much
more difficult to identify what motivated them to behave in a
"Christian" manner-. 1
	How is the ancient context of ethical
discourse to be explained? 2 In the narrower yet still vast
area of Pauline studies questions concerning the nature of the
connection between Paul's doctrinal and moral teachings are
the subject of perennial discussion. 5 When attention is
focused on the letter to the Ephesians the specific
difficulties of integrating theology and ethics within that
document elicit attention and require interpretation.'
1.1 Scholarly Discussion Regarding Theology and Ethics in the
Pauline Corpus
The theological foundations of Pauline moral exhortation have
been sought diligently, even if consensus has not been
achieved. 5
 Schweitzer examined the "mysticism" of Paul,
concluding that ethics are derived from the notion of "being
in Christ," i.e., the doctrine of dying and rising with
Christ.'
	 Variations of this understanding have been held by
2many others.	 Enslin wrote that "It is through the mystical
union of the believer with Christ that the new life is
revealed and made possible-for him [Paul]." 7 Tannehill
similarly sees dying and rising with Christ as the foundation
of Paul's ethics, claiming that "-the transfer from the old
dominion to the new which takes place through dying with
Christ will manifest itself in the actions of the believer."8
Verhey, in a more recent study that attempts to see Paul's
moral exhortations in the light of the gospel and the local
situations addressed in the epistles, 9
 also points to the role
of "participation in Christ's cross and resurrection" 10
 as a
factor that leads to obedience to ethical directives.
Exhortations to good behaviour in Paul are frequently given in
view of approaching Judgment or the expectation of the
parousia	 (e.g.,
	 Rom.2:11-16;
	 14:1-12;	 1Cor.3:10-15;
	 4:1-5;
2Cor.5:10; 1Thess.1:4-12).
	 Salvation is regarded as being
conditional on obedience and "continuing in the faith" (e.g.,
Rom.11:22;
	 1Cor.9:27;	 10:1-13;	 15:2;	 Ga1.5:4;	 Co1.1:23;	 cf.
1Tim.4:1). Sanders has emphasized that the imminence of the
parousia and of the Judgment motivates Christian conduct.11
Although believers are spoken of as being Justified, judgment
is nevertheless to be expected and should spur Christians to
obedient	 ethical	 activity.12	 Disobedience	 of	 moral
requirements leads to expulsion from Christianity and to
condemnation.18	 This	 understanding has
	 been	 termed
"covenantal nomism" by Sanders, 14 who suggests that such a
3religious view was pervasive in Palestine prior to 70 C.E. and
was consequently known to Pau1. 15
 Sanders, however, does not
find Paul to be consistent in maintaining covenantal nomism,
because the apostle also employs participationist categories
where believers become one with Christ and are free from the
power of sin. Their behaviour is to be determined by their
new existence in Christ."
Some scholars, pre-eminently Bultmann, have understood Pauline
ethics to be grounded in the doctrine of Justification by
faith.' 7 The fact that believers have been Justified or made
righteous is said to demand that they behave obediently, in
accord with righteousness." In a recent article Betz has
argued that ethics have their foundation in the righteousness
of God.19
There is a miscellany of other views that attempt to explain
the basis of Paul's ethics.	 These include christology,20
baptism, 21 love, 22 and pneumatology.23
1.1.1 Indicative and Imperative
The tension between "indicative and imperative" is the factor
that scholars generally agree is fundamental to the structure
of Pauline ethics, even if they have not come to a common
understanding of how the indicative/imperative structure
functions. 24
 Perhaps the absence of a common understanding of
4its function is due to the fact that, despite its frequent
employment, it is nowhere clearly and fully explicated in
Paul.
The tension lies in the fact that the reality of the new life
in Christ is frequently expressed in the indicative, that is,
as a God-given and present existence, while also placed in the
imperative, that is, as a way of life that believers are
required to lead. Indicatives and imperatives appear side-by-
side in the same statement (e.g.,	 1Cor.5:7; Ga1.5:25; cf.
Co1.3:3ff), in close proximity to each other le.g., Rom.6:6-
11 .46:120, or emerge from a comparative study of the letters
(e.g., Ga1.3:27-)Rom. 13:14). It was primarily Bultmann who
advanced the examination of indicative and imperative in
scholarly discussion. 28
 Despite the differing views of its
function, 28
 it seems clear that the indicative/imperative
relationship is an expression of the redemptive-historical two
age structure where the new age of salvation in Christ has
broken in on the old age of sin. 27
 Salvation and the new life
have arrived (cf. 1Cor.10:11), although the old age has not
been removed and sin and its effects still exist. The two
ages run in parallel with each other. Consequently, while new
life can be spoken of as a present reality, it exists, as does
all of salvation, in faith, and the imperatives given in moral
exhortations occur in the light of the continuing existence of
the old age of sin.28
51.2 Theology and Ethics in Ephesians
Eph. is often omitted from discussion in examinations of
issues in the Pauline corpus, 29 or relegated to a separate
chapter." Consequently some of its particular issues and
interests are sometimes overlooked or remain only at the
periphery of study. One such issue of very substantial
importance that has been neglected is that of the relationship
between theology and ethics in Eph.
In the past it was commonly thought and frequently stated that
at least some of the Pauline epistles are comprised of two
sections, the first being theology or kerygma, and the second
ethics or didach g . 21 One of the most recent assertions that
such a pattern is followed occurs in Schrage's New Testament 
Ethics. 32
 In reality, however, the letters of the Pauline
corpus cannot be so easily analyzed because thay have a
general pastoral sense about them and contain ethical
exhortations and behavioral concerns in the so-called
theological sections." It is only Eph. that actually falls
into two clearly and fully separated parts that may be
labelled "theology" (chapters 1-3) and "ethics" (chapters 4-
6).	 The two parts of Eph. are, however, very difficult to
reconcile with each other.
The disparity between the two halves of Eph. is evident on
several grounds.
61, There is no direct moral exhortation in the "theological"
section of Eph. In other Pauline epistles there are clear
exhortations and explicit behavioral concerns outside the
paraenetical sections (e.g., Rom.6:12-23; 34
 Co1.1:10,21-23,28;
2:6-7,8,16-23; 1Thess.2:11-12). Eph., however, employs the
language of worship and prayer (chapters 1 and 3), and of
contrast between the pre-Christian past and the Christian
present (2:1-22) without any behavioral directives. Although
there is an emphasis on christology (1:19b-23) and the
reconciliation of Jews and Gentiles in Christ (especially
2:14-18), these factors are given no clear paraenetical
application. 35
	Christian behaviour is mentioned in 2:10, but
the good works referred to have been prepared in advance by
God. No exhortation to practice them is included in the
verse, although the expectation that good works will be
practiced is explicit." There is no clear connection of 2:10
to the paraenesis of chapters 4-6. There is, consequently, no
direct paraenetical concern apparent in Eph. 1-3."
2. Eph. makes no reference to the parousia or to the future
judgment of Christians. The conditional view is absent from
the discussion and thus no clear sense of covenantal nomism is
apparent. 38 The statements of 5:5-6 refer, as 5:7-12 make
clear, only to the judgment of non-Christians who are not "now
light in the Lord". Sanders laments the absence of reference
to the parousia in Eph., and claims that "The loss of the
Pauline expectation of the Parousia has solved the Pauline
ethical problem only by dissolving it". 39 The possibility of
7future judgment does not serve as a motivation for Christian
behaviour in Eph.
3.	 The highly realized eschatology of Eph. 1-3 speaks of a
fully accomplished salvation that does not allow for humanly
provided good works.") In 2:1-10 all of salvation, including
resurrection and session of believers with Christ in heaven
(2:6) is described as already accomplished, with even the
preparation of the good works of believers being attributed to
the action of God (2:10). 	 Christians are simply to practice
the behaviour that God has already provided for them. While
Paul relates the presence of salvation and the practice of
proper behaviour to the idea of dying and rising with Christ
(Rom.6; Co1.2:20-3:5), and behaviour is pointedly demanded
because believers have died with Christ (Rom.6:6-11; Co1.3:5),
Eph. makes no mention of dying with Christ. Rather, it
emphasizes resurrection and session with him in heaven (2:4-
6), not arguing for Christian morals on the basis of dying and
rising with Christ, but simply stating that God has provided
the good works (2:10). The language of 2:10 smacks of some
kind of moral determinism in which Christians function only as
practitioners of good works supplied to them, and are not to
provide behaviour of their own. By contrast, 4:20-24
encourages Christians to "put off the old person" and "put on
the new person" as if salvation and God-provided good works
were not so "realized" after all. Eph. is thus difficult to
interpret since it attributes salvation and proper behaviour
to God, yet demands that believers supply the proper behaviour
8themselves.	 In 2:5-6 believers are described as having been
raised with Christ while in 5:14 the unsaved are exhorted to
rouse and raise themselves.
	
The imperatives do not describe
what believers already are, but paradoxically require
Christians to make themselves the new people that God has
already fashioned according to 2:4-10. The paraenesis of Col.
would here appear to align more closely with the theology of
Eph. than of Eph. itself, for Col. 3:9-10 speaks of the
removal of the old person and application of the new person as
completed events, not as functions yet to be performed. It
may be asked, then, why Eph. contains any paraenesis at all,
or, conversely, why Eph. employs the highly realized language
it does in view of the fact that believers, as they are
described in chapters 4-6, are able to practice unethical
behaviour.
4, Closely related to the two previous points is the straining
of the indicative/imperative relationship in Eph. The
"already"/"not yet" tension based on the concept of the coming
age breaking in on and running in parallel with the present
age has for practical purposes disappeared in Eph. 1-3.
Certainly "this age and the coming" are mentioned in 1:21, but
this two age understanding is not carried through into the
theological views expressed elsewhere, particularly in 2:4-
10. 41
 The theological accent is clearly on the "already"
nature of salvation and on the gracious work of God. A future
view is explicit in the paraenesis at 4:30; 5:6; and 6:13,42
and implicit in the ongoing "walk" through life that
9Christians are directed to practice. The imperatives of the
paraenesis, however, have no immediately clear connection with
the way in which the salvific concepts of Eph. 1-3 are
presented. The emphasis on the "already" aspects of salvation
presented in chapters 1-3 seems to have been ignored in the
paraenesis. There is no indication that the indicatives of
chapters 1-3 are conditional on the practice of the
imperatives	 of	 chapters	 4-6	 (cf.	 Co1.1:21-23).	 The
relationship between life in heaven (1-3) and life on earth
(4-6) is not clear." The indicative/imperative relationship
is strained because there is no clear sense of perspective
(vis-à-vis the parallelism of present and coming ages) between
the theology of the first three chapters and the paraenesis of
the last three chapters of Eph. It is this straining of
indicative and imperative that has led Ulrich Luz to suggest
that the question of how the paraenesis is integrated into
Eph. is the most fundamental problem of interpretation in the
epistle."
5. There is no clear and directly logical dependence of the
paraenesis on the theology of Eph. 1-3. 45 There are, of
course, definite thematic links that bind the two parts of
Eph. together (e.g., forgiveness of sins, 1:7; 4:32; concern
for Christian maturity, 1:16-19a; 3:14-19; 4:11-16; "calling,"
1:18; 4:1,4; contrast of the pre-Christian past with the
Christian
	 present,	 2:1-10,11-22;	 5:8-14;	 Christ/Spirit-
produced reconciliation and unity,	 2:14-18;	 4:3-6;	 body
imagery, 1:22-23; 2:16; 3:6; 4:4,12,15-16,25; 5:29-30). 	 These
10
connections,
	
however,	 are	 only	 thematic,	 demonstrating
continuity of thought.	 They do not indicate logical
dependence of chapters 4-6 on chapters 1-3. While the
connecting particle o4v in 4:1 indicates that the author
perceived a logical progression from the theological notions
of Eph. 1-3 to the paraenesis, the exhortations do not argue
for behaviour on the basis of what has preceded them in
chapters 1-3.46	 The way in which the two halves of Eph. are
tied to each other is simply not explicated.
Is it the case that the apparent disparity between the
theological section and the paraenesis of Eph. is so profound
that they cannot be integrated? Is there no substantive
connection between the two sections, despite the use of o13v at
4:1 and the thematic links? Does the paraenesis exist only
because exhortation was standard procedure in epistolary and
sermonic forms?" If a connection between theology and ethics
can be identified, the coherence of this "-sublime yet elusive
document"" may be more clearly established.
11
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once, heaven and earth, and must strive to bring my earthly
existence into line with my heavenly existence. Why I must do
that is developed in neither Colossians or Ephesians; that I
must do so is inherited Pauline deposit."
44 Luz, 1976:374: "Ob die Verbindung zwischen Heilsereignis
und Ethik dem Eph nicht nur intentionell sondern auch
theologisch-konzeptuell gelungen ist, mag man allerdings
fragen. Mir scheint Jedenfalls eine gewisse Spannung zwischen
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indikativischen und partinetischen Tell, die sich z.B. in
jeverschieden akzentuierten eschatologischen Vorstellungen
hier und dort auSert, zu bleiben. Die Frage, ob es
theologisch gelingt, die Partinese in eine Interpretation des
Eph wirklich zu integrieren, 1st m.E. das Grundproblem einer
Interpretation dieses Briefes. An ihr entscheidet sich, ob
das ZurtIcktreten der Eschatologie im Epheserbrief nicht eo
Ipso die Verankerung des Imperativs im Indikativ geftihrdet."
45 Barth, 1974:426 speaks of "-the logical dependence of
ethical advice upon the preceding doctrinal statements"
indicated by the particle oliv at 4:1. What this "logical
dependence" consists of is not clear in the text nor does
Barth offer an explanation of it. He does say, however, that
In Paul "Moral exhortation-appears to be derived from dogmatic
doctrine. However, the content of Ephesians 1-3 is doxological
rather than dogmatic.	 The direct connection of the ethical
chapters 4-6 with the praise of God rather than with a
doctrine of God is a specific feature of Ephesians." Cf.
Bjerkelund, 1967:183. Verhey, 1984:123-126 has suggested that
the concept of "peace" between Jewish and Gentile Christians
connects Eph. 1-3 with 4:1-16. He bases this view on his
understanding that Eph. addresses "-the antipathy between Jew
and Gentile surrounding the Jewish rebellion of A.D. 66"
(p.123). While many scholars have understood Eph. to be
dealing with tensions between Jewish Christians and Gentile
Christians, or between Jews and Gentiles more generally, the
text itself does not explicate such problems.
	 See the
discussion in the sections on purpose (2.4.7), Eph.1:3-14
(3.2.2) and Eph.2:11-22 (3.3.5) below. Verhey (p.125) sees
the rest of the paraenesis (4:17-6:20) as simply traditional,
and based on the Colossians paraenesis (thus without direct
connection to the rest of Eph.).
	 Halter, 1977, argues that
ethics are sacramentally based in baptism. 	 He claims that
baptism is in view in Eph. 1:3-14; 2:1-10; 4:1-16,17-24; 4:25-
5:2;	 5:3-14;	 5:25-27,	 that	 the	 baptized	 have	 been
sacramentally purified, and that their baptism motivates
proper behaviour. Even if Halter can construe allusions to
baptism in all the passages he cites, the claim that they
indicate a baptismal motivation and foundation for ethics is
of doubtful exegetical basis.
	 See the discussion in section
3.2.3, note 95 below.
46 Bierkelund, 1967:183 suggests that although the thematic
connections exist, the transition to paraenesis at 4:1 is
"difficult" ("schwer").
47 Cf. Johnston, 1967:17.
48 Dahl, 1986:38.
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CHAPTER TWO
A RHETORICAL CRITICAL APPROACH TO EPHESIANS
Although a formal paraenesis begins with the words napaxaM6
)	 c
o0v u0c at Eph. 4:1, following the doxology of 3:20-21 1 , the
move from theological narrative to ethical appeal is not
clearly described. The theology and ethics of Eph. are not
integrated by detailed statements within the text of the
document itself.
2.1. What Sort of Document is Ephesians?
Attempting to explain the nature of the connection between
theology and ethics, involves far more than simply looking for
grammatical links between chapters 1-3 and 4-6, but has to do
with how the epistle coheres as a single unit comprised of two
distinct parts. It demands an examination of the whole of
Eph. What sort of document is Eph? What is its purpose? Why
was it written? How was it intended to affect its audience?
Why is there such a lengthy paraenesis? These critical
questions have attracted, along with many others (particularly
the authorship question), a good deal of interest, with the
resultant scholarly print. Final and definitive answers to
such questions have not yet been given, although they are
particularly relevant for the discussion of how the two parts
of Eph. are related to each other.
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2.2 The Epistolary Format of Ephesians
Eph. is prima facie an epistle, ostensibly written by Paul
(1:1; 3:1), and addressed to bcylot (1:1). Proper attention
is necessary, therefore, to the epistolary form of the
document and any interpretive significance that may be
attached to that form.
2.2.1 The Nature of Letters
In practical terms, a letter in the ancient Mediterranean
world, as also in the modern world, was a written message,
conveyed	 because	 of	 the	 spatial
	 separation
	 of	 the
correspondents. 2 The letter thus acted as a substitute for
oral communication (cf. Cicero, Ad Att.8.14.1; 9.10.1; 12.53;
Seneca, Epis. 75.1) 3 which would presumably have taken place
if author and recipients were physically present with each
other. The letter was regarded by some ancient rhetorical
theorists as half of a dialogue or a surrogate for dialogue
(e.g., Pseudo-Demetrius, On Style 223; Seneca, Epis. 40.1;
Cicero, Ad Fam. 12.30.1). 4 While speech was the preferred
medium of communication, physical presence was obviously not
always possible, and the letter was considered to be the
second best medium, 3275erving as the written means of keeping
the lines of oral communication open. Writers of letters made
use of rhetorical genres,' and adapted various rules of
rhetoric for use in letters. 7	By adapting oratory to the
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written form of the letter an extended audience for the speech
form could be gained.8
2.2.2 Basic Epistolary Structure
Standard letter form consisted of a tripartite structure of
prescript (or opening formula), body, and postscript (or
closing formula). 9
 Koskenniemi compared this structure to a
personal meeting, with the prescript and postscript
corresponding to greeting and farewell respectively, and the
body corresponding to the substance of discussion between the
parties." The letter body was the section where the concerns
of the author were explicated, and was, in the letters of the
Pauline corpus, the section "-in which Paul dealt with issues
most directly and at length.ull The purpose of both prescript
and postscript was to maintain the relationship existing
between author and recipient.12
White, Sanders, Doty, and Funk (along with others) do not
include such features as thanksgiving, prayer of supplication,
doxology and paraenesis in the body of the letter." White,
for example, claims that "The various prayers of supplication
and thanksgiving function, for their part, as a means of
extending or nuancing the opening wish/prayer for health. “14
He explicitly states that "The opening section of the body is
established-by determining the close of the thanksgiving."18
This understanding
	 makes the identification of the letter
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body in the case of Eph. extremely difficult, since much of
the first three chapters is comprised of both thanksgiving and
supplication (1:3-14;1:15-23;3:1,13-21), while the last three
chapters are comprised of paraenesis." Some have indeed
suggested that Eph. does not have a letter body as such at
811.17
2.2.3 Identifying the Letter Elements
In contrast to White, Sanders, Doty and Funk, Mullins has
cogently demonstrated that such features as greetings,
thanksgiving, and prayer of supplication can and do occur at
various points in the ancient letter form, and are not
restricted to the opening formula." Mullins concluded that
these epistolary forms "-constitute a social gesture, not a
thematic ploy.	 They show the writer's attitude toward the
audience to which he is writing, not his attitude toward the
material he is presenting." I9 While the opening and closing
sections of letters are convenient "clustering places" 20 for
features such as thanksgiving and prayer of supplication,
those features are not necessarily found only in the opening
and closing sections and thus cannot be labelled categorically
as introductory or concluding formulae. 2I White regards the
thanksgiving and supplication as surrogates for the health
wish found at the opening of some Hellenistic letters, 22 and
he examines them in conjunction with the letter opening
"-since they serve the same keeping in touch purpose." 23 This
20
appears to be a decision made on insufficient grounds. White
holds this view despite the fact that he recognizes that other
scholars include thanksgiving and supplication in the letter
body. 24
Adding fuel to the debate over the divisions of the Pauline
letter form is the view of Koester, who draws a distinction
between prescript and proem (in which he includes the
thanksgiving), and states that the proem (by definition an
introductory section equivalent to the exordium in rhetorical
theory, Quint.Inst.4.1.1 25 ) "-may occupy a major portion of
the letter, as is the case in 1 Thessalonians (1 Thess.1:2-
3:13)-." 26	 Koester further states that "The body proper of
the Pauline letter form is the parenesis-." 27 This remarkable
statement is not expanded or discussed, and we can only
presume that Koester believes that paraenesis is the primary
concern in the Pauline epistles. Schnider and Stenger actually
suggest that in the singularcase of Eph. the expansive
paraenesis is the letter body. 26
 Another view again is that
of Berger, who places teaching and paraenesis together in the
letter body, but excludes thanksgiving and benediction.29
2.2.4 Letter Elements and Epistolary Classification
The form critical analyses of some scholars, while generally
helpful, have not produced absolutely conclusive results in
their attempts at providing definitions of the elements of
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ancient letters.	 However, an examination of letter elements
in the light of ancient epistolary classifications proves
helpful in delimiting the letter body. 	 Ancient epistolary
theorists classified letter types according to the content of
the letter body." Most of these letter types reflect
epideictic oratory (cf. Quintilian, Inst.3.4.3)," and the
classical hortatory discourses (Xoyoi npoTperurtxoi) of e.g.,
Isocrates (see Isocrates, To Demonicus 3-5). 32 For the
purpose of classifying letter types the formal opening and
closing elements were ignored, and attention given only to the
letter body. 33 Type classification was made by determining
the function of the essential message that the author wished
to convey to the recipients.
Based on a study of the ancient epistolary theorists, Stowers
has proposed six letter types that are classified according to
function: 34 1) letters of friendship; 2) family letters; 3)
letters of praise and blame; 4) letters of exhortation and
advice; 5) letters of mediation; 6) accusing, apologetic and
accounting letters. Aune suggests that Stowers' proposal is
not comprehensive enough because it does not include some
other important letter types, e.g., official (i.e.,
government) letters, business letters, philosophical letters,
novelistic letters, imaginative (entertaining) letters, letter
essays, letters of instruction, and letters embedded within
other documents for documentary or dramatic reasons."
Nevertheless,	 both the ancient epistolary theorists and
22
Stowers point to letter function as the determining factor in
the classification of letter types.
Johanson has, similarly, demonstrated the value of considering
a pragmatic approach to delimiting the letter body by means of
an examination of letter function." Johanson suggests that
the functional interaction of the sections of NT letters that
occur between the literary prescripts and postscripts, as they
work together to achieve the aims of writing, should be the
indicator of the dimensions of the letter body, as over
against purely formal indicators.37
The value of a functional approach to the epistolary format as
ancient theorists, Stowers, and Johanson practice it, is that
it emphasizes the message that an author is attempting to
communicate through the medium of the whole letter, rather
than employing what may at times be an a priori subtraction of
features such as thanksgiving, prayer of supplication and
paraenesis in an attempt to find the message by isolating
it." Since the purpose of letters is to convey a message
between separated parties, the message itself must transcend
the formal boundaries that are attributed to letters. It is
possible that the essential message of a letter has to do with
thanksgiving, supplication or paraenesis.39
Decisions about how letter components fit into a document,
then, should not be made solely on formal grounds, but should
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take into account the pragmatic function of the text of an
epistle. In the epistolary communication process it is the
author's concern for conveying a message to the audience and
influencing the audience, that should be of paramount
interest. The presupposition that certain formal elements of
letters are to be set aside in order to isolate the message in
the letter body should be avoided. That is, the fundamental
concern is not how the author views the written material, but
how the author views the audience and how the author wishes
the audience to be affected by the message of the letter.
There is a relationship between letter type and the dimensions
of the letter body in that both can be determined by means of
an identification of letter function.
2.2.5 An Epistolary Analysis of Ephesians
The prescript (1:1-2) and postscript (6:21-24) of Eph. are
sufficiently obvious 	 that they can be immediately isolated
from the rest of the letter. However, having removed those
sections, the question of the location of, or even the
existence of a formal letter body must be investigated. 40 If
indeed there is no part of Eph. that is to be labelled "body,"
then the paraenesis stands as an independent and, apart from
thematic links, almost unrelated section following a long
introductory period. 41 On the ground of the purely formal
epistolary views held by some scholars 42 who would subtract
thanksgiving, supplication and paraenesis from the body, Eph.
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must have either no body at all, or the body (unusually, when
compared with many other letters) is to be found somewhere
between the first thanksgiving and supplication section (1:15-
23) and the second supplication and doxology section (3:1,14-
21).' On the other hand, if, as Koester suggests, the body
of the letter is the parsenesis, then it is easily identified
as 4:1-6:20.
Transitional conventions and markers can be easily identified
in Eph." The majority of commentators have divided Eph. into
the two most obvious sections: chapters 1-3 and chapters 4-6.
The doxology closing with Cxyllv (3:20-21), followed by the
,	 c
words napaxaX6) 45 o4v up.6cc introducing the paraenesis (4:1),
indicates a clear transition point, substantiated by the
change in content from the "theological" material of chapters
1-3 to the "ethical" material of chapters 4-6. 46
 Other major
transitional markers are found at 1:3 (eb.oyntóc b eeóc ,at
navnp-); 1:15 (6t& TOOTO x&yth); 2:11 (8.16 p.vnpove6eTe); 3:1
(Tofycou xciptv -ycl) Ila0Xoc); 3:2 (e( ye 1?-1xot5date); 3:14 (TouToli
Optv x64.1.7E-cm); 3:20 (4 St Suvap.tv0; 4:17 (Tof5To otSv Ktyw xat
,ilapT{)pop.at	 ev	 xup(cp);	 and	 6:10	 (To0	 Xotno4).	 These
transitions indicate changes of thought in Eph., serving, as
Mullins suggests, to punctuate the author's thoughts. 47 They
do not, however, unambiguously identify the letter body and,
hence, the main thought of Eph.46
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The essential message that the author of Eph. wished to convey
to the audience is	 difficult to define.	 While the letter
contains a number of messages, the purpose of writing is not
clear on formal epistolary grounds. 49 Aune labels Eph. a
"general letter," i.e., a letter between "indirectly and
loosely connected" parties, that deals with issues that "-tend
to transcend specific historical situations and-emphasize
values widely shared by Christians." 50	The general letter,
according to Aune, resists epistolary classification sl thus
making epistolary
	 analysis	 difficult.	 Eph.	 contains
expressions of praise, thanksgiving, petition, anamnesis,
concepts of salvation and reconciliation, thoughts concerning
Paul's understanding of the mystery of Christ and his
consequent ministry to Gentiles, and ethical exhortation.
Epistolary analysis indicates that all of these factors occur
in Eph., but has been unable to isolate the letter body and,
therefore, the essential message and purpose of the letter.
The nature of Eph. is such that it seems to cross over the
lines of ancient epistolary classifications, bearing
characteristics of the praising (nalvettx6c, 1:3-14;3:20-21),
supplicatory (atta4laTtx6c, 1:16-23;3:14-19), thankful
(Omeuxceptattx6c, 1:15-16), and advisory (cru}i6ouXeuttx(5c, 4:1-
6:20) letter types.52
From a pragmatic point of view, however, the letter body may
be defined as the whole of the letter, apart from the
prescript and postscript (thus 1:3-6:20).
	
The two major
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sections of Eph.,
	
viz. 1:3-3:21 and 4:1-6:20, are clearly
distinguishable. Individually, both sections show continuity
of thought within themselves. This continuity is demonstrated
in 1:3-3:21 by the transitional markers that are used to
c
connect thoughts together (8ta Totoro x&y6), 1:15; xat up.ac,
2:1; 51.6 piny.iove6e-re, 2:11; To6Tou xaptv	 -lic.13, 3:1,14; et ye
)	 ,Ixo puate, 3:2). At 1:15-19a the author expresses his desires
for the audience in the light of the blessings that have been
received by believers mentioned in 1:3-14 (cf. Co1.1:9). 55 The
,	 c
words xat u0c at 2:1 also indicate a thought movement in the
author's mind, although the linking with 1:19b-23 is clear
syntactically, as are the thematic parallels existing between
1:19b-23 and 2:1-10. 54
 At 2:11 the words 816 ;.ivrolovetiete call
the recipients to remember their past and present vis-à-vis
Israel, with the "then"/"now" (noTd/v0v) schema of 2:11-22
moving in parallel with the "then"/"now" discussion of
salvation in the preceding sentence (2:1-10). 55
 At 3:1,14 the
author's thought moves to reverent intercession on behalf of
the audience, linked by the phrase To6Tou xaptv )scb to the
thoughts of salvation and reconciliation of 2:1-22, and,
possibly, to the intercession found in 1:15-19a." At 3:2 the
)
words E li. ye nxo6aaTe guide the recipients by indicating that a
clarification of the preceding words in 3:1 in the form of a
digression is to be made. 57
 Transitional markers separating
the two major sections of Eph. are obvious, with the word 41.11v
,
closing the doxology of 3:20-21 and the words napaxaXa o0v
(pgcc which introduce the paraenesis. In 4:1-6:20 continuity is
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demonstrated by the paraenetical content of the entire
section. While it is difficult to classify the letter type
precisely on the basis of function in Eph., the two halves of
the letter nevertheless act as functional sections in which
the author's concerns are presented. Consequently, the letter
body of Eph. may be defined as 1:3-6:20.
2.2.6 The Shortcomings of the Epistolary Analysis of Eph.
Epistolary analysis assists in the identification of the
structure of Eph. For practical purposes, the body of the
letter, i.e., the part of Eph. that conveys the author's
concerns to the recipients, can be identified (1:3-6:20) and
distinguished	 from	 the	 prescript	 and	 the	 postscript.
Additionally,	 epistolary	 analysis	 helps	 to	 identify
transitional markers, where progression of thought and
changes of thought take place, particularly the change from
the "theology" of chapters 1-3 to the "ethics" of chapters 4-
6. In short, epistolary analysis is useful for delimiting the
contents of Eph. in a descriptive way.
The inadequacy of epistolary analysis becomes apparent Just at
this point, however, because while it helps to describe the
framework of Eph., it is incapable of providing an
interpretation that explains the relationship between theology
and ethics. 58
	The letter format serves, as letters are
intended to serve, 59
 as a communicative medium.
	 Epistolary
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analysis is useful for describing how a document in letter
form is actually structured, but in the case of Eph., where
definition of the letter body on epistolary grounds is so
tenuous, and where the relationship between chapters 1-3 and
chapters 4-6 is not explicated, it has no mechanism for
explaining the roles of theological narrative and paraenesis
in relationship to each other. As a kind of form criticism,
then, it cannot be used as a final and determining,
interpretive tool.6 0 Epistolary analysis does not, in itself,
lead to an explanation of what the author of Eph. wanted to
accomplish by writing.
The ancient epistolary theorists, followed by Stowers and
Johanson, 61
 by stressing the role of letter function, in fact
move the focus away from formal epistolary analysis to a
consideration of the argumentation of letters. In so doing
they point to the rhetorical use of letters, that is, the
manner in which letter conventions were used to frame a
message intended to affect an audience.	 It was, as already
noted, 6 2
	
the affinities between letters and speech that
encouraged rhetoricians to take note of the letter form and
develop epistolary theory.
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2.3 The Homiletical Nature of Ephesians
It has frequently been noted of Eph. that, as Schlier puts it,
u .trotzdem 1st er doch noch etwas anderes und etwas mehr als
em n Brief." 43 The epistolary format seems to some to be quite
superficial," and if the prescript (1:1-2) and postscript
(6:21-24) were removed the body of the letter could with few
alterations stand very nicely on its own, or be integrated
with some other introduction and conclusion." Mitton and
Fischer have suggested that Eph. is actually a theological
pamphlet or tract," while Gnilka calls it a "liturgische
Homilie". 47 Kirby thinks that Eph. is "-not a letter at all,
but a prayer and a discourse thrown into the form of a
letter,"" and that its "solemn and sonorous style" 69 shows
that it was composed to be spoken aloud. Schlier speaks of
the "liturgischen' Charakter von Sprache und Stil" 75 of the
epistle and refers to it as a "Weisheitsrede" and a
u Sophiarede". 71
 Lincoln suggests that Eph. was to be read in
the worship assemblies of the churches of Asia Minor during
which people were to be baptized. 72 Almost every sort of
written material could be communicated by means of the
epistolary format, and letters could "...substitute for oral
communication and could function in almost as many ways as a
speech." 73 Eph. gives the distinct impression of being a
written sermon 74
 that was composed with the knowledge that it
would be read aloud to its first audiences. 75
	More than
being a letter, Eph. is like a specialized piece of sermonic
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oratory, that is, like a discourse that
	
speaks to its
recipients in a positive,	 encouraging way about their
salvation, and exhorts them to practice proper behaviour. The
difficulty lies in determining how this "sermon," if it may be
so labelled, was intended to function (and in fact how it
actually does function).
Calling Eph a "sermon" is not an especially new idea, but a
methodological examination of it as a speech is an
interpretive angle that has not been employed in recent
literature. Dahl has suggested that learning to "listen"
properly to Eph. may lead to insights about which interpreters
have hitherto been unaware. 76	 Listening to Eph. as a speech
or sermon may give some clues as to how theology and
exhortation are linked together. Dahl, who sees the epistle
as being a letter of "-congratulation for and a reminder of
the sum total of what has been given to us," 77 submits that as
such it may
	 affect its audiences by eliciting a sense of
gratitude	 for salvation and reconciliation, and a sense of
humility in that it may encourage the recipients to recognize
their failure	 to live up to God's calling to salvation and
reconciliation. Dahl does not develop these thoughts further,
but his suggestion leads one to think that if the epistle can
indeed have such an effect on its audience, then such a sense
of gratitude and humility could spur the audience on to accept
and practice the exhortations of Eph. 4-6.
	 This would mean
that as a speech or sermon, Eph. functions not as an abstract
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essay about ecclesiology and unity, but is intended to have a
rhetorical effect upon its audiences, leading them to a
desired response or action.
The following discussion will attempt to listen to Eph. as a
speech, sermon, or homily, i.e., to understand Eph. as a
rhetorical discourse, using this understanding as a
hermeneutical tool to aid in determining how the theology and
ethics of the document are related to each other. The
discussion will indicate why and how Eph. fits into what may
be called the category or genre of "hortatory discourse" or
"sermon," and how an approach through "rhetorical criticism"
assists in understanding both the nature of Eph. and how the
seemingly disparate halves of the epistle can be seen to mesh
together.
2.3.1 An Approach through Rhetorical Criticism"
Recent studies have shown that theories of classical rhetoric
and, consequently, the methodology of "rhetorical criticism"
can be used to analyze NT documents. For example, Betz on
Gal. and 2 Cor. 8-9, 79 Jewett" and 3ohanson 81 on 1 Thess.,
and Hughes 82 on 2 Thess. have shown the value of examining
those Pauline letters by employing classical (along with some
modern) theories of rhetoric. Watson has contributed a
rhetorical critical study of Jude and 2 Peter. 83 Wuellner has
discussed and demonstrated the use of rhetorical criticism in
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a number of articles. 84 Kinneavy has attempted to show a
connection between Greek rhetoric and the Christian concept of
faith. 88 Kennedy has written a monograph on the methodology of
rhetorical criticism that is oriented specifically toward NT
studies, 86 and Aune has produced a comprehensive and helpful
volume describing the literary environment of the NT. 87
 On a
scale broader than NT studies, Perelman has demonstrated the
great value of the "new rhetoric" that breaks with Cartesian
concepts of reasoning prevalent for the past 300 years, and
shows that claims to rationality frequently stand on verbal,
rhetorical features that many have regarded as purely
stylistic. 88
Justification for the use of rhetorical criticism in the
examination of Eph. (and other NT documents) can be easily
provided. Rhetorical language is a feature that appears to be
fundamental to humankind and is used universally. Kennedy
provides examples of its use in many human societies. 89
 The
development of rhetorical theory in a formal way had reached
high levels by the first century CE, as evidenced particularly
by the work of the Roman rhetorician Quintilian. 90 There is
every reason to assume that the author of Eph., being a child
of the times, had been educated in rhetorical theory and had
q2.
some level of competency in it.
	
Rhetoric was held in high
esteem in the Greco-Roman world, and played a significant role
in education. 91
 Certainly the documents within the Pauline
corpus show a concern for rhetorical features and effect."
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Pre-twentieth century interpreters were interested in the
rhetoric of the Pauline corpus and of the Bible in genera1.94
The NT letters have an "oral quality" to them, and, as noted
above, would frequently have been heard by their audiences
rather than read by every individual." The authors, being
conscious that their letters would be read aloud, would tend
to convey their messages in written speech form. Even though
rhetorical theory had primarily to do with spoken delivery it
did as noted earlier, widely affect ancient literature,
including the letter form." Since Eph. contains traditional
material derived from both Jewish and Greco-Roman sources 97 it
is logical to assume that the author would have employed a
methodology that reflected the written and spoken conventions
current at that time.
	 Finally, the sermonic tone of Eph.
which was noted above (and about which more will be said
later) makes an approach through rhetorical criticism
appropriate. 98
2.3.2 The Methodology of Rhetorical Criticism
Rhetorical criticism has its foundation in the works of the
classical rhetoricians,
	 most notably Aristotle's Art of
Rhetoric,
	 the Rhetorica ad Herennium,
	 and Quintilian's
Institutio Oratoria. 99
 Rhetoric itself may be defined, if
narrowly, as the use of language so as to persuade an audience
to follow a speaker's (or author's) views or directions.10°
Aristotle (Rhet 1.2.1) defines rhetoric as "-the faculty of
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discovering the possible means of persuasion in reference to
any subject whatever." 	 Rhet ad Her 1.2.2 states that "The
task of the public speaker is to discuss capably those matters
which law and custom have fixed for the uses of citizenship,
and to secure as far as possible the agreement of his
hearers." Rhetorical criticism will follow, in one way or
another, whether closely or loosely, the foundation provided
by the classical theories of rhetoric. Rhetorical criticism of
the NT seeks to understand how the kinds of rhetorical
language used in the Greco-Roman world were used in the NT and
how such language may have affected its audience. 101 Language,
according to Pound, is charged with meaning in three
fundamental, rhetorical ways: 102 me/opoeia, musical or sound
orchestration that directs the flow of meaning by the appeal
of sound; phanopoeia, "the casting of images upon the visual
imagination;" and logopoeia, the implicit meanings or
allusions of words. Rhetorical critical analysis will attempt
to identify and explain the effect of these and other features
of language. A fundamental advantage of the rhetorical
critical approach is that it emphasizes both the text being
examined and the situation that gave rise to its composition,
rather than some supposed earlier sources, forms or editions
of the text as is done when using some other critical
methodologies. It does not exclude the historical dimension
of the text as is the tendency in some other literary
approaches. "3
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2.3.3	 Kennedy's Model for NT Interpretation
Kennedy' s recent monograph, New Testament Interpretation 
through Rhetorical Criticism, presents a model for using
rhetorical criticism in the study of the NT. 1 0 4 His model is
extracted largely from the methods of oratory found in the
manuals of classical rhetoric and employs several "stages".
The first stage is to determine the boundaries of the
"rhetorical unit," i.e., of some persuasive unit of text that
has a "beginning," a "middle" and an "end." Second, the
"rhetorical situation" must be identified by determining the
circumstances or "exigence" that encouraged the composition of
the text, at least insofar as such a determination is
possible. Understanding the situation that gave rise to a
text is crucial in rhetorical criticism because it touches
upon the author's intention and motives, on the purpose for
writing, the genre of the text, and the goal that the text is
intended to achieve through its appeal and persuasiveness.
Third, the "arrangement" of the material within the unit must
be examined. This task deals with the various subdivisions of
the text, and how those subdivisions function as persuasive
factors in meeting the needs of the rhetorical situation. A
detailed examination of the text can be useful here, looking
at the stylistic and rhetorical devices that are used to draw
the audience along to agreement with the author, and to any
actions required.	 Lastly, Kennedy suggests a review of the
procedure to see if the analysis is consistent, and to see if
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Its results satisfy the situation that impelled composition of
the text.
Kennedy's model is comprehensive enough to include all of
classical rhetorical theory. Overlap of the "stages" in the
procedure is allowed for rather than isolating them from each
other. The model seeks to find the basis of appeal and
persuasion in the rhetorical unit, and it takes seriously the
view that a NT document or pericope is not merely offering
information about Christian doctrine, but actually attempts to
lead its audience toward a goal. While Kennedy's model
attempts to be flexible enough to allow for the idiosyncratic
features of NT texts, its shortcoming is its failure to deal
with kinds of rhetoric that do not fit within classical
theory, but do, nevertheless, exist.105
2,3.4 Edwin Black's Methodology for Rhetorical Criticism
The methodology for rhetorical criticism proposed by Black106
although not concerned with the NT, also carries some helpful
ideas for the examination of Eph. in light of its sermonic
tone and the absence of specific argument connecting
	 the
theology and ethics of the letter. Black argues that
Aristotle's theory of oratory, followed by other rhetoricians
such as Quintilian, is not broad enough to be applied to all
possible genres of speech and literature.
	 Classical rhetoric
categorized the genres of discourse into three types: Judicial
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(forensic,	 Btxavtx6v),	 deliberative
	 (aup.pouXeuttx6v),
	 and
epideictic (knt3etxtlx6v).1 07 There are genres, however, that
do not fit neatly into the three categories, one of which is
the genre of "hortatory discourse" or what will here be called
"sermon". Scholars have been conscious of this shortcoming in
the categories of genre for a long time. 1 0 8 Quintilian
(Inst.3.4.1-16; cf. also Rhet ad Her.3.4.7) in fact discusses
whether there are more than three genres, but follows the
"majority" (Inst.3.4.12) in accepting only three, but still
points out that there is overlap among the three genres, "-for
all three kinds rely on the mutual assistance of the other"
(Inst.3.4.16).
The three genres fail to be comprehensive enough, according to
Black, when it is recognized that not every rhetorical unit
leads its audience to make a forensic (judicial) decision, to
act or not act (deliberative), or to approve or to disapprove
(epideictic 109 ) of the subject of the discourse based upon
logic and specific argumentation founded on stated facts.
Classical rhetoric, following Aristotle, was used to describe
and argue about a situation which, if accepted as true by the
audience, led to a course of action derived from the
argumentation. 110 It makes no provision for a description
from which action is not directly and explicitly derived but
is rather founded on recognition, impression, or on some
extralinguistic identification intended by the speaker/writer
and understood by the audience but not explicit in the
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speech/text. 111	 Clear argumentation and homiletical dynamics
are not the sole means by which a response may be evoked in an
audience or by which an accounting for such a response can be
made. Response can be evoked and accounted for on the basis
of commitment to a conviction, 11 2 where a speaker/writer "-is
seeking to impress rather than to convince, and to use-other
weapons besides logic. u113	 Classical rhetoric conceived of
audiences that would follow rational arguments and always
behave with rational consistency. Thus, if true and properly
argued, a speech would direct an audience to the place
intended by the speaker. 	 In fact, however, people are
frequently moved and consequently exhibit behaviour on the
basis of information from which such behaviour is not directly
derived,	 but	 with	 which	 the	 audience	 nevertheless
identifies. 114 	The three rhetorical genres of judicial,
deliberative and epideictic are not individually sufficient
within themselves	 to encompass this additional kind of
language.
Black refers to the kind of speech/text with which ne is
concerned as "exhortative discourse, H115 essentially having in
mind the sermon form l " that was unknown to Aristotle and his
classical progeny.' ' 7 He proposes a critical methodology that
investigates the "rhetorical transaction"118 where the
rhetorical language, the rhetorical situation and the audience
response interact with each other in a discourse that works to
achieve the aims of the speaker/writer.
	 By determining the
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effect language has upon an audience, the role of the language
used to approach the rhetorical situation and indeed the
situation itself can be evaluated.
The value of Black's proposal is that it allows room for a
document like Eph. which does not explicate the connnections
betweeen its theological and paraenetical parts, and contains
both deliberative and epideictic kinds of language. It goes
beyond Kennedy's acceptance of the universal nature of the
three classical genres of speech 119
 and allows for genres that
may have developed in an historical setting unknown to the
classical rhetors. 1 2 0
2.4 A Synthesis of Methodologies
A careful combination of the methodological suggestions of
both Kennedy and Black will be useful in examining Eph.
because the combination will lead to a determination of the
situation that may have given rise to the composition of Eph.
and how the document is arranged rhetorically, as well as
allowing for the existence of rhetorical genres not included
among those of classical rhetoric. Allowing for other genres
will leave room for examining how the recipients could have
identified with concepts that the author intended them to
understand, yet did not expound, thus not showing a clear,
logical connection between them and the course of action
desired for the recipients.
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A rhetorical critical methodology for the present study
investigating the relationship between theology and ethics in
Eph. will need to bear in mind the religious connections of
the epistle. Eph. and its rhetoric are connected to the
Christian faith, a faith which involves the whole person.
Such important themes as praise and worship (e.g., 1:3-14;
3:4-21), salvation in the heavenlies (2:4-10), and the
reconciliation in one body of Jew and Gentile (2:11-22),
appeal not just to the mind, but also to experience and to the
emotions. The author is not concerned with persuading the
audience to come to a decision and employ a course of action
based upon a discourse that rehearses bare facts or that is
separated from any personal religious or ethical stand, nor
is he addressing an indifferent audience. 121 On the contrary,
the text of Eph. is bound up with concerns that have to do
with the Christian experience, convictions, and emotions of
both author and audience.
Since the scope of rhetorical genres extends beyond the three
classical kinds of judicial, deliberative and epideictic, and
since the view that Eph. has a sermonic tone has been noted, a
closer investigation into the genre of the epistle as a
"sermon" will play a significant part in this study. What in
fact is a sermon as seen within the context of the NT and
early Christianity? While the idea of "sermon" suggests a
speech or text of a didactic or hortatory nature, the
definition of a NT "sermon" is not yet clear, 122 particularly
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in the light of the fact that no NT documents specifically
label themselves as such,'" and texts such as Eph. stand
formally in an epistolary framework.
The methodological procedure will consist of the following
steps: first, the rhetorical unit will be delimited; second,
the genre of Eph. as what will be termed "sermon" will be
discussed and defined; third, the rhetorical situation will be
examined, including identifying both the audience and purpose
of Eph. as closely as possible from the contents of the text;
fourth, the general rhetorical arrangement of Eph. will be
explored; and fifth, the role of audience identification in
the rhetoric of Eph. will be investigated briefly. Through
following these steps some insights into the epistle will be
presented that will, it is hoped, lead to an understanding and
clarification of how theology and ethics are integrated.
2.4.1 The Rhetorical Unit
Since the purpose of this study is to investigate and explain
the relationship between theology and ethics in Eph. it
Involves, at least on the surface level, an attempt at
Integrating the two halves of the letter, i.e., chapters 1-3
and chapters 4-6. Individual pericopes and themes within
these chapters are significant for the investigation, but the
nature of the study, that is, the essential integration of the
two most obvious sections of Eph., demands that the whole of
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the letter be examined. 124	 The rhetorical unit is therefore
to be defined as the whole of the epistle to the Ephesians.
2.4.2 The Genre of Ephesians
Determining the genre of Eph is one of the crucial factors in
the rhetorical analysis. An identification of the kind of
language being used, or, at the very least, presenting a
reasonable hypothesis as to the kind of language being used,
will indicate the general purpose of Eph., thus giving some
hint as to the more specific purpose (or purposes) of the
letter.	 The three classical genres have three purposes,
respectively.	 The judicial genre 125 is used in a setting
(frequently the law courts) where the intention is either to
accuse or defend	 (Arist.	 Rhet.1.3.1-3),	 and where
	 the
addressees are judges (xpttát). 126 Judicial rhetoric refers
to things that have occurred in the past, since it has to do
with the judgment of an accusation or defence of some past
action (Arist. Rhet.1.3.4). Deliberative rhetoric 127 is
intended to be either hortatory or dissuasive, and is also
addressed to xpttext who are expected to decide upon a
particular course of action (Arist. Rhet.1.3.1-3). The
deliberative genre usually refers to future events since it
aims to affect the future behaviour of the xpt.Tdct (Arist.
Rhet.1.3.4), although it may also properly refer to present
events (Arist.Rhet.1.6.1;1.8.7). 	 The epideictic genre' 28 has
Its purpose in either the praise or blame of its subject
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(Arist. Rhet.1.3.3) and deals with the present, 	 existing
condition of its subject	 (Arist.	 Rhet.1.3.4).	 Epideictic
oratory addresses eccopot (Arist. Rhet.1.3.1-3) who, rather
than acting as judges (xptT61.) who make conscious decisions
about some issue, question, or practice on the basis of
argumentation founded on past, present or future events, as in
judicial and deliberative oratory, act as "critics u129 who
contemplate a speech as observers or spectators. 130 The Bewpof
are not convinced by proofs, since they are not judges, but
have ideas impressed upon them, even if they are not conscious
of them.' 3 1 It has already been noted, however, that the three
classical genres are not sufficient within themselves to
encompass every type of rhetoric conceivable, and Eph. does
not fit neatly into one or another of the classical genres.
Certainly the genres were not rigid categories, and overlap
among the genres and combination genres was permitted and
expected	 by	 classical	 rhetoricians	 (cf.
Inst.3.4.16) 1 " The question here is that of defining how
Eph. should be classified. Eph. bears characteristics of
epideictic since it clearly offers praise of God in chapters
1-3. It also bears characteristics of deliberative by calling
for specific behaviour in the paraenesis of chapters 4-6. It
seems to fit, therefore, in what may be defined as a
combination of epideictic and deliberative genres that, for
our purposes, may be termed "sermon." 1 " The following
discussion attempts to clarify what is meant here by "sermon".
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2.4.3 The Sermon Genre
The classification "sermon" is not a recognized literary genre
within the NT, as Aune has pointed out. 134 While NT scholars
frequently use the term "sermon" as if it was a well-accepted
genre, the classical rhetors did not conceive of it, 135 and
both ancient and modern 134 handbooks of rhetoric say nothing
of sermon as a formal category or genre. Nevertheless, an
argument for its existence can be made.
In Judaism, sermon form was in common use both in Palestine
and in the Diaspora by the end of the Second Temple Period,'"
serving as "-the chief means of instructing all the people--
peasants, women and children--and imparting to all and sundry
at least an elementary knowledge of the Torah-" and providing
"-the sages with a means of guiding the people, strengthening
their faith, and refuting heretical views."13 6	 It is likely
that the earliest Christian sermons adopted some of the
features of sermons used in synagogue services. Similar
homiletical features are found in the NT and later Jewish
sermons collected in the Tanchuma. 139 Care was taken in
sermon preparation and rhetorical devices were employed, 1 4 0
sometimes including an opening formula using a benediction
that praised God for choosing Israel and for giving Torah,
then moving on to the primary theme to be discussed.' 4 1 These
benedictions opened with 11 3. (or a cognate form of -1 "12 ),
sometimes praising God for his miracles, wisdom, or merciful
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activity. 142 (e.g.,
 "Blessed be the name of the Holy One,
blessed be He, who gave us the Torah and the commandments by
the hand of Moses our teacher to instruct His people, the
House of Israel" [Sheeltot de Rab Abhai Ga s an]; "Blessed be
the name of the King of the king of the kings, the Holy One,
blessed be He, who chose Israel from among the seventy
nations-and gave us the Torah [Tanchuma, Noah 3])• 143
 The
form of Eph. 1:3-14 (though obviously oriented toward the
Christian gospel rather than to Israel and Torah), is striking
in its resemblance to this kind of Jewish sermon introduction.
These sermons	 frequently	 closed
	 with	 a	 prayer	 for
understanding of the Torah, or for redemption followed by
"amen". 1
 44 The prayer and doxology of Eph. 3:14-21 has a
strong resemblance to this practice since it requests
Christian growth and understanding for the audience and
terminates with the word "amen". The most plausible
explanation of the similarities is that Eph. is to be included
in the claim that the sermons "-of John, Paul, and Philo--and
the later rabbinic sermons--all made use of a traditional
Jewish pattern which Jewish preachers used for hundreds of
year0. 145
 Thyen 146
 claims that Paul's letter bodies were
strongly influenced by the Jewish-Hellenistic homilies of the
Diaspora. He argues that paraenesis came at the end of such
homilies, just as it does in some of the Pauline letters, and
that Paul changed only the content of the Jewish-Hellenistic
homily in his letters, not the general style. If a connection
between the Jewish sermon or homily and the style of Eph. has
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not been completely proven, the resemblance of each to the
other is remarkable.
In dealing with classical literature, Hinks uses the term
"sermon" to describe some of the discourses or speeches
(X6yot) of Isocrates. 147 These discourses go beyond the usual
categories of deliberative and epideictic speeches to a
combination of language 	 that	 was hortatory,	 and thus
deliberative, but	 directed to an audience of OE0p0i, i.e.,
the audience of an epideictic speech, rather than to xptTclo.,
the usual audience of a deliberative speech. A major
distinctive of this type of speech, despite its hortatory
nature and the call for behaviour of one kind or another, is
the absence of a specific issue of controversy or Cry6v. 143
There is no specific problem or question to be handled by
either speaker/author or recipients. What occurs is that the
speaker/author addresses an audience with the intention or
hope of eliciting a behavioral response, but does so not by
specific, explicit argumentation that relates to questions,
problems, controversies, or other issues that may be at hand,
but rather by impressing the audience with the inherent (as
seen by the speaker/author) value of the ideas being
presented. This is the kind of language Black has in mind
when he uses the term "exhortative discourse". 149 In Eph. the
absence of specific controversy such as the circumcision issue
seen elsewhere in the Pauline corpus has been frequently
noted. 150
 As a whole it is neither clearly deliberative nor
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clearly epideictic. Certainly Eph. is hortatory in that it
calls for proper Christian behaviour, but at the same time it
bears an epideictic tone in some sections (e. g. , 1:3-14; 3: 14-
21), and seems to address Bewpoi who are directed to
"remember" rather than to judge or decide (2: 11-22; cf.
 . 1: 13-
14; 2:1-10). These factors strongly suggest that Eph. should
be placed within this "sermon" category.
Berger writes of "Predigt" as one of the categories of what he
calls "Vorliterarische Gat tungen" . 151 He notes that in the
"sermon" form the duties or behaviour of the audience are not
a secondary feature, but an integral concern of the message
throughout. He suggests that the source of the notion of
"sermon" comes from the concern for the priority of the
worship of God above all other duties, to which the ethical
concern is closely at tached. 152 This view of "sermon" aligns
with the concept that the sermon genre is hortatory and
delivered to an audience of eecopot , that is, that there is an
ethical concern integral to the message that the audience is
hearing, but the need for a certain sort of behaviour is
impressed upon the audience members through stressing their
relationship to	 God and his actions rather than by direct
argumentation.	 Berger finds this sort of effect occurring in
the "sermon" of Acts 17:22-34, where the call for behavioral
change (i.e. , repentance, 17: 30, changing from idolatrous
worship to the worship of "the God who made the world," 17:24)
is based upon the duty of people to worship God. 155
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Among the ancient rhetors perhaps Menander the Rhetorician,
although from a period later than the NT1s4 gives a
description of the sermon form, when he deals with "The Talk"
(XaXtdc, Men.Rhet.388.17-394.30). 155
 Menander's "Talk" is both
deliberative and epideictic since it can praise or blame as
well as give advice (Men.Rhet.388.18-20). It does not demand
an orderly arrangement of material, but allows the speaker
freedom from rules of order, provided that points are made at
proper times and expedient places (Men.Rhet.392.9-14). 156 The
"Talk" was a speech made not for a specific occasion 157
 and so
usually was not an address occasioned by a controversy or
problem (ry0v), but it nevertheless sought to exhort an
audience to a fitting course of action.
There appears to be sufficient reason to designate a
rhetorical genre which may be called "sermon". The sermon, as
we are defining it here, is a speech/text that is not intended
to deal with controversies or problematic issues nor to answer
questions, but is directed to an audience of Becopoi who,
rather than acting as xpttat who make a decision on the basis
of the argument presented to them, are encouraged to think and
behave in accord with the speaker's/author's leading and
persuasion. The speaker/author is concerned to stimulate the
thoughts and sentiments of the audience rather than argue
critically, so as to persuade the audience to take the course
of action seen to be appropriate.'ss
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Perhaps the nomenclature "sermon" is not precise enough to
define a genre of rhetoric to the full satisfaction of NT
scholarship. The word "sermon" has an absence of clarity due
to the variety of connotations that surround it. Use of the
term "sermon" here should not be taken to imply that it is
thought that all sermons have a hortatory intention, nor that
all sermons, whether they are contained in the Bible or not,
bypass problems, issues, or questions, address only esmpot in
distinction to xpl.T61, and impress thoughts on an audience
rather than present	 explicated argument.	 Sermons could,
conceivably, fit precisely into either judicial, deliberative,
or epideictic categories.	 Sermons may be purely informative
or descriptive. The term "hortatory discourse fl159 corresponds
to the NT term X6yog napaxXl gewc used at Acts 13:15 and Heb.
13:22, but it, too, may be as imprecise as "sermon". The term
"written discourse" 160 is likewise too broad to describe the
genre clearly. The word "sermon," on the other hand, is well
enough known to include the kind of language with which we are
concerned, although it could conceivably include much more.
The word "sermon" will thus be used in this study specifically
to refer to that genre of rhetoric that has been described
above.
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2.4.4 Ephesians as Sermon
It was noted earlier that many scholars believe that Eph. is a
sermon or homily placed in a written, epistolary format. The
nature of Eph. allows it to be placed within the genre
designated above as "sermon". In favour of this placement
within the "sermon" genre are the ways in which Eph.
corresponds with "sermon" by having a distinct paraenetic
concern in chapters	 4-6,	 yet	 without	 explaining	 the
relationship between the behaviour it calls for and the
theological conceptions that it contains in chapters 1-3. In
other words, it does not require its audience to be xpuallet but
simply to be eecopot. The epistle has affinities with both the
Jewish sermon tradition and the Greco-Roman discourses that
were hortatory	 and aimed at Becopo(. 	 Eph. was written to
Christians who would have been gathered together 	 to hear a
message from which they might learn and be directed in their
Christian lives.	 No specific issue (Ccyav) is clearly
delineated in the letter.	 The author,	 as Dahl has
suggested, 161
 may have been seeking to elicit gratitude and
humility or some other sensibility that would lead the
audience to action. Eph. appears to be a discourse that was
intended to appeal for its ethical concerns not by direct
connection to its theological conceptions, but by developing
an appreciation of and identification with the Christian
message and by illustating the value of salvation.	 The
document thus fits the genre of "sermon". 1 6 2
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2.4.5 The Rhetorical Situation
Determining the rhetorical situation involves seeking for the
conditions or situations that encouraged the composition of
the sermon. Kennedy writes of seeking the "exigence" that
invited an utterance to be made." 3
 It will be important here
to make an investigation into the nature of the audience, and
the purposes, goals and intentions of the author that led to
the selection of the genre and the composition of the text.
Together, these factors will illuminate the situation giving
rise to Eph. and assist in clarifying how the author sought
to convey his concerns to the audience. This investigation
will restrict itself to the actual text of Eph. to see how the
writer assessed the audience situation and developed the Eph.
sermon to approach it. No presuppositions regarding historical
settings and reconstructions are in mind other than those that
can be inferred from the text of Eph. 164
2.4.6 The Audience
An investigation of the identity of the audience of Eph. will
begin by noting, in the light of the well-known textual
anomaly, the likelihood that the addressees were not actually
residents of Ephesus. 165 They are in fact not identified with
any specific city or community. The text does, however,
provide some significant facts concerning the audience.
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1. The audience is composed of Gentiles, described as such in
contrast to Sews (1:11-14; 2:11-13,17-19; 3:1;4:17-19; 5:8).
2. They are included among the (evytot (1:1,15; 2:19; 3:18;
6:18), and are possibly relatively new converts to
Christianity, 166 evidenced by the frequent references to their
arrival at faith, and the change from their former existence
in sin to the present saved existence (e.g., 1:13-14; 2:1-3,4-
6,11-13,17,19; 4:17,20-24,30; 5:8).
3. They have been sealed with the Holy Spirit (1:13-14) and
possess the qualities of faith and love (1:15).
4. They are people who have been aware of their past and
present situations in regard to salvation, even if they need
to be reminded of those situations, as shown by the frequent
anamneses in the text (e.g., 2:1-6,11-22; 4:17ff; 5:8; cf.
1:13-14), As well, they are said to have, or are at least
presumed to have, some awareness of Paul (31,2-13) and he of
them, even if only by reputation rather than first hand
knowledge (1:15).
5. They are apparently in agreement with the author about
various concepts having to do with salvation (1:13-14; 4:4-6).
The christological, soteriological and ecclesiological
material presented in 1:3-14 and 1:19b-2:22 do not seem to
stand against controversy or false teaching, but simply as
statements with which the audience would agree.
6. The audience is considered by the author to be in need of
growth and maturity (1:17-19a; 2:22; 3:16-19; 4:11-16). Also
the author wishes the recipients to
	 be involved in
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maintaining unity (4:1-3), and to be adequately armed for the
battle against cosmic forces (6:10-17).
2.4.7 Purpose of Writing
Identifying the purpose is one of the perennial critical
issues about which students of the epistle have failed to
achieve consensus. The text does not reveal specific
historical circumstances nor give any explicit references to
crises	 or	 problems	 that	 may	 have	 occasioned	 its
composition.'"	 The scope of theories of the purpose of Eph.
proposed by NT interpreters ranges from the extremely
speculative 162 to the view that purpose cannot be known with
certainty. 1 6 9 If the purpose of writing could be identified,
then the centre of thought might be more easily understood,
and, consequently, the cohesive interpretation of the document
well served.
Perhaps a major stumbling-block to attaining a satisfactory
understanding of the purpose of Eph. has been that most
exegetes have attempted an historical reconstruction of the
circumstances of the audience rather than examining only what
the text itself says about what it is intended to achieve,
however little and hidden that may be. Fischer's Tendenz und
Absicht des Epheserbriefes carries the stated goal of forming
a hypothetical reconstruction of the historical time of
Eph.170 Fischer, 171 with most others, 172 finds no heresy,
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crisis or problem explicit in Eph., but suggests that Gentile
Christians had withdrawn from Jewish Christians in the church,
with the result that unity is the main idea addressed in the
epistle. 173 Schrage finds that "Ephesians seeks to mediate an
ecclesiastical and theological crisis and deals primarily with
the doctrine of the church". 174 Chadwick proposes that Eph.
was written to deal with embarrassment on the part of Gentile
Christians over the supposed late arrival of the Christian
message. 175 If the church is the God-given society of unity,
then why was it so late to arrive since "...in der Antiken
Welt 1st es eine allgemein anerkannte Wahrheit, dela nichts
Neues wahr sein kann"?1 76 Eph. supposedly answers this sense
of embarrassment by explaining the continuity of the church
with Judaism, by emphasizing the universality of the church,
and by indicating that the church belongs more to heaven than
to earth, being thus a metaphysical body that encompasses all
generations. I77
 Kirby finds the purpose in recalling the
audience's baptism and what God has done for believers in
order to encourage them to continue to put on the new man
(cf.4:20-24). 178 Lincoln has submitted that Eph. is intended
to ward off the "infiltration of syncretism" in the church.179
To those who might have been seeking enhanced knowledge and
insight thought to exist in some syncretistic cults Eph.
provides assurances that such knowledge and insight is
available and properly to be sought within the Christian
faith. Lincoln has suggested more recently, specifically in a
reconstruction of the setting of Eph. 2, 180 that the Gentile
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audience of the letter may have had a deficient understanding
of the meaning both of church membership and of the church's
origins and its place in history. Eph. was thus intended to
"-reinforce these Christians' identity as the church and to
underline their distinctive role in the world. u181	 Presumably
such an effect would also serve to steer Christians away from
syncretistic	 tendencies	 since	 it	 would	 solidify	 their
connection with the Christian message. A number of authors
think that Eph. was written to combat a sense of alienation
that Gentile Christians felt from Jewish Christians and the
Jewish roots of Christianity. 182 This distancing of Jewish
and Gentile Christians is supposedly combated by reminders of
Jewish and Gentile Christian solidarity in one body (2:11-22),
and by the appeal for the maintenance of unity in 4:1-16.
Mdtton 183 claims that Eph. was intended to be a restatement of
the gospel preached by Paul as distinct from addressing any
local difficulties. In his recent treatment of Eph. and its
possible relationship to conceptions of "powers" and to
magical practices that were current in western Asia Minor at
the time of composition, Arnold suggests that Eph. was written
to address the needs of Christians "-who perceived themselves
as oppressed by the demonic realm". 184
The approach taken here, rather than attempting a
reconstruction of the circumstances that may have occasioned
the composition of the Eph. sermon, finds in the following
pericopes some allusions that seem to bear most directly on
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the purpose of writing. las
 The fundamental assumption of this
approach is that the author intended that the Eph. sermon be
of benefit to the audience. Accordingly, the criterion for
the selection of the following passages is that they seem to
indicate what the author desired for the benefit of the
audience more clearly than other passages in the epistle.
1. 1:17-19a. Having completed the introductory eulogy of 1:3-
14 and the thanksgiving of 1:15-16, the author proceeds to
indicate his request to God on behalf of the audience. The
specific request is that God would give the audience nve4ta
,	 )	 )	 )
crocpfac xat arroxaX6wecoc EV entyv6aet aUToO, necpayrtmatvoug Tobc
)
oouaApoi4 Tflc xap6tac [6&v] etc To et6evat uluac Tic eaTtv n
),	 ,	 )
smug Tfic xXlcrecoc auto°,	 Tic	 o 71Xobtoc TIc 86tnc Tfic
xXnpovop(ac auto() ev Totc aytotc, xai Ti TO UrrepP6XXov }leyeeoc
Tlc Suvey.scbc auto0 etc npecc Tobc ntate6ovtac. 186 	 While the
author is obviously aware that the audience is at some level
of Christian understanding and practice as is indicated in
1:15 (i.e., their faith and love to all the saints), the
concern is that they will reach a greater knowledge (noun
entyvwatc, 1:17; verb o)( 15a, 1:18), than they have at the time
of writing. 187
 This greater knowledge is particularized in the
three tic clauses (1:18b-19a) where an enhanced appreciation
of the salvation that has been in view from 1:3 onward is
expressed in terms of the hope of God's calling, the riches of
the glory of God's inheritance among the saints, and the
greatness of God's power among believers.
	 Absent from this
concern for knowledge is any Ofyilv. 	 The only issue, if it may
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be called such, is the concern of the author for a deeper
understanding of the greatness of the blessings given to
believers.
2. 2:19-22. The "anamnesis" of 2:11-22 has frequently,
especially when connected with 4:1-16, been seen as an
indication that division of some kind between Jewish and
Gentile Christians had occurred, or as an argument for the
unity of disparate peoples who have been reconciled by the
blood of Christ, or as a clarification of the place of
Gentiles in salvation history. Analysis shows, however, that
the pericope presents a comparison of the Gentile audience's
past vis-à-vis the blessings enjoyed by Israel, with their
present existence in the church and its concomitant blessings,
so that the audience will have a deeper appreciation of the
value of their salvation. 188
 The "before" and "after" or
"then"/"now" (nottivi3v) contrast of 2:1-10 is continued in
2:11-22, reminding the Gentile audience that they now possess
salvation and continuity with Judaism
	 on the basis of the
reconciling work of Christ (cf.2:14-18).	 The comparison of
"then" with "now" leads to the conclusion that the audience
members, who are now aupnoXiTat 	 Ecyicov xai oixetot TOO eso4
(1:19), are moving together toward maturity as the new temple
of God (2:21-22).18
If the above assessment of 2:11-22 is accepted, then it would
seem that 2:19-22 has directly to do with the purpose of
writing within the mind of the author, that is, that the
9
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audience is addressed as a "building" (oixo6op.1) that is
growing sig vocOv (6ylov	 v xuptcp (2:21).
	 The author is at
pains to emphasize that the Gentile Christians who receive the
4h. sermon are growing toward a higher level (i.e., according
to the imagery used, a "building," "dwelling" that grows into
a holy temple) of Christian maturity.190
3. 3:14-19. The prayer and doxology of 3:1,14-21, flowing from
the description of the new status of the Gentile Christian
audience and their growth as a holy temple explained in
chapter 2, again expresses the author's wishes for a deep
Christian maturity. The focus of the author's desire for the
audience is found in 3:14-19 where prayer is offered to "the
Father" that believers be strengthened in the "inner person,"
that Christ dwell in their hearts, that they understand the
dimensions of the love of Christ, and be filled "into all the
fulness of God". Clearly this shows that the author wants the
audience to come to full growth.191
4. 4:13-16. The goal of the gifts given by Christ (4:7-12) and
indeed of the behaviour that maintains unity encouraged in
4:1-6 is encapsulated in the three prepositional
	 (etc)
statements of 4:13.
	 The goal to be attained is a full, adult,
Christian maturity
	 in contrast to the immaturity of the
vtIntot of 4:14 and the instability that goes along with such
immaturity.
	 The author explicitly has in mind the growth of
the body of Christ as each member of it functions to benefit
the maturity of all the members.
	 In this passage as well
there is no explicit mention of any Ceyti)v that the author was
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attempting to counter. The references to false teaching and
crafty, deceitful people (4:14) do not presuppose their actual
existence among the audience members, but only that the author
wants the audience to be fully mature in order to withstand
such teaching and people, if and when they do appear.
5. 6:10-17. In this final section of the Eph. sermon the
author calls upon the audience to take on the "armour" of God
in order to stand firmly in the cosmic battle in the
heavenlies.	 The battle is to be fought not by the audience's
own power but in the power of the Lord (6:10). Believers are
to be adequately armed so as to be able to stand against the
attacks of cosmic forces without being defeated. Although the
imagery has changed from that of a "building" in 2:19-22 and a
"body" in 4:15-16 to that of a "battle" in 6:10-17, the notion
of strength and maturity remains as the author wants the
audience to be fully armed in order to withstand "the schemes
of the devil" (6:11).
6. Other verses can also be understood to point to the
author's concern for increased knowledge, growth and maturity.
The behavioral concerns of the paraenesis of chapters 4-6
imply that the author is concerned that the audience members
practice a mature Christian lifestyle. The author, at 3:4,
wants the audience to comprehend (voeco) Paul's understanding
of the mystery of Christ, and, at 3:13, the author is
concerned that the letter's recipients not be dismayed
(eyxaxetv) at Paul's tribulations.
	 Both of these verses add
to the picture of the author's concern for the level of
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understanding the audience members have of significant factors
in Paul's life, and the ramifications of these factors for
themselves. An allusion to the behaviour of Christians is
present from the opening lines of Eph.: Believers were
"chosen-to be holy and blameless-in love" (1:4).The notion of
Christian conduct is thus in the author's mind from the
beginning of Eph."2
The foregoing cursory look at passages that indicate the
author's concerns for the audience's growth and maturity is
built on the cumulative evidence of the verses mentioned
rather than an explicit statement of the writer such as "My
purpose for writing to you is-." Perhaps the author's prayers,
as revealed in 1:16 and 3:14-15, function as an equivalent to
an explicit statement of purpose, that is, in saying, "I pray
that God will give you-" the author may be expressing the
actual purpose of writing. Certainly the prayers point out
the author's desires for the benefit of the audience (cf.
Rom.1:9; 1 Thess.1:2-3; Phlmn.4-6). In any case, it appears
to be a safe conclusion that at the heart of the author's
purpose was his desire for the maturation of the audience."3
It is only in 4:1-16 that behaviour and Christian maturity are
explicitly linked together. While in Col. 1:9-10 the desire
of the author for the audience's maturity and their proper
behaviour are linked closely together, 94 the parallels in
Eph. stand far apart from each other. 	 The language of Col.
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1:9 closely parallels the language of Eph. 1:15-17, but the
explicit linking of the author's concerns for audience
maturity and behaviour do not follow on immediately, as they
do in Col. 1: 9-10,Lappearing for the first time in Eph. 4:1-16.
BJerkelund has noted this fact and claims that there is no
paraenetical application of the several themes found in Eph.
1-3 and only a "difficult" transition to paraenesis in 4:1.195
Nevertheless, the hypothesis is submitted here that the
ethical concern is implicit in Eph. 1-3, because the maturity
the author has in mind is, like that of Col., tied closely to
the behaviour of the audience. In Col. the behaviour is
linked to the definite CtyliYv that the epistle addresses,196
while Eph. deals with no specific issue, but has a more
general concern for the maturity and behaviour of its
audience. This hypothesis maintains that, contrary to the
view of Bierkelund, Eph. does have concerns that lead to
paraenesis in its first three chapters and that the transition
to paraenesis in 4:1 is not difficult but integral to the
author's purpose from the outset of the "sermon". 197 The Eph.
sermon in its first three chapters, it is suggested, is
intended to impress the audience with the nature and value of
salvation in order to lead the Becopot to a maturity that is
expressed behaviorally. The author desires a maturity that is
expressed in actual behaviour which will contrast with the
former pre-Christian behaviour of the audience (2:1-3) and be
in concord with their present existence as saved and
reconciled people (2:10; 4:1-16; cf. 2:21-22; 5:8-10). The
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text does not use close argumentation to achieve its goal,
rather the author has chosen the rhetoric of what is described
above as the "sermon" genre in order to build a rapport with
the audience so that through this means they would be
persuaded to follow the various items of the paraenesis. The
goals of being "holy and blameless" (1:4) and of becoming "a
holy temple in the Lord" (2:20) have in view a holiness that
affects every part of believers' lives.
The author's purpose in the Eph. sermon can be seen to be
closely associated with a concern that the audience maintain a
strong tie with the gospel, that is, that the audience would
have a clear and strong identification with salvation and all
that is implied by it, including the	 corporate life of the
church and	 ethics.198
	
The author wished to remind the
audience of what God has done in salvation and reconciliation
(e.g., 1:3-14; 2:1-10,11-22). The presence of anamnesis
(e.g., 61.6 p.voylovet5eTe-, 2:11) indicates that the audience
members had some knowledge of salvation and reconciliation,
but were still in need of reminders that would sharpen their
consciousness of their participation in the blessings of the
Christian faith, and thereby lead to growth.
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2.4.8 The Rhetorical Arrangement
In examining the rhetorical arrangement of Eph. the intention
is not to provide at this point an extended description of the
rhetorical strategy of Eph. as a sermon, i.e., a detailed
analysis of the rhetorical stylistics and features that
contribute to the overall rhetorical effect." 9 However, a
general look at the rhetorical arrangement of Eph. will assist
in coming to an understanding of how the various parts of the
sermon fit together and function, and therefore of how
theology and ethics are linked.
The classical rhetors conceived of the contents of speeches
being made up generally of four parts: exordium, narratio,
arguments ti o and	 peroratio2 0 0	 These parts could include
various subsections, and other units could be added. 201  Even
to the classical rhetors, however, it was too much to insist
that every speech contain all four of these major units. 2 0 2
Parts could be included or excluded according to the
particular need of the subject at hand. Deliberative oratory,
for example, could, according to Aristotle and Quintilian,
leave out the exordium and/or narratio if either was
deemed unnecessary (Arist.Rhet.3.13.14; Quint.Inst.3.8.6,11).
Quintilian claimed that all the parts of a judicial speech
could be dispensed with except the proof (i.e., the probatio
or argumentatio;	 Quint.Inst.5.Pr.5),	 although	 Aristotle
(Arist.Rhet.3. 13.4) saw a need for a minimum of two parts,
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i.e., a statement of the case (np66eatc=nerrat1o) and proof
(nfactc=argumentatio). Quintilian (Inst.3.8.60) also implies
that deliberative oratory could proceed effectively even
without an argumentatio. 203 The focus of a speech, however,
was the argumentatio (Arist.Rhet.3.13.4;Quint.Inst.5.Pr.5).204
Each unit of a speech had a particular function to fulfill.
The exordium was to act as the "key note" (Arist.Rhet.3.14.1)
with which a speech began. The intent was to appeal to the
audience so as to gain its attention, favourable disposition
and sympathy toward the speech (Quint.Inst.3.8.7;4.1.5). 205
The narratio functioned as the announcement or report of the
circumstances upon which the audience members were
	 to base
their decisions or actions (Arist.Rhet.3.16.1-11;
Quint.Inst.4.2.1). 206 It could be put in the form of a
reminder of past events in order to lead the audience from
memory of the past to appropriate action in the future
(Arist.Rhet.3.16.11; Quint.Inst.4.2.31). The ergumentatio
served as the central unit of a speech where the credibility
of the speech was explicated, 207 and was thus the place where
the actual persuasion to make a judgment or take a particular
course of action was performed. The peroratio had two goals:
to refresh the memory and to influence emotionally. 208 The
peroratlo was, like the exordium, intended to gain and keep
the audience's goodwill, but as concluding remarks rather than
as introductory remarks (Aris.Rhet.3.19.1-6;Quint.Inst.6.1.1).
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Caution is required, however, in the use of the theory of the
classical rhetors for analyzing Eph. or any other document or
speech. The ancient rhetors were primarily concerned with
prescribing methods for the preparation of speeches, not with
the analysis and criticism of speeches. 209
 Their purpose was
to present ideal rhetorical theory as they understood it, with
a view to teaching their readers and auditors how to prepare
and present the
	 best	 possible	 speeches. 210 It should not
be expected, therefore, that every speech, whether in written
or spoken form,
	 will	 follow formal rhetorical 	 theory
slavishly. Much latitude should be allowed for creativity,
and for a loose adherence to the classical format.211
Speeches can contain the basic four elements of exordium,
narratio,	 argumentatio,	 and peroretio,	 but variation,
combination, or exclusion of any of the elements of a speech
must be allowed and even expected. It should be assumed that
the primary concern of a speaker/author was not the formal
aspects of rhetoric, but that the audience be persuaded by the
message of the speech/text, with the formal aspects of
rhetoric being a means to that end. In the case of Eph.,
then, the primary concern of the author was not the formal
aspects of the letter's rhetorical features, but rather that
the audience be persuaded to move toward a maturity that was
expressed behaviorally.
Eph. does not lend itself to an easy determination of its
rhetorical arrangement. The text begins at 1:3 with what must
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be called an exordium because of its introductory nature212
and its appeal to the goodwill of the audience members
(thereby gaining their attention) by including them (1:13-14)
in the salvation spoken of in 1:3-14, and by the expressions
of thanksgiving and petition for them in 1:15-19a. The
author's language of praise of God, his petition on behalf of
the audience, and his inclusion of the audience in salvation
continues (with gaps) to 3:21. 213
	Embedded within this
exordium is a statement of facts (narratio) that speaks of
Christ, salvation, and reconciliation, and includes a
digression on the message and ministry of Paul (1:19b-2:22;
3:2-13), This narratio is clearly linked to the thanksgiving
and petition of 1:15-19a by the preposition xaTa (1:19b) and
the notion of God's power (To Snep66(XXov plyE6oc Tfic 6uvcip.emc
autoi)., 1:19a) which is illustrated by the resurrection and
exaltation of Christ described in 1:19b-23. 214	 This narratio
is not, however, a statement of facts upon which definite
argument is made in a subsequent section. Certainly some
argumentation in favour of proper behaviour is made in the
paraenesis (4:1-6:20), but that argumentation despite the
particle obv at 4:1, is not made directly on the basis of the
"facts" narrated in chapters 1-3, but rather on pragmatic and
theological bases presented within the paraenesis itself.215
Since argumentation made directly on the basis of a statement
of facts or narratio does not appear in Eph. ,216 the existence
of a formal argumentatio is called into question.	 In
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classical deliberative oratory the purpose of the argumentatio
was to argue for a course of action in view of the
consequences that would result from it, whether beneficial or
detrimental (Arist.Rhet.3.17.4). 212
 In Eph., however, as was
noted in chapter 1, 218 the absence of explicit references to
the parousia or to the judgment of Christians is conspicuous
in comparison with the rest of the Pauline corpus, and has
long been noted by scholars. The consequences of the audience
ignoring the paraenesis are not part of any argumentation, nor
indeed are they found anywhere in Eph.2 1 9 It seems to be
clear, therefore, that an argumentatio, in the usual formal
way as proposed by the ancient rhetors, does not occur in Eph.
This absence of connection between the usual
	 narratio and
argumentatio illustrates the difficulty of integrating
theology and ethics in Eph. by showing the lack of a clearly
expounded connection between the two halves of the letter.
In place of a clearly identifiable and formal argumentatio is
the pareenesis which may, to adopt a Latin term to correspond
with exordium, narratio, argumentatio and peroratio and other
elements of rhetoric, be called exhortatio (4:1-6:9). The
eAortatio (Greek napcavetlx6v) is a unit of rhetoric not
dealt with formally by the classical rhetors, and mentioned by
them only in passing (e.g., Quint. Inst. 3.6.47; 5.11.10;
9.2.103). 220
	It nevertheless exists in Eph. and in other NT
epistles 221
	The exhortatio in Eph. functions as a call to
the audience members to practice specific behaviour, not in
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response to a particular Cese6W, nor on the foundation of direct
argument based on a narratio, but because they have been
persuaded by an appreciation of and identification with the
themes of praise to God, thanksgiving, petition, salvation,
grace, reconciliation, life in the heavenlies, etc. contained
in the exordium/narratio. This explanation of the rhetorical
effect of the arrangement of Eph. supports the hypothesis that
an ethical concern is implicit in chapters 1-3 by indicating
how the exhortatio is related to the exordium/narratio.
Following the exhortatio, set off by the words Tot:. Xotno0
which suggest the beginning of a concluding section, 222 is a
peroratio bringing the paraenesis to a climax in the picture
of strong and well-armed believers in a cosmic battle against
the forces of evil (6:10-20).223
The rhetorical arrangement of Eph., then, is understood here
according to the following outline (omitting the epistolary
prescript and postscript):
Exordium/narratio	 1:3-3:21
Exhortatio	 4:1-6:9
Peroratio	 6:10-20
The author has creatively integrated the exordium and
narratio, 223 and has developed the exhortatio with its self-
contained arguments for specific behaviour, rather than an
argumentatio that would normally argue on the foundation of
the statements given in a narratio.
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2.4.9 Rhetoric and Audience Identification
The audience of Eph. would not have been likely to have been
receptive to the sermon if they were not already the Christian
people they are described as being. 225	 "People can neither
understand,
	 accept,	 nor	 appreciate	 lucid,	 logical,
	 or
impassioned utterances that have no bearing on their status in
the community and the environment. '4226 In other words, while
it would be good and proper for people to be receptive to any
"important" concepts or events, in fact they are generally
receptive only to things which provoke their interest or are
significant to their lives at a given point in time. There is
a need, therefore, for some sense of identification of an
audience with the subject matter which an author/speaker
wishes to expound. It should be expected that some sort of
identification of the audience with the subject matter would
occur in the exordium/narratio since the purpose of the
exordium is to win the favour of the audience, and of the
nerratio to state the facts upon which persuasion is
attempted.	 Since the audience of Eph. had already attained
some level of Christian understanding they were likely to have
been receptive to a message 	 that had directly to do with
their Christian understanding and practice.
The rhetorical effect of identification has been discussed by
Burke, 227 followed by Mouat. 228 Burke claims that "You
persuade a man only insofar as you talk his language by
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speech, gesture,	 tonality,	 order,	 image,	 attitude,	 idea,
identifying [Burke's emphasis] your ways with his [sic.]"229
Identification involves using ideas in such a way that the
content of the author's/speaker's rhetoric is identified with
the beliefs and wishes of the audience, 2 " that is, the
audience members find themselves in agreement with the
statements of the author/speaker. If audience members identify
with the subject matter of a speech/text, then assent to the
course of action the author/speaker desires for them can take
place. By producing an identification of the audience with
the speech/text content, a sense of order and continuity in
the minds of the audience members reinforces their beliefs
about the subject, and
	 draws them to assent to the actions
the author/speaker has in mind for them and to
	 the actual
performance of the activities. 231
In Eph. identification can be seen to play an important role
in the overall rhetorical effect. The author has used
language that enables the audience members to identify with
what they already know about themselves. This identification
leads the audience along from the exordium/nal-ratio through to
the exhortatio and peroratio.	 Briefly, 232 examples of this
audience identification are evident in passages such as 1:13-
14 where the audience's own salvation is linked to the
redemptive theme in the "eulogy" of 1:3-12, particularly in
the change from f..4.LEic (1:3-12) to Upetc (1:13-14); 2:1-10 and
2:11-22, where the Gentile audience's former (not) existence
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and present (v0v) existence are contrasted with each other;
3:1-13, where the audience's knowledge of Paul indicates their
appreciation of him, even if they are not fully aware of his
ministry (3:2); 4:4-6, comprising a confessional statement
which the audience would remember and be in agreement with;
4:17-24, where the "walk" of T6 )tevn would be identified by
the audience with their former lifestyle, and what they had
learned about Christ (4:20) would be identified with their
knowledge of the gospel and the lifestyle appropriate to their
new status; and 5:8-13, where, again, the past and present
identity of Christians is indicated. Other sample passages
could be listed, but these serve to demonstrate that audience
identification was part of the rhetorical strategy of the
author.
The result or effect of the rhetorical use of identification
is that the audience members are reminded of their personal
involvement in the Christian faith. They are impressed once
more with the great value of salvation and its implications.
When people are impressed in this way it is easy for them to
be moved to become personally involved in the kind of
behaviour that will lead them on to deeper Christian maturity.
This notion of identification sheds light on the connections
between theology and ethics in Eph. by indicating how the
author's theological themes were brought home to the audience,
leading them to behave in accord with the paraenesis.
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2.5. Summary and Conclusions
This chapter began with the understanding that there is no
clearly expounded connection between the theological themes of
Eph. 1-3 and the paraenesis of chapters 4-6. It has sought to
present a critical methodology for approaching Eph. that
indicates how theology and ethics are related. 	 The validity
of the rhetorical	 critical	 approach	 taken	 has	 been
demonstrated	 and	 the	 particular
	 rhetorical
	 critical
methodology used has
	 been defined.	 The methodological
procedure has defined what for the purposes of the present
study is being termed "sermon" and indicated that Eph. is
such a "sermon"; has identified the rhetorical situation that
gave rise to Eph. so far as the text itself reveals it; has
indicated the rhetorical arrangement of the epistle; and has
shown that the rhetoric of the "sermon" produced audience
identification that would lead the recipients to accept and
attempt to attain the goals in the author's mind.
Several conclusions relative to the relationship between
theology and ethics in Eph. have been drawn and are restated
here:
1. Epistolary analysis, while it is useful for determining the
dimensions of the letter format, does not explain how theology
and ethics are integrated in Eph.
2. The genre of "sermon," for our purposes here (bearing in
mind how imprecise the actual word "sermon" may be), is a
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combination of deliberative and epideictic genres that is not
intended to deal with a particular exy/jv and is directed to
ecopot rather than xpt.-cckt The sermon is intended to impress
the 8Ewpoi with its ideas and themes, to enable the 8503pot to
identify with beliefs and practices with which they already
agree, rather than to present them with convincing arguments,
and, consequently, to lead them on to an ethical goal.
	 The
"sermon," therefore, leads an audience to practice specific
behaviour based not on information or concepts from which the
behaviour is directly derived, but rather on concepts with
which the audience identifies. The sermon builds a rapport
with the audience members, attempting to stimulate their
thoughts and sentiments, rather than to argue critically.
3. Eph. fits neatly and appropriately into this sermon genre.
It is not an essay aimed at dealing simply with ecclesiology
and unity, but a rhetorical discourse designed to elicit a
desired response.
4. Eph. is intended to impress its audience of Gentile
Christians with the nature and value of salvation in order to
lead those believers to a full maturity that is expressed
ethically or behaviorally.
5. The ethical concern explicit in the exhortatio is implicit
in the exordium/narratio of chapters 1-3.
6. Eph. is composed of an exardium/narratio (1:3-3:21),
followed by an exhortatio (4: 1-6: 9) , and peroratio (6:10-20).
The exhortatio does not argue directly on the basis of the
exordium/narratio as would be the case in a rhetorical
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argumentatio.	 The exhortatio thus functions in the place of
an argumentatio but not as an exact substitute for it. A
frame of mind that is susceptible to the moral exhortations
described in the exhortatio is encouraged on the basis of an
identification with and appreciation of the
	 various themes
presented in the exordium/narratio that have been impressed
upon the minds of the audience members.
7. Language and themes that would produce audience
identification are a rhetorical feature used by the author to
develop a sense of personal involvement in the audience
members in order to lead them on to maturity and corresponding
conduct.
Theology and ethics, it is concluded, are integrated in Eph.
not by clear, explicit connection and argumentation, but by
the rhetorical use of the "sermon". The audience members are
reminded of and identify with theological realities with which
they are personally involved and on the basis of such
identification are impressed with the need to move toward the
goals the author has in mind for them.
It remains now to provide a rhetorical analysis of the
exordium/narratio showing how a mindset susceptible to moral
exhortation was intended to be developed, 233 and to examine
the exhortatio, showing that supporting argumentation is self-
contained within the paraenesis and not derived directly from
Eph. 1-3. 234
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"introductory formula," i.e., an expression of Joy, deep
inside the text of Phil. -(Phil.4:10), he dismisses it with an
allusion to the question of the unity of Phil., suggesting
that the expression may belong to an independent letter.
23 White, 1984:1741.
24 White, 1984:1734; 1981:92.
25 Cf. Lausberg, 1960:56263,266-68.
26 Koester, 1982, 11:55.
27 Koester, 1982, 11:55.
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29 Berger, 1984:1330-31.
30 The most notable classification of epistolary types, for
our purposes, is the first century CE work Epistolary Types,
attributed, apparently falsely,
	
to Demetrius of Phalerum,
hence the author is referred to as Pseudo-Demetrius. 	 Pseudo-
Demetrius listed twenty-one different letter types.	 An ET of
Epistolary Types can be found in Malherbe, 1988:30-41.
31 For a description of epideictic oratory see section 2.4.2
below.
32 See Aune, 1987:161.
33 Cf, Aune, 1987:161.
34 Stowers, 1986.
35	 Aune, 1987:162.	 Cf. White, 1988:88-95, who identifies
(with examples) four types:	 letters of introduction and
recommendation;	 letters	 of	 petition;	 family	 letters;
royal/diplomatic correspondence.
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particularly with 1 Thess., but the principle of what he calls
the "pragmatic dimension" can be applied to any letter.
37 Johanson, 1987: 63.
38 Meeks, 1986:161, while speaking of Christian ethics rather
than epistolary theory, cautions against ignoring the "living
function" in a text while looking for its essence: "To obtain
the essence of something, we have to boil it down, distill,
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residue, an abstraction." Cf. also Meeks, "Understanding Early
Christian Ethics" 1986:3-11.
39 Cf. the views of Koester, cited above, notes 26, 27.
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has no formal letter body. See also note 17.
41 Cf. Barth, 1974:54.
42 Such as those already noted above in sections 2.2.2 and
43 This is the view, in fact, of Roberts, 1986:198-199, who
believes that all of Eph. 1-3 is an extended berakah
formulation and that the letter body is comprised of three
pericopae, viz. 2:1-10, 11-18, 19-22.
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transitional phrases can be found in the works on letter
writing by Sanders, White, Doty and Mullins noted above.
45 The word napaxaX& is frequently used for request in
ancient letters; other request terms are atfo, 56op.loet and)txvcci56).	 See White, 1984:1736.
46 While Barth, 1974:55 calls 3:1-4:24 the "second part" of
the structure of Eph. (following "prologue," 1:3-14 and "first
part" 1:15-2:22) he nevertheless divides the letter into the
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to hortatory material at 4:1 (cf. pp.426, 453).
47 Cf. Mullins, 1972:387, as in note 19 above.
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as forming the letter body (cf. Roberts, 1986:198-199, as in
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Lincoln, 1987:607-608) with 2:1-10, not to mention the
linguistic connection formed by 61.6 p.vrwove6eTe. The pericope
2:1-10 is in turn linked syntactically and thematically to
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labelled "body" since it is a digression from the author's
thought in 3:1.
49 But see the discussion of the purpose of Eph. in sections
2.4.1 below.
50 Aune, 1987:217-218. The category "general letter" appears
to be a catch bag for letters that do not lend themselves to
clear epistolary analysis.
51 Aune, 1987:218.
52 These letter types are from the twenty-one identified by
Pseudo-Demetrius. See above note 30.
53 Or possibly in light of 1:13-14 in particular. O'Brien,
1979:505 fn 8, 513; Abbott, 1897:24-25.
54 These parallels are indicated particularly in the language
of resurrection and seating in the heavenlies (1:20; 2:5-6).
See Schnackenburg, 1982:95; Allen, 1986:103-04.
55 Tachau, 1972:134-143; Lincoln, 1987:607-608.
56 Bruce, 1984:309.
57 See the discussion in section 3.3.9 below.
58 Cf. Wuellner, 1976:334, "Hellenistic-Roman and Near
?astern epistolographic studies, no matter how exacting they
gill be executed, cannot solve the problem of Romans or that
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letter frame [Wuellner's italics], and the
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letter structure, or the problems connected
of the Pauline letters."	 See also the more
on this point by Wuellner, 1988:2-3.
59 See above section 2.2.1.
60 Cf. . Johanson, 1987:61-65; Wuellner, 1968:2-3.
61 As mentioned earlier in section 2.2.4.
62 Above, section 2.2.1.
63 Schlier, 1957: 16.
64 Kirby, 1968:126,135; Mitton, 1951:4,13-14.
65 Aune, 1987:170, notes that "Epistolary prescripts and
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67 Gnilka, 1971:33.
68 Kirby, 1968: 126.
69 Kirby, 1968: 136.
70 Schlier, 1957: 18; see also fn. 4 on same page.
71 Schlier, 1957:21
72 Lincoln, 1981: 135.
73 Aune, 1987:158.
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74 Mitton, 1951:13-14; Lincoln, 1981:136-37. Alexander,
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written analogue of the sermon." Dahl, 1976:268 suggests that
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public speech rather than for private conversation".
75 Cf. Kirby, 1968:136; Aune, 1987:81-82. The fact that Eph.
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noun avciyvmalc refer not only to reading, but to public vocal
reading and therefore to the hearing of a message read aloud
of any other
canonical and
clarify the
conventions of
problem of the
with the 'body'
recent comments
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certain of the literacy level of the recipients of Eph., but
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individual passages will be taken up in subsequent discussions
later in this study.
233 Chapter 3.
234 Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER THREE
RHETORICAL ANALYSIS
THE EXORDIVIVNARRATIO, EPHESIANS 1:3-3:21
3. Introduction
The conclusion has been drawni that Eph. is the written,
epistolary version of a rhetorical discourse that may be
termed "sermon," and that it was intended to persuade its
audience of Gentile Christians to move on to a full Christian
maturity that is to be expressed ethically or behaviorally.
Such persuasion is accomplished as the author of Eph.
addresses an audience of eccopot, not about a particular ayav,
but with themes and ideas that are intended to make a deep
impression on the minds of the audience members, stressing
both their relationship to God and God's actions on their
behalf, and to bring about an identification on the part of
the eswpot with beliefs with which they were already in
agreement, thereby stimulating their thoughts, sentiments and,
in turn, their behaviour. Eph. calls for specific behaviour
in the exhortatio (4:1-6:9), not on the basis of direct
argument founded on the facts presented in a narratio (as
would be the case in the usual rhetorical argumentatio), but
on the basis of the rapport that has been built between the
author and the recipients in the exordium/nerratio (1:3-3:21).
Rather than arguing critically on the basis of theological
concepts for the behaviour encouraged in the paraenesis, Eph.
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reminds its audience members of the theological realities with
which they are involved and with which as Christians they
identify. A renewed appreciation of these theological
realities may persuade them to move on to the goals that the
author has in mind.
The purpose of this chapter is to present a detailed and
technical rhetorical analysis of the exordium/narratio in
order to demonstrate how the audience members could have been
moved by the presentation of the theological themes contained
therein toward acceptance and practice of the moral
exhortations of the exhortatio.
3.1. The Combined Exordium/Narratio 1:3-3:21
The combined exordium/narratio begins at 1:3 with language of
worship (1:3-14), followed by thanksgiving for, and petition
on behalf of the recipients (1:15-19a; 3:1,14-19 2 ), and a
doxology (3:20-21) Embedded within this praise end petition
is a statement of facts or narratio that gives some specific
perspectives on aspects of christology,	 soteriology and
reconciliation (1:19b-2:22), along with a digression
(digressio) addressing the ministry and message of Paul (3:2-
13). There is a clear linking of thought between the various
pericopes. 3 These linkages can be seen, for example, at 1:15
(15th Toflto xiay(15-); at 1:19b, 4
 where narrative concerning the
raised and exalted Christ
	 is	 tied	 to the preceding
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thanksgiving and petition by the preposition xcer& and the
notion of God's power (TO bnepOdcXXov p.dyeeloc TT)c Suvap,Ewc
ATo0..., 1:19a); at 2:1-6 by xai upac and the notions of death,
raising, and seating in the heavenlies as in 1:20; at 2:11
(öta )1vrolovel5ETE); and at 3:1,14 (T015TOD XeXptV). A combined
exordium and narratio was acceptable according to Rhet ad Alex
1438b.15-28; 1442b.28-32. The following examination, however,
will consider exordium and narratio separately in order to
facilitate understanding.
3.2 The Exordium
It may be recalled that, according to the classical
rhetoricians, the essential purpose of an exordium is to
appeal to an audience so as to gain attention, favourable
disposition, and sympathy toward a speech (Arist.Rhet.3.14.7;
Quint.Inst.3.8.7). 5
 According to Quintilian (Inst.4.1.5),
"The sole purpose of the exordium is to prepare our audience
in such a way that they will be disposed to lend a ready ear
to the rest of our speech". In epideictic oratory the sources
of such speech are praise and blame (Arist.Rhet.3.14.2), that
is, things about oneself, the person being discussed or the
subject being discussed that may be praised or blamed (Rhet ad
Eer.3.6.11; cf. Rhet ad Alex. 1440b.5).'	 The exordium should
make the hearers believe that they are actually participating
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in the praise (Arist.Rhet.3.14.11). The style of an exordium
should not resemble argumentation or narrative too closely,
and should appear to be unpremeditated (Quint.Inst.4.1.60).
3.2,1 The Introductory Eulogy, 1:3-14
The eulogy of 1:3-14 has striking similarities to the Jewish
berakah form7 (cf. Gn.14:20; Dan.2:20ff; Barn.6:10;
1Macc.4:30-33; Tob.13:1ff; 1QS11:15; 1Q11:27), even if it has
been "Christianized" by the addition of Tot, x y piou fipbv )Ino-c05
Xptato0. 8
 It stands, in a form critical sense, as an
introductory eulogy or benediction 9
 that praises God for his
salvific plan and his actions for the benefit of people.
Virtually everyone who studies the eulogy notes that it stands
as a long, single sentence, and that it is very difficult to
analyze. I0
 Norden called it "des monstrOseste Satzkonglomerat
(dem von einer Periode kann man da gar nicht mehr reden), des
mir in griechischer Sprache begegnet ist." 11
 While calling
the sentence "the most monstrous" is probably very extreme,
the eulogy has provoked lively scholarly discussion and debate
over its nature, structure, and position in Eph.
3.2.2 The Debate over the Nature and Structure of the Eulogy
Many scholars have written about the nature and structural
arrangement of 1:3-14, asking whether the passage is poetic
(i.e., hymnic) or prosaic, and inquiring about the sources it
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may have come from. Is the eulogy an early Christian liturgy
or hymn, or is it based upon such material, or did the author
compose it himself? Lohmeyer 12
 was one of the first persons to
attempt an analysis of the eulogy as being hymnic, seeing it
in four large units (vv.3-4, 5-8, 9-12, 13-14). He suggested
that the basis for the two middle units (i.e., vv.5-8 and 9-
12) was an older two-strophe hymn based on the participles
npoop(crac and 'yvcoptaas that had been recast in their present
form with the additions of verses 3-4 and 13-14. Maureri3
claimed that 1:3-4 contain the theme of the eulogy which is
them explained through the use of participles and verbs in
three sections (1:5-8, npoopiaac; 1:9-10, yvcoptaac; 1:11-14,
exXmocanylev and ecropayfaenTe).	 Over against Lohmeyer, Dah114.
stated that 1:3-14 does not follow distinct poetic rules,
whether they be Hellenistic or Semitic,
	 and that the
participles npooptaac	 and yvmpfaac	 do not define its
structure.	 Dahl submitted is
 that the passage is structured
around the "in him" expressions
	 (iv octy4, 	1:4;	 ev y,
1;7,11,13). He insisted that all of the eulogy be seen as a
unit, that is, that neither 1:3 nor 1:13-14 may be split off
from any formal analysis, particularly since he believes that
the specific application of the blessings to believers in
1:13-14 (by means of the change of pronoun from fwetc to
twig) is part of the author's purpose."
	 Perhaps more
significant than Dahl's structural analysis of 1:3-14,
however, is his view that baptism was in the author's mind,
with the passage amounting to a baptismal eulogy." Cambier18
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took the view that the eulogy was comprised of three strophes.
each one ending with the refrain stiq 'dnoci.vo y (Tfic) 6(511q auTo4
(1:6,12,14). Coutts19 similarly proposed a three part
structure set off by the words slq 'tnalvov (Tjc) 667-1q ainob.
Coutts attempted what he called the "rash undertaking" of a
u tentative" 29 reconstruction of stanzas of even length by
subtracting what he perceived to be added homiletical content.
The reconstruction proposed by Fischer is comprised of three
strophes, 1:4-6, 1:7-8 plus the phrase sig )tnatvov 86tric auTob
from verse 12, and 1:13-14, but it admittedly "-ist natUrlich
sehr unsicher". 21 Schille22 claims that the participles
npoopiaag and yvwpfcrac (1:9) divide the eulogy into "-zwei
klare Teile" dealing, in turn, with God's plan before the
foundation of the cosmos and the execution of that plan." In
a recent article on the structure of Eph. 1:3-14, Robbins24
has suggested that the sentence length and method of
composition accord with certain principles of Greek rhetoric.
Robbins submits that the structure of the eulogy is guided by
the amount of a speech that a speaker can fit between breaths,
and by the unity and completeness of thought of the words that
actually do fit between those breaths. Although Robbins
attempts to employ some principles of Greek rhetoric as does
the present study, his suggestions appear to be forced,
amounting to simply one more structural arrangement that can
be disputed on linguistic and structural grounds.25
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Despite the various attempts to find in (or force on) 1:3-14 a
poetic or hymnic structure, no wholly satisfactory schema has
yet been identified." Schlier concluded that the eulogy is
an ad hoc creation of the author in rhythmic prose of hymnic
typer but is not in fact a hymn. Many commentators take
essentially this same view," and supply a variety of possible
linguistic structures, none of which prove to be definitive or
fully satisfying. Schlier himself 29
 postulated that the
benediction of 1:3 forms the basis for the whole eulogy which
is then unfolded by means of the three verbs 'eteXeccro (1:4),
exapitocrev (1:6), and errepiaaeuaev (1:8). Gnilka 30
 arranged
the eulogy around the participles et0s.oylaac (1:3), npoopluac
(1:4), and yvoptcrac (1:9). Kramer" proposed that the words Lv
)Xpto-4 and their equivalents (ev auTy; ev
	 etc.) are the
organizing principle for the form and content of the eulogy.
Disagreeing with the arrangements of Schlier, Gnilka, Kramer
and others is Schnackenburg, 32
 who wishes simply to order the
whole of the eulogy under the heading ›EuXoynTOc 6 6e6c, and
arranges the material in six parts that present the primary
thought of praise to God (1:3-4), followed by adoption (1:5-
6), salvation and forgiveness (1:7-8), revelation of the
mystery (1:9-10), inheritance (1:11-12), and an application to
the audience (1:13-14). 33 It is to Schnackenburg's credit,
however, that he has gone beyond many other scholars by
recognizing that structural and linguistic arrangements of the
eulogy do not provide completely satisfying explanations of
its meaning, and therefore discusses the passage under
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structural,	 syntactical,	 semantical,	 and	 pragmatic
categories. 34
 He suggests the possibility that the various
parts of the eulogy have rhetorical function and purpose, even
if some of the individual parts of it are based on liturgical
or homiletical models that preceded it.35
In his pragmatic analysis, Schnackenburg wishes to consider
how the text functions as a "communicative process" 36
 through
which the author seeks to influence the audience. He provides
five "insights" upon which his pragmatic analysis is based:37
1. Every text is produced for a communicative purpose.
2. The purpose of a text consists in its persuasive intention.
3. The effect sought for is of an emotional kind.
4. The emotions so affected serve either to confirm or change
the norm-systems of the recipients.
5. The emotional effect is produced by means of the vehicle of
linguistic signs or devices.
From his pragmatic analysis Schnackenburg concludes" that the
author speaks of praise of God and of the audience members'
redemption and salvation experience in order to encourage
grateful praise and adherence to Christ, and to make them
conscious of their Christian relationship. The author uses the
emotions of gratitude, humility and joy to arouse a co-
operative spirit within the audience in order to facilitate
unity. 39
 The eulogy presents a point of departure (1:4) for
moral exhortation, although the exhortation itself does not
appear until 4:1. Schnackenburg claims that the religious
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emotions which the author has aroused are the best basis for
all that follows in Eph. While Schnackenburg's article does
not move further into a more detailed pragmatic analysis, his
thoughts point out that attempting to understand both the
persuasive purpose and the persuasive effect of the eulogy may
prove to be more fruitful than grammatical and structural
analyses.
3.2.3	 Rhetorical Analysis 1:3-14
The eulogy begins with the berakah-like 'EuXoyrycbc (!) 8e6c xai
TraTflp	 TOO	 xupfou	 ful&v 'Inao4	 XptaTo0	 (cf.	 2Cor.1:3ff;
1Pet.1:3ff). The long sentence extending through to verse 14
employs °ratio perpetua, that is, what could have been a
series of sentences is coordinated together as one extended
sentence by means of relative clauses, participles and
prepositions (Arist.Rhet.3.9.)."	 This construction reflects,
along with the berakah form, Semitic influence. 41	 God, as
the object of praise in 1:3, is identified in the following
clause which employs words from the same stem as euXoynT6c, 42
(o eUXoylaac	 -1).1.6(c	 ev	 7tdocry3	 euXoyfq	 nveuilattxli	 ev	 Totc
Aenoupavfotg ev Xptaty.	 Reduplication of the like-sounding
words euXoynT6c, euXoy ylaac and euXoyfq serves to impress the
notion of blessing on the minds of the audience members."
This introductory statement sets the stage for the rest of the
eulogy by establishing the theme of praise to God in the minds
of the audience members.	 The theme is explicit
	 again in
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1:6,12,1 4 (elq )tnatvov [Tfic] 66tnc).	 There is a powerful
rhetorical effect in the initial words of praise in 1:3,
however, by means of identification."
	 Aristotle, quoting
Socrates,	 stated that "-it is not difficult to praise
Athenians among Athenians" (Arist.Rhet.1.9.30;3.14.11). 45 By
the same sort of logic, it should not be difficult to praise
"the God and rather of our Lord Jesus Christ" among Christians.
The audience of Eph. was composed of people who were already
participants in salvation" and were, therefore, presumably
cognizant of the fact that God had provided blessings and was
worthy of being praised. The theme of praise is one with
which the eswpoi of Eph. could thus identify, since it is an
understanding and practice with which they were familiar. 47
The author of Eph. is treating with esteem a theme which is
esteemed by the audience (cf. Arist.Rhet.1.9.30-31),thereby
indicating that he shares their perspective, and moving them
to participate in the praise as well. The Gempot are no doubt
willing to praise God for blessings received. The author is
thus using pathos (Arist.Rhet.1.2.5)," that is, he begins the
eulogy by arousing a sense of praise in the Becopot."
One of the most frequently noted recurring features of the
eulogy, viz, the ev Xptatip phrases, first appears in 1:3.50
The use of the preposition ev has provoked a good deal of
discussion as to whether it should be taken in a locative 51 or
in an instrumenta1 52
 sense, but more pertinent here is the
rhetorical effect of the preposition.
	 The preposition ev in
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the eulogy (and indeed elsewhere in Eph.) is not only coupled
with XptaT6c (or an equivalent pronoun), but with a number of
other words (N., rceraip eU)oyiq nveup.aTtxrj;	 v Tot;
	 1-roupavtotc;
iv &ydotrj;	 .., Tri) 6/anrWeV();
	 v nacan aooicix xat opovflact). These
1
v phrases are syntactically unnecessary since the clauses
make good sense through the verb meanings alone." The
rhetorical effect of the repeated use of the preposition .., is
two-fold.
1. The rhetorical effect is evident in the rhythmic pattern in
c	 )	 c	 )	 )	 )
1:3: o suXoyrlaag riw5c; EV ndan euXoy(q nveupocTtxu ev Tofc
)	 )Enoupavtotg EV Xpto-T(7).	 Burke indicates how such patterns can
"-awaken an attitude of collaborative expectancy in us." 54 By
this he means that awareness of a word pattern "-invites
participation regardless of the subject matter." 55 Yielding
to a form leads to audience assent to the matters identified
with it. As examples, Burke uses a pattern based on
antitheses: "we do this, but they do that; we stay here, but
they go there; we look up, but they look down," and cites a
passage from As You Like It:
Your brother and my sister no sooner met but they looked,
no sooner looked but they loved, no sooner loved but they
sighed, no sooner sighed but they asked one another the
reason, no sooner knew the reason but they sought the
remedy; and in these degrees they have made a pair of
stairs to marriage.56
When an audience is confronted with word patterns the tendency
is to "collaborate" 57
 with the pattern to make it a complete
utterance. The same sort of effect can occur when a speaker
uses the "body language" of nodding the head, stimulating
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head-nodding among the audience members and, potentially, the
audience's tacit agreement with the speaker's actual words.
While we must be prudent in the acceptance of Burke's caution
that "You can't possibly make a statement without its falling
into some sort of pattern," and "Given enough industry in
observation, abstraction, and classification, you can reduce
any expression (even inconsequential or incomplete ones) to
some underlying skeletal structure," 56
 the word pattern based
)
on EV in 1:3 is a clear example of epanaphora (Rhet ad
Her.4.13.19).
	 Epanaphora is the repetition of the same word
at the beginning of successive phrases. 59
	The resultant
rhetorical effect in 1:3 (which is not evident in ET's because
)	 )
ev nciarj euXoy(q nveop.certx yj is usually translated "with every
spiritual blessing") is the tendency of the audience to assent
to the praise of God and to the proposition that God is the
one who blessed "in every spiritual blessing in the heavenlies
in Christ."
The initial epanaphoric use of iv in 1:3 leads, in turn, to
the subsequent repetition of the preposition in 1:4,6,7. The
flow of thought could move along easily without iv atT(7) and iv
)
ar5aug in 1:4 60 and without iv T(7) ?Iyantlp.tvcp in 1:6, but the
repetition of the iv phrases serves to sustain heightened
awareness of the thought of 1:3 and to focus attention on the
actions of God in Christ.
at
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The effect of epanaphora is remarkable in the thought movement
)	 21:6-7 (LV Ttp	 ev y excllev), at 1:10-11	 cdy4,
2)	 4,
	 	 )	 2
Ev y xai) and at 1:12-13 (N, T(7) Xptcr4, ev ei) xaf-ev y xaf).
)
When one thought is completed by means of an sv phrase, the
)
author immediately employs another EV phrase to introduce
another thought, and, in the case of 1:13, sustains and
expands the notion of the explicit inclusion of the audience
among those who have received the blessings by means of an
additional tv phrase. This usage of epanaphora serves as an
effective means of connecting thoughts as well as emphasizing
the relationship of both blessings and believers to Christ.
It would be possible to omit ev y from 1:7 and ev y xa( from
1:11 and 1:13 without destroying the meaning of the assertions
made in the verses. Removal of these repeated v phrases,
however, would damage the emphasis on the relationship between
blessings and Christ. According to Rhet ad Her. 4.14.21,
epanaphora is not used because of "-verbal poverty; rather
there inheres in the repetition an elegance which the ear can
distinguish more easily than words can explain." 	 The
3
epanaphoric pattern of ev phrases thus has to do with
impressing the minds of the audience members with an
identification of the blessings of grace (1:6), redemption
(1:7), having been made a portion or lot of God (1:11), and
having been sealed with the Holy Spirit in Christ (1:13).
The pattern of ev phrases also tends to evoke a sense of
"collaborative expectancy" 61
 among the audience members, who,
having already been impressed with the notion that the
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blessings referred to are focused "in Christ," will be likely
to agree with equivalent expressions whenever they are used in
the same pericope.
2. The rhetorical effect of the ev phrases as a stylistic
device is evident in that they frequently (although not in
every case) mark the end and/or beginning of individual
>	 >thoughts that make up the eulogy (i.e., ev ndco-	 e)Xoytqc
nveupattxi.j kv	 Totc ertoupavtotc iv XplaTii), 1:3; ev &-1/6(, 1:4;
)	 +	 7
6 ?yyartnutvy from which springs the following ev cp, 1:6-7; ev
nexaT3 aocptq xat Tpovflaet, 1:8; ev atTiii, 1:9; ev 4 Xpla4,
1:10; ev airrii  from which springs the following )ev t, 1:10-11;
iV 4 Xpto-4 from which springs the following ev 4) xat, 1:12-
y)	 t13; EV 	 xat, 1:13)."	 They signal to the audience that
either the end of a thought or the transition to another
thought is imminent." This is particularly noticeable in the
>	 "c•	 .).,
eulogy where ev y and Iv 4) xat appear at 1:7,11,13 (twice).
Thus, while the preposition iv serves to join thoughts within
the larger unit of the eulogy, it also functions as a marker
by which notions are set off from each other in the thought
flow. 66
 This again impresses the notion of "in Christ" on the
audience members, pushing their thoughts to focus on the
blessings and, consequently, on the praise of God who provided
the blessings, thus playing a role in encouraging the audience
members to participate in the praise given in the eulogy.
The introductory theme statement of praise (1:3 65 ) is followed
by a series of examples of the blessings that God has provided
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in order to substantiate the praise. Such a use of examples
was recommended by the classical rhetors (Rhet ad Her.3.6.10-
11; Rhet ad Alex.1440b.5-1441b.10) for the purpose of arousing
praise (Arist.Rhet.1.9.1-39), and was also used in the Jewish
berekah form." The examples act as topoi (Aris.Rhet.2.18.22),
that is, the "themes," "doctrines" or "premises" 67 that are
employed to persuade or move an audience. The examples are in
the form of relative clauses that describe the components of
the blessings, beginning in 1:4 with the conjunction xae6c,
which has the force of "because" or "since"." The blessings
are denoted as election (1:4), predestination (1:5),
redemption and forgiveness (1:7)," revelation of the mystery
(1:9), and having been made God's portion or lot (xXnp6omat,
1:11). The examples of blessing have the rhetorical effect of
arousing praise for the one who has provided the blessings
(eic )trcatvov [TIO
	 86%nc,	 1:6,12,14).	 Praise of God is
therefore supported rhetorically by the use of examples of
blessings which indicate the ground of such praise, followed
by explicit assertion of the result of the blessings.70
Clarification for the recitation of blessings in the eulogy is
found in the xaTá clauses (1:5,7,9,11). 71 These clauses are
explanatory in that they demonstrate that the source of the
various blessings is within God himself. Here again, the
pattern established by the repetitive use of the preposition
xaT6 has the effect of evoking an expectancy of a reference to
the purpose, will and grace of God each time it is used.
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while the examples explain the blessings for which God is
raised, they also give an advance indication of the behaviour
to be practiced by	 recipients ("rwetc") of the spiritual
blessings.	 In 1:4 God has "elected us" etvat rIpAc cocCouc xai
) A	 )	 )	 ,041wuoug xatevlontov autou EV ayan13. The word e 'tvat functions
as an infinitive of purpose, 72 expressing the purpose of the
verb ExXdNoylat.	 Thus Christians have been chosen for the
purpose of being holy and blameless before God and for living
in love. 78 There is, therefore, an identification of the
elect with proper conduct that is impressed upon the minds of
the recipients of Eph. from the outset of the letter.74
Bearing in mind that we have stated that the purpose of Eph.
was an ethical one, i.e., to encourage its audience to move
forward	 to	 Christian
	
maturity	 that	 is	 expressed
behaviorally, 75 the identification of Christians with proper
conduct is not surprising in the exordium.	 Exordia were
commonly used to signal or provide a sample (mpoe(Bov,
Arist.Rhet.3.14.6; cf. Rhet ad Alex. 1436a.31.38) of the main
subject of a speech. Although the eulogy does not state that
the author's primary concern was the maturity and behaviour of
the audience, it does indicate to the audience that Christians
and holiness, blamelessness, and love" belong together.77
The employment of genitival constructions is a significant
factor in the eulogy and indeed throughout Eph. 78 These
genitives are plentiful in the pericope, sometimes forming
symmetrical or parallel thoughts (e.g., e?; 'ertatvov SatrIc Tlc
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Opttoc ATo0, 1:6; Tf1V «noX15-cpwc • tv 81.6 To0 Allovroc c(?)To0, TV
)60satv Tebv naparvuop&Twv, 1:7; To nXo0Toc TIc xdptToc auTo0,
1:7; 79 TO puo-clptov To0 OeXTV.aToc auto0, 1:9; stg otxovop.fav
'toe TEN.qp64.1.aToc T6v xatp65v, 1:10; TON./ X6yov &Xnee(ac, TO
dxxyytXtov Tflg crayrutac UpGYN.,, 1:13), and are used to explain
or enhance the meaning of the clauses of which they are a
part. They can indeed be said to have a rhythmic quality.80
The use of synonyms or expressions of related meaning (TT)V
arroX6Tpwatv St& To0 o4aToc cdito0 =Tfiv )60eatv T6Nv napanTwOccov,
1:7; aoofq xat (ppovlaet, 1:8) heightens the rhetorical effect
since "The hearer cannot but be impressed when the force of
the first expression is renewed by the explanatory synonym"
(Rhet ad Her.4.28.38). 81 Similarly, the repetition of the
words suboxta (1:5,9) and 86Xnpa (1:5,9,11) tend to impress
the notions of God's "good pleasure" and "will" powerfully on
the mind.82
Perhaps the most powerful rhetorical or persuasive effect in
the eulogy comes to the fore in 1:13. In this verse the
second person pronoun upetc is employed rather than the first
person rweic that is used in verses 3-12. This change of
pronoun indicates that the thought of verse 13 is aimed
directly at the inclusion of the audience of Eph. in the
praise and blessings of the eulogy. Scholarship is divided,88
however, over whether the change from flpetc to up.Efc has
Jewish Christians (rwetg) and the Gentile Christian audience
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c	 c(uuctc) as referents, or if np.etc refers to Christians in
general, with tpEtc being a specific reference to the
recipients of Eph. Mitton was evidently baffled by this
change of pronouns, both in the eulogy and elsewhere in Eph.,
calling it an "inexplicable vacillation" and "purposeless
variation"."	 The discussion turns on the meaning of the
participle nponXntx6Tac in 1:12. Were those who "hoped
first" in Christ Jewish Christians as who had either hoped in
Christ before he came or who had heard and received the gospel
temporally prior to Gentiles (cf. Rom.1:16; Acts 13:46) as did
Paul and other Jewish Christians (cf.2:3), or were they any
and all Christians" who had heard and accepted the gospel
cprior to the audience of Eph7 87
 Those who take npet; to refer
to Jewish believers appeal essentially to two points: first,
that Jews had a temporal priority in regard to Christ, the
gospel and salvation, and, second, that since Eph. refers
clearly to the temporal priority of Israel as regards
salvation history in 2:11-20 (where Gentiles are explicitly
c
referred to as 1.4.tetc, cf. 3:6), any apparent reference to such
priority found elsewhere should be understood to have Jews (as
c
against Gentiles) in mind." Those scholars who see in roletg
and To0c gporiXntkeyrocc a reference to Christians in general who
hoped in Christ prior to the audience members of Eph., on the
other hand, note the absence of explicit references to any
distinction between Jew and Gentile in the eulogy, and that
the verb npos)oltCco does not necessarily refer to Jews who
"hoped first" in Christ.
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The following considerations appear to be germane to the
issue:
1. There seems to be no reason for the audience to think that
they, as Gentile Christians, are excluded from being among the
"we" of the eulogy from its outset. The audience is composed
of believers who would undoubtedly consider "the God and
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ" (1:3) to be their God as
well. There is no hint that election, holiness, blamelessness
and love (1:4), predestination to adoption (1:5), redemption
and forgiveness (1:7), having been made a portion or lot
(1:11), with a view to the praise of God (1:12), were not
understood by the audience as being applicable to themselves.
No distinction between or among any persons or groups is made
until 1:12-13 where the contrast between "we who had
previously hoped in Christ" and "you also" appears.
C
2. The use of Tobc nporOottx6Tac in 1:12 and up.etc in 1:13
would not necessarily cause the audience to understand that
the author intended to distinguish between Jewish Christians
and the Gentile Christian audience. 89	The verb nposXrciC090
does not inherently refer to Jews rather than Gentiles.	 It
means simply to hope before, or to hope first. It is unfair
to import a theological interpretation of npoeXTrfCco obtained
elsewhere and force it on the word when it is used in a
context that does not require such an interpretation.
3. A clear reference to any distinction between the Gentile
audience and Jews does not occur until 2:11-20. Even there
the contrast is not between those who are now (vv) Gentile
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Christians and Jewish Christians, but between the Gentile
Christian audience's former (n6Te, i.e., non-Christian) state
of separation, not from Jewish Christians, but from Israel and
r	 tst- stAte. rf nt•tvrcts.s 40 A VA410-^ 	 .5- -63-ey •
salvation history (2:12)A . 91 	Also, when the pronoun "we" is
used in 2:14 it is an inclusive "we," referring to both Jewish
Christians and Gentile Christians.	 It is too much to assume
that the former distinctions made between Gentile Christians
and Israel in 2:11-20 can be read back into the eulogy 92 as a
distinction between Gentile Christians and Jewish Christians,
and that the audience members would understand that the author
referred to Jewish Christians in contrast to themselves as
Gentile Christians in 1:13.
4. It follows, then, that the change from first person to
second person pronouns at 1:13 does not demand that the
audience understand a distinction between Jewish and Gentile
Christians." Further, the employment of both first and
second person pronouns in 1:17-19 does not require the
conclusion that Jesus Christ is not the Lord of the Gentile
audience (1:17), nor that the Gentile audience is not included
among those who believe (1:19)."
The most straightforward understanding, based upon how the
text of the eulogy itself reads, is that "we who hoped first"
(1:12) is employed to indicate a contrast between the author
along with others who were Christians prior to the audience,
and the audience (i.e., upetc, 1:13) whom the author wishes at
that point to explicitly include within salvation and thus
within the praise of God and reception of the blessings.
	 In
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other words, the audience members were not excluded from the
discussion of 1:3-12, but in 1:13 they are explicitly included
in the discussion.
This inclusion of the audience has great rhetorical force
because it lays stress on the participation of the audience in
the eulogy, and in the exordium more generally, and therefore
on audience identification with the theological concepts of
Eph. 1-3. According to Aristotle (Rhet.3.14.11), epideictic
exordia should "-make the hearer believe that he shares the
praise, either himself, or his family, or his pursuits, or at
any rate in some way or other." While the audience members of
Eph, should have felt the force of,
	 and a sense of
participation in the praise of 1:3-12, their participation is
emphasized and impressed upon them in 1:13. While in 1:3-12
the audience may be seen to be participants in praise and
blessings by virtue of being part of "us" (6etq), they are in
1:13 directly identified as those who "also" (xai) have been
sealed with the Holy Spirit, having heard the gospel message
and having believed in Christ. They are full participants in
the salvation spoken of in 1:3-12 and in sealing with the Holy
Spirit which is the >appaSiov of "our"	 ( .6.5W,
	 i.e.,	 all
believers)	 inheritance,
	 and,	 consequently,
	 are	 full
participants in the praise of God (1:14)." The author, in
1:13, has made an effort to state explicitly the view that the
audience has held from the outset (viz, their participation in
praise and blessings), in order to gain the audience members'
112
goodwill and persuade them to agree with his ideas and
themes. 9 6
	
The audience is consequently likely to be carried
along in the direction the author desires.
The persuasive power of this language leading to audience
identification and involvement is clarified further when it is
realized that identification with and inclusion in a state or
activity (e.g., praise of God) necessarily involves people in
the behaviour perceived to be in accord with that state or
activity. 97
 By persuading the audience to identify with and
be included in the thought flow of the eulogy, the author has
impressed its members with their involvement and participation
not only in praise and in the blessings given by God, but also
in the implications of	 those salvific blessings,	 e.g.,
holiness, blamelessness and love (1:4).
3.2.4 Summary
The introductory eulogy is a complex passage based on the
Jewish berakah format that employs rhetorical features that
are intended to develop the recipients' consciousness and
appreciation of the praise of God and of the "spiritual
blessings" God has bestowed on them. The structure is very
complex, not recognizably uniform nor consistently poetic or
hymnic. 96
 The theme of praise, the emphasis on and
enhancement of the thoughts of the blessings of salvation and
redemption, and the inclusion of the audience members as
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participants in praise and blessings are intended to arouse
the religious emotions of the recipients. 99 The recipients
are made aware of their inclusion among those people who have
been chosen to be holy and blameless in love before God. The
rhetorical features of the passage lead the audience members
not only to mere assent to the assertions in the verses, but
also to personal involvement in what has been described. The
eulogy functions so as to build a rapport or communicative
link between the recipients and their Christian faith,
reminding of Christian beliefs, and paving the way for
acceptance of and agreement with subsequent theological
reminders and behavioral exhortations.
3.2.5 Rhetorical Analysis: Thanksgiving and Prayer 1:15-19a
The thanksgiving and supplication report form the first half
of another long sentence similar to the eulogy, thus another
example of oratio perpetua. 1 0 0 The author of Eph. offers
thanksgiving and supplication on a double foundation. 101
)First, the phrase St& TOOT° xaya points to a foundation in the
preceding eulogy. 1 0 2	 Second, the recipients' faith and love,
of which the author has heard, provide a foundation for the
author's action. Because of the inclusion and participation
of the recipients in the salvific blessings described in 1:3-
14, and because word of their faith and love has reached the
ear of the author (6mo6crac Tr)V xa8' ISp.aq niaTtv-xai T1)0/
)
ayómriv-), he is motivated to offer thanksgiving along with
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prayer for their continuing growth and maturity. In other
words, because the audience members share in the blessings
(1:3-14) and because they are actively involved in the
Christian faith (1:15), the author himself has been influenced
to take action on behalf of the recipients. 105 Not only can
the audience members identify themselves with those who share
in the blessings, 104 the author himself also explicitly
identifies them in 1:15 as people who possess the virtues of
faith and love.105
The author's thanksgiving and supplication report comprise a
captatio benevolentiae, o 6 that is, the action of seeking
after the friendliness and benevolence of the audience. 107
 By
stating that he has "heard" (Ctxotiaaq) about the audience the
author indicates awareness of and concern for the recipients.
This recognition can have a strong rhetorical and emotional
effect because it tends to build up the self-esteem of the
audience members through the praise that it implicitly directs
toward them.
	 The audience members would be persuaded to
believe that the author is personally interested in them. It
is also intended to make the recipients receptive to the
author's thoughts and concerns as they are revealed, and,
ultimately, to the author's requests and exhortations. 108 	It
is therefore not, as Barth correctly states, a "trite captatlo
benevolentiae". 109 The words are presented in the light of
the author's genuine concerns for the audience, not merely as
a device designed to gain goodwill and attentive ears.
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Thanksgiving and supplication are founded on the author's
estimation of the value of the audience members' participation
and potential in the Christian faith. 110
 The author is not
using flattery nor being dishonest or pretentious.
The recognition given to the audience, coupled with the
knowledge
	 of	 the	 author's	 unceasing	 thanksgiving	 and
supplication	 on their behalf,	 demonstrate the author's
submission to the welfare of the audience. By yielding to the
feelings	 of the audience members in this way the author
identifies himself with the audience. This sort of
identification ill
 is persuasive precisely because deference to
an audience secures the favour of its members and moves them
to a willingness to accept a speaker's/author's suggestions,
conclusions, or exhortations. Thankfulness for the
recipients' faith and love (even though the thankfulness is
directed to God and not to the recipients themselves) would
elicit pleasure and acceptance of	 the author's words.
Rhetorically this may be termed philophronesis (01.Xo0p6veats),
i.e., the attempt to mitigate by means of gentle speech and
suhmission.112
Verse 16 employs the negative statement oi.) natiop.m. to
introduce the nature of the author's thanksgiving and
supplication for the audience members. 11 3 This usage (which is
also found in Co1.1:9)	 has	 the reassuring effect of
demonstrating that the author does not simply recall the
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recipient s to mind occasionally, but that he never forgets
them. This sort of emphasis by negation heightens the
pastoral nature of the whole communication by indicating the
author's constant concern for the welfare of the audience.
cThe two participial clauses of 1:16, etxaptcrT6W Untp upi5W and
}lvt(av noto6pevoc rti 'ELIA/ npoatux&v pou, should both be taken
85 being governed by ot na6opat. 114 Rather than being
synonymous (i.e., with pvt(av noto6pevoc tni TaV npout1xL5v pou
c	 cin apposition to t?JxaptaTeiSv untp up&v) the two clauses express
different, albeit co-ordinated, thoughts.
	 The author is both
thankful for the audience members, and mentions them in
supplication (as 1:17-19a make clear).	 Because it
	 followed
by words in the genitive case refers to time, 115 int TaV
npoatuxily means "when I pray". 116
 The verse as a whole may be
rendered rhetorically as "I never cease giving thanks for you
[and] making mention of you when I pray," with the Greek form
being an example of asyndeton because the conjunction xai has
not been used.11 7
	
The author has in a clear and plerophoric
wayl 1 8 informed the audience members that they are important
enough to him to elicit a regular and constant place in his
prayers.
The content and purpose of the author's request for the
recipients is detailed in 1:17-19a. 119
 Caragounis claims that
the force of the verse is ecbatic and not telic, expressing
only the content
	 of	 the author's prayers,
	 not	 their
purpose. 129
	However, this distinction between content and
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purpose is forced. 121
	Content and purpose seem to be so
closely allied with each other as to be inseparable.
	 The
content of the author's prayer is
	 a request that God would
tntyv6ust Atoll).	 The author's purpose for mentioning the
recipients in prayers is identical.
	 The purpose is expanded
by means of the three Tfc/Tf clauses found in 1:18b-19a.
The rhetorical emphasis in 1:17 directs the audience members
to look away from themselves, and identifies God as the one
who can answer the author's request.
	 Thus the words S 8e6c
cToO xupfou 1).16v )Irlaoe XptaTo4 are reinforced by the synonymous
phrase 6 ncrunp TIc Satnc. 123	 The author's concern for the
welfare and growth of the audience members becomes much more
specific and he identifies explicitly with the audience
c
members by the interchange of the pronouns ilpet; and up.efc.
While intercession addresses "the God of our (fly.leiSv) Lord Jesus
Christ," the request is that God "give to you (6tv) a spirit
of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of him". The
author's wish that the audience benefit from his requests is
clear. The rhetorical effect is one of pathos
(Arist.Rhet.1.2.5; Quint.Inst.6.1.51; 6.2.2,8) as the audience
members feel the emotional force of the author's concerns for
them.124
In 1:17 and in the Tic/Ti clauses (1:18b-19a) the audience
,give122	 )the recipients nve6pa aocpfocc xat anoxaX6wecoc ev
members can closely identify themselves with the author's
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concern for their growth. That the recipients have already
reached a level of maturity is clear from 1:15. The
recognition of this level of maturity is intensified by the
metaphorical expression neoyclayltvouq Tobq 608a4tobq Trlq
xap5(ac [4.0v] in 1:18. This expression has been explained in
various ways. Among the explanations are that the metaphor is
in apposition to nve6pa aop(aq xat anoxaX4cwq ev entyythast
>
"T oo; 2 5 that enlightenment of the "eyes of the heart" is
necessary for the reception of the "spirit of wisdom and
revelation in the knowledge of hie,;126 and that it is an
allusion to baptism,	 i.e.,	 the supposed event at which
enlightenment occurred.1 27	 The fact, however, that oyr(Cco
occurs here as a perfect passive participle (neowTta}ltvouq)
leads to the view that the metaphor refers to an already
accomplished enlightenment, and is consequently to be taken as
a parenthetical statement (cf. Quint.Inst.9.3.23). 1 " On this
understanding, 1:18 means "having already had the eyes of your
hearts enlightened," and points to the conclusion that the
author prays that God will provide an extension to what the
audience members already have. This interpretation accords
with the contrast of the recipients of Eph. with Tex Itevn who
remain darkened, with hardened hearts (4:17-18), and with the
rhetorical purpose of Eph. to stimulate the growth and
maturity of its Christian audience. The metaphor heightens
the emphasis on the need perceived by the author for the
growth of the audience members by indicating that, although
they have had their hearts enlightened, there is still much
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room for further progress. 	 It also allows the recipients to
identify themselves as people who have been enlightened.
According to Aristotle (Rhet.3.2.8), metaphor is the most
important figure of speech, giving clarity, charm, and
distinction as nothing else can. 129 Metaphors must correspond
to what they signify, 190 and should be derived from what is
beautiful in sound,
	
significance,	 sight,	 or some other
physical	 sense	 (Arist.Rhet.3,2,13).1 91	 The	 metaphor
neooTtapl y oug Tobc 608c041.obc Tfig xap5iac IISIleiWl is mixed,
speaking neither of "enlightened eyes" nor of "enlightened
hearts," but rather of "enlightened eyes of [your] hearts". 132
It has a graceful appeal to the senses, with the notions of
both hearts and eyes clearly symbolizing the recipients'
awareness and appreciation of the Christian faith.
Additionally, the metaphor has a rhythmic appeal in its
employment of homceop t o t onl 33 with the chain of accusative
endings (neocoTtap gy oug Tobc bOaXpobc).
$	 )	 CThe infinitival clause etc T6 el.SEvat u}.1.6; 134 introduces the
three Ttc/Ti clauses that reveal the author's specific
concerns for the audience members' knowledge. The stress is
again on the knowledge of the recipients, denoted by the
second person pronoun ((p6c) in contrast to believers in
general (slq 661:c Tobc ntaTe6ovTac, 1:19a).
	 The clauses fall
into a repetitive pattern of Tic plus a nominative followed by
a genitival description.
	 This pattern invites acceptance of
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and collaboration in the statements as listeners are carried
along by the repetitive, melopoeic formulations. 135	 The
content of both the nominative and genitive nouns is
impressive	 and	 positive	 (nominatives:	 )tX.mIc,
	 Ta.o6Toc,
c
uncp66XXoy
 p.tye8oc; genitives: Oolcrewc, 66tns, xXnpoyop.fac,
6uvaqieog), leading to a desire to actually possess knowl dge of
these things.	 The use of homaoptoton in each clause also
aheightens the persuasive effect (i.e., Tfic xXlasoc auTo0; Tflc
86trIc 'Ells xXnpovopfac atTo0; Tflc 6uvey.scoc aUTo0). The style
of 1:18b-19a is, on the whole, plerophoric 136
 because of its
pattern of three Ttc/Ti clauses that reveal the author's lofty
aspirations for the recipients. Further, the language of
1:18b-19a has a self-involving effect 137
 as the recipients, by
virtue of their recognition that the author is concerned about
c	 c	 ctheir knowledge of n EXTEtc, o nXot5Toc and To unsp86XXov
}:tycOoc, and by their acknowledgement of the importance of and
need for that knowledge, would be inclined to be eager to
obtain it.
3.2.6 Summary
The report of thanksgiving and supplication in 1:15-19a quite
clearly continues the features of an exordium. The author of
the "sermon" gives the audience members recognition and an
enhanced sense of self-esteem. HP gives the impression that
he loves them, just as they have expressed "love for all the
saints".	 The passage portrays an obvious concern for the
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growth and maturity of the recipients, particularly in terms
of their knowledge of the Christian faith. 	 The language is
positive and uplifting, influencing the emotions. 	 The
goodwill and attention of the audience would be gained and
maintained by these pleasing thoughts, leading to the
persuasion of its members to accept the author's theological
narrative and participate in the behaviour he encourages.
3.2.7 Rhetorical Analysis: 	 The Prayer 3:1,14-19
The exordium continues following the embedded narretio with
the prayer of 3:1,14-19, and concludes with the doxology of
3:20-21. The language of prayer and worship observed in 1:3-
14, 15-19a is taken up again in these verses 138 and fulfills
the same exordiugrlike function. The prayer commences with
the words To6Tou xexptv in 3.1, the same words being taken up
and used again in 3:14 when the prayer is resumed following
the digressio of 3:2-13. 139 	These words, meaning "because of
this," have rhetorical force in at least two ways.	 First,
they recall to mind the content of what has already been
stated. 14 ° Consequently, those things already discussed,
along with their own persuasive power, are kept fresh and
retain a prominent place in the minds of the audience members.
Second, TO15TOU xdcptv indicates that the foundation for the
thoughts that follow in the author's requests for the audience
lie in the facts that are recalled.	 Thus, by recall the
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memory is stirred, and the bases for the following thoughts
are found in the things that are recalled. 141
Regardless of views taken on the question of the authorship of
C	 c
Eph., the clause Lya fla0Xoc o Staptoc to 0 Xplorto0 )1r1cro0 untp
4
L.4(6 N., T&V LeV6W (3:1) is an emphatic expression that draws
attention to Paul.	 The prayer that follows (vv. 14-19) is
consciously attributed to Paul, and thus the respect,
appreciation, or feelings that the audience members may have
had for him as speaker/writer are drawn out, possibly along
with recognition of Paul's authority, 142
 with the result that
attention and goodwill are attained and attached to the person
of Paul. By being termed g Staptoc TOO Xptcy -roC )InuoO (as also
in 4:1) the role of Paul vis-6-vis his relationship to
Christ i " is graphically identified, and, with the addition of
c	 c
untp upav Tbv Bvv, Paul is made intensely personal to the
Gentile audience as one who has personally become a "prisoner"
for their benefit.	 Also, by referring to the recipients'
)
ethnicity (Tei)v sev&v) the author gives further ground for
emotional response by pointing out that, despite racial
differences, Paul, a Jew, would serve them by preaching.
Certainly, then, the recognition by the audience that Paul had
been concerned enough about them to take on such a task would
engender their goodwill toward him and toward a message from
him . 1 4 4 Quintilian anst.4.1.7) claims that exordia sometimes
proceed by securing goodwill through the person of the
speaker, it being particularly desirabl e if it can be shown
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that the speaker is moved by a sense of duty or other moral
consideration.	 Paul is clearly portrayed is such a way in
When the prayer is taken up again in 3:14, it is continued, as
is characteristic in Eph. 148 in a long, continuous sentence
through to 3:19.	 The sentence is yet another example of
oratlo perpetua,' 4 6 co-ordinated in this case by 'ivcc clauses
and infinitival statements. It is the portrayal of action in
3:14, however, that grasps audience attention by the way in
which it expresses emotion and devotion to God. The
descriptive statement xdcp.Tvcco Tdc ydwoura }Lou npOc TON/ naTtpa is
capable of producing an intense sense of pathos 147 as the
eeopo( visualize the author physically bowing in prayer. Such
an action, while symbolic, indicates an attitude of homage,
respect, reverence, submission, and humility that audience
members, who have been hearing the language of worship and
praise from Eph. 1:3 onward, can be reasonably expected to
appreciate and with which they can identify. 148 	Hearing of,
reading about or otherwise observing such an emotional scene
as the "bowing of knees" can easily lead to an emotional
collaboration on the part of an audience.'" 	 The employment
of physical action during the course of a speech has a great
effect according to Quintilian (Inst.6.1.30-31) "-since they
(i.e., physical actions) seem to bring the spectators face to
face with the-facts".	 While hearing the words of 3:14 is not
the same as seeing the actual physical act of bowing the
124-
knees, the effect of the vivid imagery is impressive. Many
scholars have noted that elsewhere in the Pauline corpus the
bowing of knees occurs only in quotations or in reference to
other passages (Rom. 11:4; 14:11; Phil.2:10; cf. Isa.45:23),
and that standing was the usual Jewish posture of prayer."'"
Yet surely the function of the clause x6q.i.TETco TC( NOvata }.1.ou
npOc TON nattpa in 3:14 is not to indicate one particular
posture of prayer as over against another, but rather to
affect persuasively the audience members with the emotional
image of the author physically bowing in an attitude of
worship"' and entreating God on their behalf. This sort of
imagery and entreaty could hardly fail to gain the goodwill
and respect of the audience for the author and the message of
Eph.	 Since xdqInTco is the principal verb for the whole
sentence, the attitude of respect toward God and its
concomitant emotions prevail throughout the prayer and
following doxology. 152
The obvious word-play between the like-sounding and common
root words ncer y) p (3:14) and naTotd (3:15) is recognized by
rimy commentators. 153
 Most writers, however, make extended
remarks about the translation difficulties associated with the
word 1tcerp 1.6164 	 without giving sufficient credit
	 to the
rhetorical and functional effect of the play on words. Only
Gmilka 155
 refers to the word play by the technical term
paronomasia. I 56 This figure of speech uses a modification of
sound or change of letters of words so that the resemblance of
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certain words to others is unmistakeable (Rhet ad Her.4.21.29;
Quint.Inst.9.3.66ff).1 67 The effect is to enhance the
language, to maintain attention and impress the notion of God
as Father on the mind. 158 Schnackenburg159 in fact suggests
that the two things that give the prayer its character are the
bowing of knees and the devotion directed to the Father.
Certainly these two factors give the prayer its sense of
direction.	 The two prepositional phrases npbc 'rev naTtpa and
eto necua naTplci complement each other and function
persuasively in indicating direction to (np6c) and from (ix)
God., while still keeping the focus on God to whom Paul is
said to bow his knees.
While 3:15 states that o ncerlp is the one from whom nacra
7 	 V ovpavtotc xat eni Vic ovopaCeTat, it is not a
necessity that the precise identity of n&cra naTp16, whether in
heaven or on the earth, be defined in order for the words to
have their persuasive effect and function. 160 The Father is
attributed with creative power in this verse by virtue of
iw
being the one who has named n&acc ncript6,	 but the language
of "heaven and earth" springs out of the elevated speech of
reverence and submission to God, and out of the elevated
worship language of Eph. more generally, rather than out of
polemic 162 or out of a concern to specify to whom nacra natptd
ev oupavtotc xat Lni yrK refers. 163 It may well be that n&aa
Trcmptdc alludes to human and angelic (or cosmic) beings as some
have suggested. 16 ‘	 However, the meaning and function of the
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prayer as a whole is not illuminated by these identifications.
There is no particular indication that the author desired the
audience members to direct their attention to the specific
task of identifying n&cra natptd.i 65 Robinson suggests in fact
that the words iv otpavtotc xat int yflc may have been added
for emphasis.''' The intent of the language is to draw
attention to the Father to whom knees are bowed, as the one
who has provided many blessings 167 and who can provide the
blessings that the prayer requests in the following verses.
The cosmic scope of fatherhood (iv otpavtotc, ,xat ent
-els)
(
enhances the sense of respect and homage being paid to the
Father by denoting the extent of his power. The tone and
action are those of worship, drawing the audience members into
an emotional collaboration with the author so that they
identify with and share in the devotion and worship of the
Father to whom they look for the blessings sought in
Consequently, the attention and goodwill of the audience
toward God, the speaker/writer, and the message of Eph. are
gained.
The requests themselves are revealed and expanded in the three
ctva statements of 3:16-19. 1 " The rhetorical function of the
iva statements is to explain or expand on the prayer by
expressing the specific desires that the author has for the
audience members.
	 The primary concern of the author is the
strengthening of the recipients.'" While the recipients are
obviously at some point of Christian development, their
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further growth is desirable. 170	 The author looks to God for
the provision of strengthening. 171 The indication of concern
for the audience members' increased strength demonstrates the
author's empathy, and would tend to generate goodwill among
the recipients for author/speaker and message, just as exordia
should.	 Interestingly, the strengthening of the audience
2members has an ethical overtone in the clause EV ay6m2
)
eppt(wp6vot xai TeeepeXtop6vot (3:17), demonstrating that the
requested	 strengthening
	 is	 intended
	 to	 be	 expressed
ethically/behaviorally.172
The (iva statements are final, or purpose assertions. 173
 Each
one is very complex and exegesis of them is difficult. What
is clear, however, is that each statement is rhetorically
expressive and expansive. The a\Ahor could have made s sivp.le
assertion such as "I pray that God will strengthen you," but
chose to go to considerable length specifying the nature of
the strengthening in mind, showing great concern for the
perceived needs of the audience members in the process. The
repetition of 4tva at the beginning of each final statement
Immediately signals an expectancy 174 among the audience
members of an additional expression of the purpose of the
prayer, thereby carrying them along in thought and, probably,
in the expectation that they would benefit by actually being
strengthened. 175 The reiteration strikes an almost rhythmic
malopoeic effect each time (tva occurs, emphasizing and
impressing the content and purpose of the prayer requests on
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the mind. This is the effect of reduplication 176 where, as in
this case, "-a number of clauses may begin with the same word
for the sake of force and emphasis" (Quint.Rhet.9.3.30).
The first (iva statement (3:16-17) is a very ful1 177 three-
membered 176 expression given in two parallel infinitival
)	 )	 ,
clauses and the prepositional clause ev ccyarq epplCcoulvot xai
Tees)leXtcoutvot.	 The essential action requested is that God
might give (subjunctive, 6(1) strength to the recipients xcera
To TEXo0Toc Ti); 66triq aUToO.	 This last phrase maintains the
devotional language of reverence and worship of the Father of
3:14-15, a feature which has already been seen in the
exordium in 1:3-14, 15-19a. The rhetoric concerning the glory
of God who gives had already been seen in 1:17 (C) naTtlp Tflq
66tric, St;t' 1!")}1tv, xTX.), and its repetition here sustains this
sharp focus on the nature of God. The Father is perceived to
be the source of all the author desires for the audience
members. The precise phrase L TEXo0Toc TfIc 66trIc attoi) has
already occurred in 1:18, 179 and the word nXo0Tog followed by
a genitive is also found in 1:7; 2:7; and 3:8, suggesting that
the author found the repeated rhetorical reference to the
notion of wealth a useful emphatic device. This emphasis on
the Father's riches points persuasively to God's power and
limitless ability to give the blessings the prayer asks for.
agree that God is rich, identifyThe audience will of course
with the concept, and thus be carried along to agree with
other assertions.
	
While the nature of the request would be
129
clear without the inclusion of the prepositional phrase xat&
TO TEXofltoc tfç 86tng (Ato(), its inclusion, possibly as an
aside or parenthesis, increases audience expectancy, making
the recipients agreeable participants in the author's
thoughts.180
Both infinitival statements have three components.
	 In the
first, there is an immediate employment of synonyms for
strength	 (i.e.,8uvdqlet
	 xpaTatweflvat) 181
	amplifying182
	 and
reinforcing the concept of strength (Rhet ad	 Her.4,28.383
Quint, Inst.8.4.26).
	 Strengthening is to take place Bt6 To0
ntre(4.1aToc atto4 etc To y
 'Eacoiveocorrov.	 The definition of this
"inner person" has been a point of interest among commentators
and a variety of meanings have been submitted. 188
	For the
purposes of both rhetorical analysis and immediate contextual
and functional interpretation, however, it is more useful to
examine how the two parallel infinitival statements (i.e.,
xpaTatoBflvat xTX, and xaTotxflcrat xTX.) relate to each other.
Many scholars consider the xccrotxliaat statement to be in
apposition to the xporratmelvat statement, and therefore that
each explains the other.'"
	 The asyndeton between the
statements demonstrates
	 their parallelism,
	 showing that
".xcerotxlaat is not something added to xpceratm8flvat, but is a
further definition of it. 11165	 The asyndeton also has its
rhetorical effect in that it "-at once impresses details on
the mind and makes them seem more numerous than
	 they really
are" (Quint. Inst.9.3.50; cf. Rhet ad Her.4.30.41). 188
	The
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xaTotxcrat statement, because of the asyndeton, gives the
sense of being an enhancement of the xpaTatwelvat statement
rather than being a separate and supplementary thought.'"
The parallelism between the statements is very easy to see:
xporcatmaflyat
(St& To0 ItvetipaToc auTo0
Etc TON/ 'Scra) )6cvepcsynov
xaTotxflaat TO.) XplaTav
Sta tflç (aTewc
7
cv Tatc xap5(atc up&v
)	 )The	 infinitives,	 the	 (St&	 phrases,	 and	 the	 etc/ev
phrases have a clear similarity and symmetry with each
other.'" The phrase sic Tóv 'Saco 'avepayrtov is thus the
equivalent of sv Tatg xap5(ac up0v, while the strengthening
with power	 (buvap.st xpaTatwelvat)
	 corresponds to the
indwelling of Christ.' 69
	The infinitival endings (-at) are
an example of hommote1euton. 190 These references to the
"inner person" and "the heart" create an appeal to a sense of
commitment and to the "inner" religious sense of the audience
members. 191
 Rhetorically, the parallelism is an example of
"refining," (expo11tio492 )i.e., where a speaker dwells on one
topic yet appears to be saying something new by making changes
in the words, delivery, or treatment of a topic (Rhet ad
The clauses also form a rhetorical isocolon,
(Arist.Rhet.3.9.9; Rhet ad Her.4.20.27) with each of the
statements being comprised of twenty syllables,'" thus having
a melopoeic effect.
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The ethical dimension is added to the first Cfva statement with
>its	 concluding	 member,	 EV	 ayanyj	 epplCcoptvot	 xai
Teesp.eXtcop.dvot. Love (&yann) has already been mentioned as an
ethical characteristic of Christians in Eph. 1;4,15, 194
 and
here reappears as one of the elements the author desires for
the recipients.
	 Some would attach 'ev &yam) to the preceding
part of verse 17, 195
 while others leave the whole clause
standing on its own.1 9 6	 Attaching v Ccyc9ITT3 to the preceding
words,	 however,
	 damages	 the	 parallelism	 between	 the
infinitival statements. )	 )It is best to take ev aydac
coot(wp.tvot xai
	 TeeepeXto416vot	 S a separate clause,	 Co-
ordinated with the infinitival statements and as the third
member of the longer civa statement. 197
	 The participles
Epot(6411vot and TE8E}LeXtcoptvot stand as perfect passive
nominatives morphologically, 196 yet do not function in the
text as nominatives, but are continuous with the prayer
wishes,''' They follow the intent of the subjunctive verb 4
in 3:16, with the hope that the Father would root and ground
the audience members in love.
	 The mixed imagery of
horticulture (PtC6co) and construction OspeXt66.0200 is
rhetorically powerful in that it carries on the notion of
"depth" 201
 evident in the terms "inner person" and "in your
hearts," and accents the notions of stability, security, and
strength that are fundamental to the author's desire for the
audience in the passage. 2 02 The metaphors serve to clarify
the author's prayer wishes for the audience members, showing
his continuing concern for their welfare and growth.203
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The second civa statement of 3:18-19a begins by reinforcing the
notion of strength ( civa sttax6anTE) and demonstrating once
more that the author's prayer wish is that the audience
members would be strengthened as Christians. 204 The synonyms
for "strength" that have appeared in the prayer (i.e., either
mnm or verb cognates of xpócToq, 86votp.lq, or '(axuq) have
already been used together in Eph. (1:19; cf. 6:10). Once
again, the use of synonymous terms enhances and intensifies
the idea of strengthening, and, consequently, the impression
of the notions of growth and maturity, in the minds of the
audience members.
The aorist	 subjunctive	 ettax6craTe	 corresponds	 to	 the
subjunctive q f)ptv in verse 16, that is, the wish is not that
the recipients might be strong by means of their own efforts,
but that the Father will supply this strength. 205 This wish
is followed, as in the previous ctva statement, by two parallel
infinitival clauses.	 Both infinitives ( x ceraXaBea8at, yv6vat)
are concerned with knowledge.	 The identity of the referents
of these clauses have been variously described. 	 The phrase
m5v nOcalv Totq ceyiotq has been thought possibly to refer to
angels, 206 but the use of the word 415cyloq in Eph., when not
specifically denoting the Holy Spirit (1:13; 4:30) or the
"holy apostles and prophets" (3:5), consistently refers to
Christians in genera1. 207 "With all the saints" refers, then,
to the Christian community, the church. 208 Rhetorically, this
phrase should impress the audience members with the idea that
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they are not in isolation, but part of a larger holy community
about which the author is concerned. 209
 Both 6stc and fip.etc
are thus continuing concerns of the author.210
The words in 3:18 that have perhaps generated the most
discussion are Ti TO ITXdrEoc xai ilTixoc xai %wog xat 869oc. 211
Just what do these dimensions represent?
	 Answers to this
question have been diverse and, at times, strained. 212 Dahl
is moving in the right direction, however, when he claims that
the difficulty of interpreting 3:18 is overcome "-if one pays
attention to the rhetorical form and asks for the function
rather than the precise meaning of the passage. 11213 Perhaps
Dahl's claim could be revised to say that rhetorical form and
function should be examined not "rather than the precise
meaning," but in order to find that meaning in its rhetorical
and situational context.
	 In a functional sense, the parallel
infinitival clauses help to explain each other structurally in
a way similar to the infinitival statements in 3:16-17.
	 They
may be arranged as follows:2I4
xaTaX4taeat
0.15v n&atv Totc Cr-y(01c
T( TO TEX6crog xai Weixoc xai 4 0c xat 1368oc
rgNat Te
c	 7tflv unep86XXoucrav Tijc yv6)crewc ayemqv To4 XptatoO
It can be seen that the clauses	 parallel each other,215
emphasizing the author's concern that the audience members
understand knowledge that surpasses knowledge. The dimensions
"width and length and height and depth" are the functional
equivalent of "the knowledge-surpassing love of Christ". 216
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The four dimensions are therefore employed to point out the
concept of immeasurable immensity. Functionally, the point of
both clauses is that of understanding or knowing the
Immeasurable and unknowable nature of the love of Christ.217
Rhetorically, the two clauses are the second example in the
prayer of refining 216 and synonymy (Rhet ad Her.4.28.38). The
words of 3:19a have been recognized by many commentators as an
oxymoron, i.e., as paradoxical. 219 The oxymoron, however,
actually occurs in both the xaTaXa6daeat and yvavat clauses.
In the xaTaXcd3to-Bat clause the author wishes the audience
members to understand an immensity beyond understanding, 220
while in the yv&vat clause they are to know the unknowable.
These ideas are impressed deeply on the minds of the audience
members.	 The author is so concerned about their Christian
growth that he offers the prayer that they will be given
strength to perceive the imperceptible.
	 Heightening the
rhetorical effect
	 even more
	 is	 the hommoteleuton or
premoiosis of the four dimensions of 3:18. Each word has the
accusa t ive -og ending, the rhythm of which intensifies the
immensity and emotion of the words.2 21 Such grand language is
bound to impress (if not flatter) the recipients, drawing them
along to participate in the great life being described,
particularly when that life is specified in the behaviour of
chapters 4-6.
The third (iva statement points to the ultimate goal
("Zielpunkt" 2 2 2 	 of the prayer.	 Both of the preceding ctva
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statements were concerned with the strengthening of the
audience members, and this final statement continues that
concern, not with another word explicitly signifying strength,
but with a clause that implies the ultimate strength, i.e.,
)
'Iva ra.noweflTe etc n&v TO OolpmpLa To1 Oco0. Robinson calls this
clause "the climax of the Apostle's prayer" which "points to
an issue even beyond knowledge". 223 As such, the prayer that
the recipients "may be filled into all the fulness of God" is
the functional equivalent of all that for which 3:16-19a asks.
The effect is enhanced by the paronomasia (polyptoton) of the
words nXflowelTe and nXrip&pa. To be filled into all the
fulness of God is to be fully strengthened, to be completely
rooted and grounded in love, to perceive what is otherwise
Imperceptible, and to know the knowledge-surpassing love of
Christ.	 This last c tva statement acts as a conclusion to the
prayer by repeating and ending the requests in a lofty style
that summarizes the author's wishes. It is a highly
rhetorical close to the prayer language as it directs the
audience toward a superlative level of thought and attainment.
The author is concerned not with the linguistic and semantical
intricacies of the word nXnp 6p.a224 and what it means to be
filled, but with the growth and strength of the audience
members that will enable them to practice the ethical activity
described subsequently.
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3. 2. 8 Summary
The prayer of 3:14-19 clearly has the characteristics of
exordia, securing and maintaining the attention and goodwill
of the audience.	 Its imagery and figures of speech are
rhetorically expressive of the author's concern for the
strength and growth of the audience members. Concern for the
perceived needs of the audience is creatively integrated with
the devotional and emotional language of worship. The Father
is reverently recognized as the one who is able to supply what
the recipients need and is therefore requested to do so. The
rhetorical effect of the prayer is that of directing the
thoughts of the 8swpot so that by means of impression,
identification, worship and emotion they are moved to
collaborate with the thought of the prayer. Consequently, the
audience members should be inclined to agree with and
participate in the author's thought and directives. They
should be encouraged to be open to understanding the
immeasurably immense and knowledge-surpassing love of Christ,
to desire to be "filled into all the fulness of God," and
Thereby to be prepared to practice the behaviour called for in
The paraenesis.
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3.2.9	 Rhetorical Analysis: The Doxology 3:20-21
With the doxology the exordium and "theological" section of
4th. ends as it began (1:3), i.e., with praise aimed directly
toward God. The doxology continues in the devotional tone and
style of the immediately preceding prayer wishes 225
 for the
recipients, and in so doing amplifies the praise that the
author believes is due to God because of the blessings that
the Father is able to provide. 2 2 6	 This continuity and
amplification of emphasis is evident in the affinities between
3:20 and 3:14-16. In verses 14-15 6 naT to is described as
the creative namer of n&cra ncerptdc, who is able to give in
accord with "the riches of his glory". The capability of God
is similarly attested in verse 20 by the words 4 St Sovap.tvcp.
There is no question that to the author, and to the recipients
who were undoubtedly inclined to agree, God the Father is the
able provider of all the blessings. 227
	The accumulation
(Quint.Inst. 8.4.26) of thoughts pointing to the capability of
God encourages the audience members to identify with and
participate in the offering of praise.
The form of the doxology follows that of Jewish and early
Christian usage, 228 containing three elements: reference to
the recipient of praise in the dative case; the praise word
(66ta); and a time formula.
	 In many cases the Semitic
expression "amen" was added as a concluding word of
confirmation.	 The absence of the copula "be" (i.e., cx?rtii)
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8(Aa without a verbal form) in the NT epistolary examples of
ln ,
these doxologies (with the exception of 1 Pet. 4:11, Cp tatty
86,a) seems to support the existence of a well-known
formulation.	 Stuiber229 indicates that such doxologies were
employed in sermons in late Judaism. While such sermons may
be from a time later than the composition of Eph., they
provide at least circumstantial evidence that doxological
formulations were current in sermons like Eph.,
	 thus
conventionally used in a persuasive style.
The rhetorical features of 3:20 are very impressive. The most
obvious is the piling up of comparative language describing
the superlative ability of God. 	 The two comparative terms,
c	 c
untp n6(vTa and untpexneptaaot. are paronomastic and essentially
synonymous. 230	 The ability of God to supply superabundantly
above all Lv allo4Le8a cll voo4Lev indicates that his blessings
surpass human comprehension.
	 The rhetorical effect of these
words seems to suggest the enhanced rendering "above all that
we ask or even think. 14231	 The xcet6 clause of 3:20 clarifies
the nature of	 God's ability	 to bless beyond human
comprehension by asserting that it is in conformity with232
"the power which works in us". 	 Synonyms (8(vaptc and the
participle of ivepytw) again intensify the theme. The use of
first person forms in the doxology, changed from the second
person in the prayer, should be taken in an inclusive sense,
that is, that the author includes all Christians among those
who are blessed in superabundance.233
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The rhetorical effect of 3:20 is that of producing a clear
identification of God as the one who is to be praised. The
mxT6 clause invites the agreement and identification of the
audience members with the truth of the assertions on the basis
of personal experience.	 All this, in turn, is likely to
persuade the audience members to collaborate and participate
In the praise following in verse 21. Once the language has
stimulated acquiescence, then sharing in subsequent thoughts or
actions will follow easily.
The actual expression of praise occurs in 3:21. 	 The phrase
66cc is the focus of thought and action, with strong
pathos appeal. The inclusion of the words 'ev T11 exxXnaiq, the
only instance of its kind in NT doxologies, has
attention of commentators. 234 	However, from the
the pragmatic function and the persuasive nature
attracted the
viewpoint of
of the text,
EV
	
exxXna(q is included because the notion of the
recipients and their strengthening within the church
community (indicated in the usage of plural verbs and pronouns
in 3:16-19, and plural verbs and pronoun in 3:20) is at the
forefront of thought. 	 The prepositions tv, EV	 and elq are
epanaphoric, 235 providing an impressive rhythmic emphasis.
The temporal expression elq nacrac Tcicc yeveckg to cti&ivog x&N.,
oOnw also has a pragmatic and rhetorical function. 234 The
cd4
genitival construction is an example of hommoptoton, 237
 while
the rhythmic appeal of the word play between the al6Sv forms
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accents the impression of extended time. The precise
definition of "the age of the ages" is immaterial to our
rhetorical analysis, and may have been of little immediate
concern to the speaker/writer and audience. 	 Rather, its
relevance is in the impression of the extent of the glory and
praise that is offered to God. It is the persuasiveness of
the language being used as it attempts to influence the
audience to agree to a position and share in action that is at
the heart of the message being conveyed.
The final &pl y acts as a closing liturgical and rhetorical
feature.	 It adds a final note of solemnity and confirmation,
possibly uttered as suggestive of a congregational response
(cf. 1 Cor.14:16),
	
thereby encouraging acquiescence and
participation in the language of worship that precedes.
The doxology with its awlv termination functions as the
closing element of the exordium. This doxology has
reiterated the praise of God seen in chapters 1-3, and
presented an emotional and climactic appeal to worship God who
can provide blessings. This rhetoric can create in the
audience members a sense of obligation to praise, as well as a
sense of obligation to follow directives that correspond with
the perceptions impressed on their minds.
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3.2.10 Summary
The doxology provides fitting concluding thoughts to the
exordium, maintaining the focus of attention on God and
maintaining the goodwill of the audience members directed
toward God and their receptivity to the author's message. It
effectively elicits audience agreement and identification that
may be easily directed to the action that the paraenesis
encourages. The doxology strikes a persuasive concluding note
to the "theological" part of Eph., and with the "amen"
Indicates a distinct demarcation point where
	 exordium-like
material terminates. The Becopot are left at an intense
religious and emotional high point where they may be quite
easily influenced to agree with what the author may say
subsequently.
3.3 The Narretio
The function of narrationes, according to the classical
rhetoricians, is to state the facts upon which listeners to a
speech
	 were	 to	 base	 their	 decisions
	 or	 actions
(Arist.Rhet.3.16.1-11; Quint.Inst.4.2.1). 238
 It serves as
"-the persuasive exposition of that which either has been
done, or is supposed to have been done-" (Quint.Inst.4.2.31;
cf. Rhet ad Alex.1438.5.4-6).
	 Rhetorica ad Herrenium (1.8.12)
refers to three types of nerretio.	 The first type presents
"...the facts and turn[s] every detail to our advantage so as to
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win the victory, and this kind appertains to causes on which a
decision is to be rendered." The second type is employed "-as
a means of winning belief or incriminating our adversary, or
effecting a transition or setting the stage for something_".
The third type is that employed simply as exercises by
students of rhetoric. 239
	The narratio could be included in,
or as an addition to, the exordium,	 or	 as a separate
section (Rhet ad Alex.1438b.15-28; 1442b.28-32)
3.3.1 The Nerretio in Ephesians
It has already been noted that Eph. 	 has a combined
exordium/nerratio. 240	 The nerretio (1:19b-3:13) is embedded
within the exordium (1:3-19 ;	 3:1,14-21) and includes a
digressio (3:2-13). Consequently, Eph. corresponds to the
situation described in Rhetorica ad Alexandrum where the
nerratio is included in the exordium. 241 The Eph. nerratio is
of the second type (according to Rhet ad Her.1.8.12) 242 that
was intended to set the stage for further thought.
It is obvious that Eph. 1:15-23 comprises one long sentence
(oratio perpetua). In spite of this fact, the claim that the
nerratio begins at 1:19b is justified on the following
grounds.
1. The author's prayer language and prayer report end at
1:19a.	 This exordium-like language is resumed again at
3:1,14. 243 The ideas presented in 1:19b-23 are supportive of
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1:15-19a, but are not a continuation of prayer wishes.
2. Rhetorical style changes at 1:19b.	 The rhetoric changes
from that of captatio benevolentiaea44 and prayer report to
that which describes the transcendence of the exalted Christ.
Prayer style changes to narrative style.
3. In 1:19b-23 the theme changes from the author's explicit
concern for the growth and maturity of the audience to
assertions about what God has done in Christ. Despite the
clear syntactical link (xaT6), verses 19b-23 go on effectively
to become a christological statement that provides the basis
for the statements concerning the raising and seating of
believers with Christ described in 2:1-10. 245 Verses 1:19b-23
clearly support the prayer wish of 1:19a that the audience
members know "the exceeding greatness of his power" by
explaining how God's power is exercised on behalf of
believers. However, the thematic images of resurrection and
seating with Christ in heaven given in 1:19b-23 are linked
directly to the resurrection and seating of believers in
heaven presented in 2:1-10. The narration of ideas concerned
with salvation in 2:1-3:13 are given their foundation in the
narration of ideas concerned with Christ's resurrection,
exaltation, and position vis-A-vis the church in 1:19b-23.
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3.3.2	 Rhetorical Analysis 1:19b-23
These verses complete the °ratio perpetua of 1:15-23. 246	A
number of points in this passage have been the object of
scholarly discussion, including the submission of powers to
Christ (1:21-22), the two age structure (1:22), and the
head/body relationship of Christ and the church (1:22-23).
Perhaps the issues that have been most difficult to solve are
those concerning the meaning of TrXrIp64icx and the linguistic,
semantical and theological difficulties of the clause To
Oolpopa Toe. TO( ndorra EV ndatv rOolpoumtvou	 (1:23b).247
Several scholars have suggested that 1:19b-23 reflects a
hymnic source. 244 The evidence for such an assertion is not
conclusive, however, although it is probable that the text
alludes to formulations that had already become current among
Christians, such as LXX Ps.109:1. 249 At any rate, 1:19b-23
clearly presents a narration dealing with the resurrection,
exaltation, and rule of Christ.
Perhaps the most striking rhetorical factor in the pericope is
the emphasis on words that denote power. The notion of God's
power appears first in 1:19a as part of the author's prayer
request that the recipients know "the exceeding greatness of
his power among us believers". The xaT6 clause of 1:19b-20
goes on to explain that this power accords with the power
exerted in the resurrection and exaltation of Christ. The xaT6
clause plays on the notion of power (86../ap.tc,
	 1:19a) by
The genitive chain (To4 xpiccoug Tfig )tax6oc auTo0) is another
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employing scesis onom8ton250 or synonymy as a means of
amplification (Rhet ad Her.4.28.38), placing L y tioyeta, xpatoc,
and )faxuc together. Synonymy as an intensification is used
frequently in Eph., 251 and the trend to employ substantives
followed by genitival constructions is again found here.252
example	 of	 hommoptoton	 (Quint.Inst.9.3.78; 	 Rhet	 ad
Her.4.20.28).	 The concepts clearly portray God's massive
strength. It is impressed deeply on the minds of the
recipients as the author continues to speak of the powerful
acts of God and of Christ's rule over the cosmos.
In verse 20 the clause (Yl y N.prlpyncre y N., T(7) Xpl.aq is amplified
)
by the two clauses following: 6e(pac Atav ex vexpav and xai
xaeiaac E y Bettcic auto() e y Totc tnoupay fotc.	 These two clauses
are in turn amplified by the whole of verse 21. This is a
form of auxesis253 or augmentation (Quint.Inst.8.4.3-9), where
the simple assertion about God's action in Christ is expanded
in steps that reach a climax in the rule of Christ oi) }1.6yov
)	 )
a
)1, Ovt To6To aXXec xai ev Ttp peXXoyTt.	 Within this auxesis the
acts of God are specifically intensified by the participles
)Eyeipac and xaBiaac and the adverb (here used as a
c
preposition) unepdcy co. 254 	 This intensification reflects the
author's Messianic interpretation of LXX Ps.109:1. 255	The
resurrection and seating of Christ are viewed essentially as
one continuous movement that places Christ in a sovereign
position. 256	 The clause xat xaetaac v 8ett4 abTo0 ev Totc
14-6
ino ppaviotc implies (logopoeia257 ) a position of sovereignty
(even without the assertion of Christ's rule in 1:22-23a).
Position "at the right hand of" suggests the concepts of
distinction,	 honour	 and	 power. 258 	Rhetorical	 features
intensify the idea of Christ's sovereignty particularly in the
categories of space and time. The use of the preposition v
(three times) and ix (once) in 1:20 embellish the thoughts by
virtue of their similarity in sound and the sense of spatial
definition they provide. These prepositions give a rhythmic
pattern to verse 20 that encourages the audience members to
follow, find agreement with, and engage in the author's
progression of thought. 259 	The participle endings (-ac) of
,
syctpac and xaCituac further enhance the melopoeic effect.
The word imepavw adds if not a spatial, at least a further
positional category to the role of Christ by placing him
higher than any cosmic being. 280 	By naming these cosmic
beings as Itaang (!xpvIc xat “ouatac xai Ouvap.scoc xai xupt6TnToc
,	 )
xa ni avT6c ov6p	 oatoc	 vop.aCollevou the author clarifies and
emphasizes the fact of Christ's complete rule over all
challengers. 2 61 This language impresses the idea of Christ's
transcendence on the mind, persuading the eswpoi of his
sufficiency and power. 	 The actual figure being employed is a
variety	 of	 amplification	 variously	 referred	 to	 as
conductio, 262	 congeries, 2 63	 or	 synathroesmus
(auva0pota}i6g). 264	 In	 this "koordinierende Hatlfung, “265
terms, which may or may not be synonymous (Quint,Inst.8.4.26-
14.7
27; 9.3.48), are accumulated for the purpose of heightening
the effect of a statement or thought (Quint.Inst.8.4.26-27).
As with the term mac:7a naTp16 in 3:15 266
 the precise identity
of the "powers" listed in 1:20 is not critical in order for
the rhetoric to function effectively, although the audience
members were able to identify them. 262
 The persuasiveness and
rhetorical force occur in the ability of the language of 1:21
to lead the audience to a recognition of the sovereignty of
Christ over all hostile powers. 268
The author's perception of time and a two-age structure is
)	 2^	 )apparent in the last clause of 1:21, ou pewov ev 'Up at6W1
To6To C00.6 xat N., Ttp iltXXo../Tt. Definition of these temporal
perceptions, however, are outside the boundaries of rhetorical
analysis because it is evident that the author's concern was
not to explicate the two-age concept, but rather to point out
that the rule of Christ over the powers transcends time. The
emphasis should thus be placed on the rhetorical and pragmatic
function of the clause. 269
 The rhetorical force is focused in
, p	 )the words ou avov and a).Xdc xco. which serve to specify the
transcendent role of Christ over any time period.
The movement that began in 1:20 continues in 1:22 where it is
asserted that the rule of Christ extends over the cosmos
(nón.vra). 220
 The first clause of verse 22 is a citation of LXX
Ps. 8:6, indicating the whole of the created order is under
the authority of Christ.
	 The second clause, xai atT6v )e5coxev
14.8
A )
xecpc0o)v Untp nerwra TYD ExxXnafq, is epexegetica1, 271 for the
one to whom the cosmos is made submissive is thereby clearly
also the head over the cosmos. The rhetoric of the verse
focuses on the repetition (conduplicatio or reduplicatio, Rhet 
ad Her.4.28.38; Quint. Inst 9;3;28) 272
 of the word ndo.vra in
both clauses. 275
	The cosmos (nclo./Ta) is described as being
subordinate to Christ,
	 using the physiological imagery
)(phanopoeia274 )of feet	 (Unó Tobc n65ag CMT00) and head
C(xto)
	 uo)v ntp ndo./To().	 The resulting intensification presses
the author's absolute and unmistakeable conviction of the
cosmic sovereignty of Christ upon the recipients.275
Christ is portrayed as having been given as head over the
cosmos to the church (1:22), rather than as head of the church
as in 5:23 and Col. 1:18.
	 The words I &xxXna(q are taken as
a dative of advantage, 278
 i.e., that Christ rules "to the
advantage of" or "on behalf of" the church.
	 The church is
7described as TO oa auto() (1:23a). A great deal has been
written on the meaning of the head/body relationship, 277
 with
some claiming that christology is overwhelmed by ecclesiology
here in 1:23 and elsewhere in Eph. 278
 But neither the
Introduction of the concept of the church as the body of
Christ in 1:22b-23 nor the headship motif in 1:22, nor even
the final clause of 1:23 (TO n>olpc4La xTX..) are intended to
function
	 as	 momentous	 or	 dominating	 ecclesiological
statements.
	 The rhetorical and practical/pastoral point that
the author makes is that Christ rules for the benefit of the
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church, i.e., for the benefit of the recipients themselves.
The church, and therefore the audience members, are identified
as those for whom Christ reigns. The specific benefit of his
reign is the availability of Christ's power for the growth of
the recipients. Since the fundamental concern for the
audience/church is growth (1:17-19a; 3:14-19), and because the
head, body, and growth are bound up together in the paraenesis
(4:12,15-16), it seems clear that the description of the
church as Christ's body in 1:23a has a view toward a growing
body that is gaining strength and moving toward maturity
(4:13-16). 279
	The rhetoric encourages the eswpot to identify
themselves as this church/body.
The remaining clause of the sentence, TO rOolpo4la TOO Tex nOopca
iv naccrtv TrXnpouptvou (1:23), is notoriously difficult to
exegete. 280  There are four essential issues:
L Is the noun TEXTIpc4ta to be understood in an active (i.e.,
fulness="that which fills") or a passive (i.e., fulness="that
which is filled" or "that which is full" )281 sense?
2. Is ¶6 TEXTIpwila to be understood in apposition to ¶6 abila,
to atT6v (1:22), or even to all that has been stated about the
exalted Christ from verse 20 onward? 262
 If TOolpwila is taken
in the active sense and is apposite to To oll4m, how does the
body/church fill Christ?
,3. What is the meaning of the phrase T6( ndorca ev n&atv
TAripouptvou?
	 If understood adverbially it will mean
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"completely," "fully," or "totally;" if objectively it will
mean "all things in all," "everything".
4. The morphology of the genitive participle 7TX.npouvou is
ambiguous, appearing in middle or passive voice. Does Christ
perform the filling (cf. Col 2:10), is Christ filled by the
church, or does Christ fill himself? 283
 Most scholars have
taken nXnpouplvou in an active sense, although the active form
rAnpoOvToc might have been expected.284
Regardless of which interpretation is selected the syntax and
semantics of the clause are strained in one direction or
another. 285
Rhetorical analysis reveals factors that give some significant
insights into both the structure and meaning of 1:23. The
initial cryri.c EUTLV is an explanatory expression ("which is")
followed by two explanatory substantives TO cra}la and TO
TEXTIpwpa, both of neuter gender, both ending in -11a, and both
followed by genitives which refer to Christ (ody.co0 and To0
Olpouptvou).	 There is, therefore, rhetorically speaking, a
word play taking place that is comprised of several stylistic
features.	 Hommoteleuton or p8rechesis286 occurs in the
endings of 0.641a and TEXT1pcoyla.	 Homceoptoton occurs in the
genitive case endings of atto0 and nXnpouplvou.	 This
hommopototon provides an explanation for the employment of the
middle/passive morphology of the participle. If the active
form ra.npoOvToc had been used the rhetorical symmetry of 1:23
would have been destroyed. This provides support for the view
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that nXnpouptvou should be understood in an active sense.
Polyptoton28 7 or adnominatio (Quint,Inst,9.3.66f) occurs in
the usage of noun and verbal forms from the root rtXnp-	 in
1:23.	 The symmetry and balance of 1:23 is consequently
evident as in the following diagram:
To craua
auTo0 )TO0..))rowpa(T1c1: rt6vTa ev rtaartv)
co0 rtXnpoup.tvou
The parenthetical Ta rtervToc kv n&atv harks back to the use of
viwca in 1:22. The same Christ under whose feet the cosmos
has been submitted and who has been given as head over the
cosmos is the one who fills the cosmos fully (T6 TrOcvta thus
being the object of To° rtXnpoupevou, with	 v n&atv taken
adverbially). 288
This analysis indicates several significant conclusions.	 Eph.
L23 Is a paronomasia where the rhetorical and morphological
(stylistic) balance of the statements TO csapa auTo0 and TO
Oolpopa Tot) rOolpoupevou suggests that both o. 154.ta and TOolpwila
are equally explanatory of "C kxxXnafq. 2 8 9 The word TOolpcop.a
Is consequently to be taken in apposition to o-64.tct and not to
auT6v. 290 The church is the body of Christ and the fulness of
Christ. Christ is the one who fills the cosmos fully, and is
therefore also the one who fills the church. 291
 The
rhetorical and practical function of 1:23 is to point out that
the church is the "body" and "fulness" upon whose behalf the
sovereign Christ "fills," i.e., rules,
	
the cosmos.	 The
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specific benefits of this rule for the church are those
delineated in 2:1-6 where believers are spoken of as having
been raised with Christ out of the realm of subjugation to the
powers and seated with Christ in heaven. The author wants to
persuade and impress the audience members with the notion that
Christ is sovereign on their behalf, thus demonstrating that
it is possible for them to attain to the maturity that he has
in mind. Ecclesiology does not overpower christology in this
passage, but rather is led by christology. 2 9 2
3.3.3 Summary
Eph. 1:19b-23 functions as a narration which, while completing
the sentence that began at 1:15 , addresses the resurrection,
seating, and exalted sovereignty of Christ so as to impress
the audience with the conviction that Christ is transcendent
over any challenging powers, over time, and indeed over the
whole cosmos.	 The verses comprise assertions	 which remind
the recipients of specific actions of God in Christ, which
actions form the foundation for their own salvation described
in 2:1-10. Such a reminder is likely to lead the recipients
to renewed belief in the availabilty and efficacy of God's
power for them. This suggests that a frame of mind is being
developed among the recipients that will lead to their
susceptibility to the author's moral exhortations in the
Nyaenesis.
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The rhetorical impressing of the ideas of massive strength,
the complete transcendence and rule of Christ, and the
identification of the church/body/fulness of Christ as that
for which Christ reigns (and of which the recipients know
themselves to be members) is the persuasive power conveyed by
the pericope. What has happened to Christ, according to
1:19b-23 is determinative for the ongoing Christian life of
the recipients. 295 	Christ rules and "fills" the cosmos for
the benefit of Christians. This knowledge can make the
audience members feel secure and ready to move onward in their
Christian existence.
3.3.4	 Rhetorical Analysis 2:1-10
Interpreters have frequently referred to chapter 2 as the
"centre" or "Mitte," 294
 of Eph., or as containing the "key and
high point" 295
 of the document, and hold that it emphasizes
the church and unity as the focus of the author's greatest
interest. 296 Some have also employed rather grandiloquent
phraseology to describe 2:8-10 as a comprehensive summary of
the gospel preached by Pau1. 297
 But the understanding of the
purpose of Eph. and the role of the narratio or statement of
facts indicated by our rhetorical critical examination
suggests that chapter 2 is not in itself the focus of
attention in Eph.	 Rather it is an ingredient in the
rhetorical strategy intended to direct the @cm/Doi
	 toward
growth and the behaviour described in the paraenesis.
	 The
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thoughts narrated in the chapter in fact have a great
rhetorical effect by impressing the fulness and gracious
nature of God's salvific actions in Christ, along with some of
the implications of those actions, on the minds of the
audience members.
In 2:1-10 some of the themes and linguistic features of 1:19b-
23 are obviously re-employed in an expansion of thought that
explicitly	 includes
	
believers	 in	 the	 resurrection	 and
exaltation of Christ. 298 The passage is comprised of three
clear sections: 2:1-3, a description of believers' (both the
audience's and all other Christians') pre-Christian past; 2:4-
7, a description of the present saved state of believers; and
2:8-10, an expansion of the notion of salvation by grace found
in 2:5 (X6ptTi EaTE acovaptvot) where the action of salvation
is attributed solely to God. 299 	There is considerable
rhetorical force at work in the parallelism between 2:1-10 and
1:19b-23.	 The themes of Christ's resurrection and exaltation
are amplified (Quint,Inst,8.4.1-9) 300 through the inclusion of
believers with Christ in those events. 	 The audience members
are specifically identified as people who are included in
salvation.	 Even though such identification has already
occurred in Eph. (e.g., 1:13-14), and the recipients were of
course already cognizant of their own salvation, repetition of
the ideas in different terms (i.e, terms of resurrection and
seating) enhances and impresses on the mind identification
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with salvation. 301	The audience members and all Christians
are directly related to God's activities in Christ,
Perhaps the over-arching rhetorical feature in 2:1-10 (and
equally in 2:11-22) is the mot/vv, "then"/"now" motif.302
The dramatic antithesis between the pre-Christian (nott)
status of "death" with its corresponding sinful behaviour and
the Christian (vv) status of life with Christ and its
corresponding behaviour of "good works" is the vehicle used to
convey the idea of the place and status of Christians in God's
salvific actions.303
	
The noTt is explicit (2:2,3) 304 while
the vON., is to be inferred from the language of verses 4-6.30
Antithesis as a rhetorical device (Quint.inst.9.3.81-86; Rhet
ad Her.4.15.21) 304 is one of several figures "-which attracts
the ear of the audience and excites their attention by some
resemblance,	 equality	 or	 contrast	 of	 words-"
(Quint.Inst.9.3.66).	 The dramatic movement from death to life
has an obvious pathetic (i.e. emotional) effect because it
arouses the deepest	 feelings of	 finality,	 loss	 and
deprivation (death), contrasted with a sense of continuity,
security, progress, and privilege (life). The words "dead
through your trespasses and sins" (2:1) and "made alive with
Christ" (2:5) are employed as contrasting soteriological
terminologies	 that	 graphically,	 and	 therefore
rhetorically/persuasively and emotionally, portray the pre-
S
Christian past and the Christian present. 	 Interestingly,
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Bultmann suggested that the then/now and other antitheses were
current in early Christian sermons ("Predigten").307
Virtually all scholars note the anacolouthon 303 in 2:1-5. The
verb completing the thought of verse 1, crucbrtol6w, does not
appear until verse 5, following the explanatory descriptions
of 2:2-4. The employment of anacolouthon has allowed
assertion of the direct correlation of the resurrection of
Christ to believers to be restrained until the very vivid
description of what it means to exist in the state of death
can be presented. 309
	The first words of 2:1, xat bp.ifcc, and
the first words of 2:5 xai )6../Tac -1}.1Aq, provide a grammatical
link with 1:19b-23. The purpose of the link is to lead to the
assertion that not only Christ, but also "you" (the Gentile
audience) as well as "we all" (41.st; ndoitec, 2:3, meaning the
author and all other Christians other than the recipients of
Eph. 310 ) have been raised from death and exalted with Christ
(2:5-6) . 311	 The former state of death was caused by
"trespasses and sins," (Tot; TtapanT64aatv xat Tatc &p.apttatc).
cThe phrase Totc TtapartT6paatv xat Tatc ap.apTiatc is a
hendiadys, 312 i.e., a figure employing synonymous terms that
enhance each other (cf. Rhet ad Her.4.28.38). 313 	Schlier
suggests that Totc napanT64aatv xai Tafc &paption.c is "-ein
predigtm8eiger Doppelausdruck,
	 der die FUlle der Stinde
betont-".314
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Past existence among those who are designated as dead is
described by the verbs nspIncertco 315 (2:2) and &vauTptow (2:3),
both of which are followed by descriptive clauses. The two
xaT6 clauses in verse 2 are parallel to each other, 316
 and
form an isocolon (Rhet ad Her.4.20..27-28) or parisosis
(Arist,Rhet.3.9.9).	 Isocolon	 occurs	 when	 cola
	 (i.e.,
clauses) 317
 have an equal or nearly equal number of syllables.
The balance and fulness of melopoeic sound produced thereby
impresses itself on the mind and magnifies the themes under
discussion.	 The accusative substantives followed by genitive
descriptions provide a rhythmic cadence.
	 The last clause of
,	 )2:2 to
	 nvetpaToc Tot v0v svspyotvToc EV Totc ukotc Tflc
)
ansteetac, is in apposition to the preceding clause xaT6( TON,
*X0VTa XTX.,3 18 and thus has not the form but the effect of
being a third rhythmic xaTec clause." 9	 The phrase .‘i Totc
,	 )
u
cl,
otc Tic anstesfac is a Hebraism320
 which, along with Ttxva
)	 ,.Oast opyns in verse 3, has rhetorical effect by virtue of
being a	 descriptive	 and	 convenient	 catch-phrase
	 that
characterizes those who are dead. The word vtv demonstrates
that the insidious nystp.a is at work in the present and thus
"then" and "now" run temporally in parallel with each other,
placement in either death or life categories not being
dependent on time, but rather on state of existence as non-
Christian or Christian. The three clauses together do not
supply any sort of systematic demonology, but simply have the
practical function of describing the nature of the pre-
Christian "walk". 321
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The descriptive clauses of 2:2 are balanced by the descriptive
clauses of 2:3.322	 Verses 2 and 3 begin with equivalent
phrases (ev at	 tc and ev oc respectively) 323
 followed in each
case by three descriptions of the existence in death. 	 This
parallelism	 has	 its	 primary	 practical	 function	 in
strengthening the force of the notion of the former existence
in death.	 That existence was influenced by evil powers (2:2)
and by human sinfulness (2:3). It demonstrates as well that
the author is not isolating the audience members as the only
people who were dead, but includes himself and all other
Christians as having been in that category. 324
 The phrase k
,
xat ot Xotnof refers to non-Christians who now still remain as
"children of wrath".	 The Gentile recipients were not alone
in their former existence. 	 The author is evidently sensitive
to the feelings of the audience members and, while presenting
this view of their former situation, also shows deference to
them. Verse 3 seems to reflect Pauline anthropology (cf.
Ga1.5:16-24; Rom.13:14), 323 particularly in the use of the
term aciot which is emphasized by its repetition.
	 The first
use of creicrA (&veatpc4(441ev note ev tat; enteuflfatc tfIc aapxOc
tniv) parallels the second use (notoOvtec tdc 8eXtlp.atct
crapx6c...), both speaking of the practice of fleshly actions.324
The word 8t6vota is not used elsewhere in an evil sense,327
but here is aligned with crapt possibly as a synonym, 326 but
certainly to emphasize the fleshly nature of the former
lifestyle.
TIC
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The first three verses of Eph. 2 engender a sense of
identification 329 among the audience members. In what amounts
not only to a statement but also a reminder of the pre-
Christian past the recipients are re-apprised of their own
identity.	 They are made to feel that they are a part of the
narrative. Their consequent colloboration with the narrative
can lead to the development of the frame of mind the author is
attempting to elicit.
It has been claimed that 2:4-10 has a hymnic form or quotes an
early Christian initiation hymn ("Initiationslied") closely
associated with baptism. 330 However, the verses do not have a
clear hymnic style (although there are rhetorical features and
a rhetorical force) and the connections with 1:19b-23 (and
affinities with Col.	 2:10-13) indicate that it is
difficult (although perhaps not impossible) to see the passage
standing alone as a traditional hymn 331
 or as a prose prayer
taken from a baptismal liturgy. 332
 Much more common is the
view that connects 2:4-6 with the rite of baptism alone.333
Certainly there is a similarity of language between this
pericope and the baptismal discussion in Col. 2:10-13 and
Rom.6:1-4, 334 but baptism is nowhere explicit in 2:4-6, and
similarity of language to other passages (or even dependence
for source material) does not demand exact co-ordination of
concepts. 335 The similarities of language are themselves not
even exactly parallel.	 As Bruce points out, in contrast to
Roul.6 and Col 2 "-in Ephesians to be raised with Christ is the
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sequel to being spiritually dead--to death through trespasses
rather than to death with Christ". 338 	The concept of union
with the death of Christ that is observed in other passages
where baptism is explicit is clearly lacking in Eph. 337
 The
assertions in 2:4-6 demonstrate the dramatic contrast between
pre-Christian death and Christian life. Thus the then/now
form of the passage is dominant and the imagery of baptism, if
it can be said to be present at all, is only a distant
allusion and not directly pertinent to the task at hand in
Eph. 338 It is not the action or symbolism of baptism that the
author wishes to impress on the minds of the audience members,
but rather the idea that they were dead and now are alive with
Christ.
One of the outstanding features of 2:4-10 is the highly
realized eschatology that is employed in the passage.339
While in general "realized eschatology" refers to "-those
aspects of eschatology which are somehow conceived of as
partially realized in Christian experience within the
framework of present time, history and world condition," 9 4 0
Eph. 2 is so fully "realized" that it seems to leave no room
for an ongoing "earthly"	 existence."'	 The realized
eschatology is most evident in 2:5-6 where (4Cm appears in the
perfect tense, and the resurrection and seating of believers
in heaven are described as past events.
	
Such language goes
beyond that found elsewhere in the Pauline corpus.3 42	 A
future view clearly exists in verse 7, but this should not be
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understood as a correction to the eschatology of 2:5-6, 343 nor
as a concern to balance the highly realized eschatology
against a futurist eschatology. Rather, it is a more general
assertion about the future observability of God's grace given
to believers	 ( k o'	 '1)-t&C ) demonstrated by their enlivened,
raised and seated state with Christ. Christians themselves
are not spoken of as being actively involved in that
process.344
Rhetorically the realized eschatology functions as part of the
then/now contrast between pre-Christian and Christian states.
Under the influence of the language of 1:20-22 and as a
continuation of the thought of those verses, 2:5-6 impresses
on the audience members the notion that God's actions in
Christ have saved them completely. Although they were "dead,"
they are now very much alive. Salvation is pushed to a much
more realized point than elsewhere, consequently making a very
clear and striking contrast to the former "then" situation of
2:1-3. However, rather than having their functional purpose
in the promotion of a new or different theology of highly
realized eschatological salvation, these verses are intended
to	 make	 an	 emotional	 (pathos,	 Arist,Rhet.1.2.5;
Quint,Inst.6.1.51;	 6.2.2-8)
	 impression
	 that	 elicits	 an
understanding of the nature and scope of salvation as
distinguished from existence in the unsaved condition.
Existence has been transferred, as it were, from lowest depth
to greatest height (2:4-6). 	 Where existence was "then"
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characterized by death, 345 it is "now" characterized by life.
Where formerly existence moved (cf., neptnattco, ScvauTptcpcb,
2:2,3) in conformity to evil and insidious powers, it now
operates in conformity to God in Christ (2:10). The language
of realized eschatology does not explain the theological ideas
of fully completed salvation, or of good works prepared in
advance.	 These themes are	 the topoi (Arist.Rhet.2.18.22)
that,	 while	 narrated	 as realities, are employed to
persuade.	 The practical function of the language is so to
emphasize the contrast between "then" and "now" that 	 the
audience members will be imbued with a frame of mind
appropriate to the rhetorical situation. The realized
eschatology presses home the concept of the dramatic change
from death to life with Christ so forcefully that it
sensitizes the audience members to their state as Christians,
thus generating a mindset that makes them susceptible to the
author's concern	 for	 their growth and	 to his moral
exhortations.
An analysis of the details of the rhetorical stylistics in
2:4-7 reveals a number of important factors. The contrastive o
St 6e6c in verse 4 indicates that an element is being
introduced in antithesis to the existence of death in verses
1-3, and that God is the source of this change. The figure of
antithesis
	
(ixvt(6sTov,	 see	 Quint,Inst.9.3.81-86; 	 Rhet	 ad
lier.4.15.21)
	 or	 antimetabol&	 (Corri.p.staDoXf1,	 Rhet	 ad
lier.4.28.39;
	
cf.	 Quint.	 Inst.9.3.85)	 should
	 lend
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"impressiveness and distinction" to the style 346 as it does
here by underscoring the nature of two opposite states. 	 The
contrast continues through to verse 5 in the aorist verbs
auvecoonotnaev, auvflyElpev, and auvex6r6to-ev, and the perfect
form oEuyap.tvot The words, nX.o6o-toc 'iov L, tXtet, are
reminiscent of TO nXobToc Tfjc )(Opt-roc on!)ToO in 1:7, and
embellish the theme of the riches of God by adding "mercy" to
the earlier thought of "grace" (cf.2;7; 3:16). In 2:4b
hommoteleuton (Arist,Rhet.3.9.9; Quint.Inst.9.3.77-80) occurs
)in the accusative endings of TfIV no)Oolv ay6nriv.	 Polyptoton
)
appears in the noun and verb forms LyalT1 and ayan6w, placing
an emphasis on God's love.
	
God's love is clearly the
motivation for his saving acts. 347 The use of first person
forms in verse 4 (6Etc) and through to verse 10 makes the
recipients feel a kinship in salvation with all other
Christians.
In verse 5 the thought of 2:1 is taken up again in the words
xai 'OvTac flillac vexpobc Totc napanTthp.ccatv, thus completing the
anacolouthon. In this case, however, the term vexp6c is
explicitly applied to the pre-Christian state of the author,
the audience and all others who are Christians.'" The
resumption of the thought of 2:1 draws the audience back to
the primary then/now contrast that the author had in mind.
The auv- compounds in 2:5-6 point out that the transition from
death to life is linked directly to inclusion "with"
Christ. 319
 The paronomasia of the repeated auv- prefix shows
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how the words are co-ordinated together."° and how by
similarity of sound (parechesis) they maintain a pattern that
accents the theme of union with Christ." , The auv- words,
separated by a parenthetical statement (i.e., OptT( EUTE
csayaptvot) also seem to present a double climax to the
then/now contrast.	 While the contrast between life and death
is completed	 in	 the word aucbnotto),	 it	 is augmented
(Quint.Inst.8.4.3-9) by the further assertions of the verbs
auve .ystpco and auvxcx6iCw	 The links of auveyeipw and
auvxa6(Cco with the simple verbs systpw and xccetCw in 1:20 are
obvious. 352
 These links suggest that since Christ is raised
and seated in heaven above the dominance of hostile powers
(1:21), Christians are also "now" beyond the reach of those
powers (cf.2:2-3). 353
 The limitations caused by trespasses
and sins (2:1) and by the powers (2:2) are no longer in
effect, leaving the way clear for a "walk" in good works.
(cf .2: 10) .	 The prepositional phrase sv Totc Lnoupaviotc is
reminiscent of 1:3,20, and the v Xptatie q flao0 is reminiscent
of 1:3,4,8,7,9,10,11,12,13.
	 Repetition of the prepositional
EV phrases reproduces the same rhetorical effect noted earlier
in connection with 1:3.354
The language of the parenthesis of verse 5b (Opt .rf caTe
cmacputvot) is picked up and expanded in 2:8-9, 355
 followed by
statements (in 2:10) that complete the then/now schema that
commenced in 2:1.
	 In 2:8 the perfect passive form asacpap.tvot
recurs. 3 5
 6
	
Its reappearance agrees with and reinforces
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(reduplication, Rhet ad Her. 4.28.38; Quint.Inst.9.3.28-30) the
fully completed (and continuing 357 ) view of salvation seen
already in 2:5-6, and should therefore be seen in the same
light, i.e.,	 as embellishing the contrast between death
("then") and life ("now").	 The definite article is added to
xdp tc ,
 identifying it as the grace of God already mentioned in
verses 5 and 7• 3 "	 Also, the phrase 616 ntaTtcoc is added to
,OptT( EGTE asayaiAdvot, binding grace and salvation to the
notion of faith found frequently in the same connection in the
Pauline corpus. 359	Verses 8b and 9 function as an
accumulation (Quint.Inst.8.4.26) of persuasive assertions
intended to bring home the concept of 2:8a (and 5b). 360 These
assertions are expressed in the rhetorical form of two
parallel negatives, ox 4 1(.416v and ctx tt J6Dywv, that
underline the positive statement of 2:881 b i ( reasoning by
contraries,	 Rhet	 mit Per.4.18.25;	 Quint.Inst.5.11.13-14362).
That salvation is not attained by means of human effort or
merit is the clear emphasis of 2:8b-9. 393 The rhythmic flow
of the parallel statements demonstrated by the anaphora
(repetition of the same words at the beginning of clauses,
Rhet	 ad	 Her.4.13.19;4.14.21; 	 Quint.Inst.9.3.30.45)369
impresses the mind with the inability of personal effort for
the attainment of salvation. 	 The word order of the phrase
0E00 ¶6 5apov makes an emphatic contrast to the immediately
preceding tpav;	 God,	 not humans,
	 is the provider of
salvation. 365	The noun 64ov, in its only occurrence in the
Pauline letters, 366
 may simply agree with the neuter ToOTo so
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as to emphasize that salvation in general is a gift by grace
through faith, or it may be intended to effect homxoteleuton
1	 )	 c	 ,	 ,in the final -v sounds of oux et up.6)v, 6so1) To 64ov, oux Et
)t pycov. 367
Verse 10 completes the then/now contrast of the pericope by
employing the same verb (neptnaTdco) that was used in 2:1-3,
but here in reference to the "now" way of life of "good works"
rather than the pre-Christian way of trespasses and sins.
This emphasis on behaviour, whether good behaviour (2:10) or
bad (2:1-3), indicates that ethical concerns are directly
connected to the author's understanding of both pre-Christian
and Christian existence. 368
	Behaviour characterizes both
"then" and "now". That 2:10 is a continuation of the thought
of 2:8-9 is shown by the yap; Christians exist as the notTlp.a
and xTiutc of God, salvation being once more attributed to the
gracious effort of God alone. 369
 The description of
Christians in an existence of life that is contrasted with
death, and that has been brought about by the creative effort
of God has pathos appeal because of the sense of dignity and
of self-identity in relationship to God that it elicits.
	 The
words &N., Tte Xplatti) once more remind the audience of the "in
Christ" theme of 1:3-14.
	 Good works are the goal of God's
,	 )creative activity of salvation;' 70 salvation is otx et tpywv,
but rti. 'tpyotc 6cyaeotc.	 What seems surprising, however, is
that these good works are themselves prepared in advance
(Trpoetoi4L6C63) by God.
	 Not only has God set the locus of
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salvation in heaven (2:6), but he has prepared in advance the
good works that the saved inhabitants of heaven are to
practice. Believers appear to be reduced to existence as mere
automata of God. This exemplifies the real tension that
exists between the theological section and the paraenesis of
4/1, 371
 To deal with this apparent determinism some scholars
have suggested that the dative otg be understood as a dative
of reference, that npoeTo(}1aCw be understood intransitively,
and that the object 7),1(5q be taken as implicit in the text.372
This would give a rendering something like "created in Christ
Jesus for good works with reference to which he [God] prepared
us". Other interpreters have suggested that the npo- prefix
of the verb npoetotwitCo.) is to be understood in relationship to
the following neptnaTtw and the purported baptismal setting of
the passage, thus meaning that good works are ready for
believers to practice when they become new creations at the
time of baptism. 3 " The most obvious explanation, however, is
that o ct; occurs in the dative, rather than the expected
accusative L6c, by attraction to )dpyotg LyaBotc . 374	 The good
works have been prepared in advance, presumably from before
the foundation of the cosmos (cf. 1:4). 375
 The gift of
salvation includes not only the possibility of good conduct,
but the good conduct itself.
When viewed from the vantage point of our rhetorical analysis
and the pragmatic function of the then/now motif in the
pericope, some insights into the issue of the
	 good works
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prepared in advance in 2:10 can be attained. 	 The concept of
good works previously prepared by God is in accord with the
language of the passage that
	
contrasts pre-Christian death
and Christian life. A way of life that was "then" in
conformity with evil, insidious forces (2:1-3) is "now" in
conformity with God's actions. The language of 2:10 is
consistent with the explicit assertions of 2:4-9 that God is
the sole provider of salvation. Like the realized eschatology
of 2:5-6, the presentation of the concept of good works
previously prepared by God for Christians, in contrast to the
former, non-Christian way of life (2:1-3), serves as an
emphatic illustration of the antithesis between "then" and
"now" that can impress the audience members with the greatness
of salvation. 376 When the greatness of salvation is fresh and
clear in the mind, the audience members are likely to be in a
frame of mind that will be receptive to moral exhortation.
3.3.5	 Summary
Eph. 2:1-10 continues the thought of 1:19b-23 by including all
those who are Christians as participants with Christ in the
enlivening, raising, and seating with Christ in heaven. The
then/now contrast schema is employed as the controlling
rhetorical vehicle by means of which the author presents a
view of fully completed salvation that is intended to elicit a
frame of mind among the recipients in accord with the
rhetorical situation.
	
The whole pericope should be seen in
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the light of the dramatic contrast of "then" and "now", and
not simply as an explication of fully realized salvation and
previously prepared good works. The gospel, as it is
presented in these verses, while not properly a summary of
Paul's gospel, functions as an ingredient in the narratio
intended to impress and persuade the audience members with its
fulness, thereby preparing the way for growth and the
acceptance of moral exhortation.
3.3.6	 Rhetorical Analysis 2:11-22
This pericope, like the eulogy of 1:3-14, has generated
extensive discussion and controversy concerning its content,
structure, meaning, and role in Eph. 377
 Historical, form-
critical and source-critical investigations have led to
explanations of the passage based on Gnostic 378
 and Jewish379
concepts, on the Qumran material s "	 and on the contemporary
social setting, including concerns of church unity. 381
 Also
at issue has been the possible hymnic structure and background
of 2:14-18. 332
 Some have suggested that the passage comprises
a baptismal liturgy." 3	 The prevailing understanding of the
theology of the verses sees them as a discussion of the
reconciliation of Jewish and Gentile Christians in one body,
the church."' Lindemann, for example, writes that "In Eph
2,11-22 liegt der Mittelpunkt der theologischen Argumentation
des ganzen Briefes," i.e., that Jew and Gentile are built
together in unity in one Christian church. 3 " Some scholars,
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on 	 other hand, have recognized that the reconciliation and
unity of Jew and Gentile in one body is not the subject of
concern in 2:11-22,
	 but rather is used to illustrate,
emphasize and explain the author's concerns. 366	 There is no
explicit indication of ethnic disunity between Jewish and
Gentile Christians 387
 nor is there clear polemic against some
other perceived Zxyav. 	 In fact, argumentation per se does not
occur at all in 2:11-22. 388 	The verses serve as assertions
contrasting, as does 2:1-10, the pre-Christian past and the
Christian present.
	 The paragraph stands in a formal and in a
rhetorical way as an anamnesis (St?, pvnuove6eTe 2:11),
and does not present unity and reconciliation of Jew and
Gentile in one body as the central theme of the whole
document. 389
The guiding rhetorical feature in 2:11-22 is, as it was in
2:1-10, the 7tott/v0v "then/"now" schema. 390	 Structurally
there are three sections: 	 2:11-13, where the then/now motif
is explicit (81.6 ylvriuove4eTe (6Tt note-vuvi 8t...); 2:14-18, an
explanatory excursus embedded within the then/now structure;
and 2:19-22, a closing statement where present ("note) status
with a view toward growth stands in contrast to past ("then")
status with which the recipients are no longer (otxttt, 2:19)
associated. This past/present format has two very significant
rhetorical effects.	 First, because the then/now motif has
been used for rhetorical effect in 2:1-10, its repetition in
2:11-22 reinforces a thought pattern with which the audience
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members are familiar. Since they are already thinking in
terms of "then" and "now," i.e., the pre-Christian past and
the Christian present, the parallel language of 2:11-22
invites the audience members to continue to co-operate in the
contrast and share	 the author's perspective on	 their
situation. 391 	Second, and bound up with the first, is the
rhetorical function and effect of the anamnesis. The concept
of remembrance of things past is inherent in the employment of
the then/now schema, and is made explicit by the word
pinpovE6m in 2:11. 392
	The anamnesis here in 2:11-22 is not
>employed	 simply	 as	 a	 recollection,	 avaxecpaXafwatc	 or
enumeratio of facts, 393 but as a recordatio394 intended to
impress the reality of the past on the mind in such a way that
an appreciation of the blessings of the present is instilled
in the audience members. 395
 Combined, the then/now motif and
the anamnesis form the "axis" 396 along which the pericope
functions. Because the language calls for the Gentile
audience members to remember their personal past and compare
it with their present status the passage has pathos appeal.
Like the contrast between death and life in 2:1-10, and
parallel to it, the contrast between past and present status
in 2:11-22 is dramatic and emotional. This has a
psychological effect by deepening the awareness and meaning of
salvation, 97 and effectively prepares the recipients to be
receptive to the author's thoughts and concerns for movement
toward growth (2:21-22).
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In 2:11-13 the main idea of the anamnesis is expressed in the
assertions that "then" the recipients of Eph. were "apart from
Christ," but are "now in Christ". The "then" assertion is in
the form of an anacolouthon s " in verses 11-12, noTt tp.etc..f6tt
TITE T(7) xatp(7) &xEtvy CnoTtl voptc Xptatoe.	 While the author is
concerned to bring the past to mind, using anacolouthon to
withold the verb (flte) until verse 12 allows	 the (correct)
Impression to be given that the audience members are still
"now" Tôt 't8vn tv aapx(. 399 	 It is true that non-Jewish people
did not call themselves "Gentiles" in contrast to Jews, 0 0 but
they were designated as such from a Jewish viewpoint, and
Gentile	 Christians	 would	 undoubtedly	 recognize	 the
terminology.	 It is the fact that the recipients of Eph. were
Gentiles that permits the employment of the descriptions in
2:11-22 and makes them effective.	 The words 2Ev aapxt and
axpoPuaTta point out	 the perceived moral and physical
connotations of being from the class "Gentile". Both terms
carry a pejorative sense, the rhetorical effect reflecting and
emphasizing the c nde cending attitude of Jews toward Tdic
8v9,401 However, the repetition or ep anelepsis402 of EV aapxt
in the phrase at the end of verse 11, where it is tied to
xetponointoc ios effectively shows, from the author's Christian
viewpoint, that the negative attitude of Jews toward Gentiles
could be turned on its head; both Jew and Gentile can be
viewed 7Ev aapxt. Negative distinctions between Jew and
Gentile are thus not considered to be proper concerns.'" The
polyptoton (Quint. Inst.9.3.36-37; Rhet ad Her.4.22.30)"" of
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the participles Xellicty.svoc and Xeyop.tvn enhances the rhetorical
effect.	 While the statement conceivably could have omitted
Xsyoy.i.d vng , its occurrence demonstrates that the author
considers that those who refer to Gentiles in a deprecatory
way are not thereby increasing their own standing, but are
subject to the same sort of categorization that
	 they
themselves employ. 406
Verse 12 contains an expansion or amplification by reasoning
(Quint, Inst  . 8. 4. 15-26 407 	 that	 moves	 to	 its	 antithetical
conclusion in verse 13. 	 The pre-Christian condition of being
"apart from Christ" is amplified by two isocola (Rhet ad
Her.4.20.27-28;	 Arist.Phet.3.9.9)408
	
The	 two	 cola
)
omnXXoTp1641tvot in	 Ti XITELUC TOO q apanX and ['cat] ttvot TaV
181.cc9nx&v In	 tnayysXtac share an almost equal number of
syllables, as d the two cola following, tXn(bcc wc\ kKovTe.c, at-vi
)6(Eisot lv T(11 x6app. These isocola produce a rhythmic metre that
impresses the mind with the nature of the former non-Christian
state in relati n to Israel and salvation history.	 The first
isocolon is als	 characterized by the hommoteleuton (like
,
endings, Quint,1nst.9.3.77-80) of annXXoTptcoptvot and ttvot,
and by the h in ptoton (like cases, Phet ad Her.4.20.28) of
the genitival word chains in both cola. The second isocolon
is characterized by negative assertions about the pre-
Christian existen e of the audience in the words pl and)liBsot.
These features enhance the impression that life "then" was
seriously deprived, and help to underscore the impression that
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life "now" is to be valued. The former situation of the
Gentile audience is viewed in 2:12, at least in part, in
relation to Israel. The use of this topos raises the question
of why such language is employed.
	
Jews in the pre-Christian
state were equally "apart from Christ".4 09	 The pre-Christian
past of Gentiles, however, did have the distinct disadvantage
of being separated from salvation history. 410 The audience of
Eph., undoubtedly being aware of the Jewish antecedents of
salvation (2:11-22 is, after all, an anamnesis, i.e. it calls
to memory thing already known 411 ), would have been familiar
with the rhet ric of 2:11-13.
	 The recollection of the former
(non-) relation hip t
	 Israel and salvation history
	 is thus
employed by the auth r as a persuasive vehicle intended to
bring home his c n erns. The memory of the former condition
separated from the hist rical antecedents of salvation and
indeed fr m salvation itself, is an important part of the
author's rhetorical strategy.
	
The value of being "now" in
Christ in contra t to the erstwhile deprivation apart from
Christ is an impressive and emotional thought.	 By employing
such rhetoric the auth r moves the audience membe r s
	toward
the mindset susceptible to m ral exhortation. 412 	The purpose
of the reference t Israel in 2:11-18 is not to provide a
concise history of Jew-Gentile relations, 413 but rather to be
a vehicle for comparing "then" and "now" so that the present
saved state is appreciated and fresh in the mind.
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The then/now antithesis in 2:11-13 is brought 	 to its
)
conclusion in verse 13 by the contrastive y u yi St Ey
A	 )Xptatte. 414 The EV Xplatte> picks up on a theme already familiar
in Eph. The contrast is amplified by an additional comparison
(cf. Quint.Inst.8.4.9-14) 4 "	 in the words tp.et; ot rtoTe bytEc
ilaxp6v EyEVe0ETE Eryf)g.	 The ideas of "then" and "now" are
paralleled and amplified by "far" (paxpd y ) and "near" (Lyybc).
This imagery heightens	 the rhetorical effect with the
inferen e being that existence "near" is preferable to
existence "far".	 M st scholars have taken the terms "far" and
"near" as a ref eren e to Isa. 57:19. 416 	As Lincoln has
indicated 417 , h wever,	 Isa. 57:19 refers to the "far" and
"near" of I rael, and d es not use the terms in reference to
Gentiles being br ught	 into Judaism. 418	 However,	 some
passages in n n-biblical literature discuss the proselytism of
Gentiles t	 Judai m and	 employ	 the "far"	 and "near"
terminology which has apparently been taken over here in
2:13. 419 The referen e in verse 13 is not intended to claim
that Gentile Christians are now connected with Israel, in
contrast to the eparation from Israel denoted in verse 12.
Rather, there is the m re p inted soteriological concern that
the Gentile audien e of Eph. be re-apprised of their present
Christian status.	 This soteriological emphasis is supported
by the phrase Lv .c atmatt. To0 XptaTo0. 420 Consequently it is
not the thought f Isa.57:19 that generates the "far" and
"near" in verse 13, and the subsequent reference in 2:17; it
is more likely that the notion of "far" and "near," taken from
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proselyte terminology, in 2:13 prompted the recollection of
Isa. 57:19 which then appears in verse 17. 4 2 1 The rhetorical
force of these concepts directs the audience members to focus
on the difference between pre-Christian and Christian
existence, and on a renewed understanding and appreciation of
salvation. 4 2 2
Much of the sch larly discussion of 2:14-18 has, as mentioned
earlier, centred on the debate over whether or not these
verses have a hymnic source,'" the nature of their OT
connections, and whether or not they have a background in
Gnosticism, Judaism,	 r early Christian thought. 424 	From a
rhetorical critical	 int of view, 2: 14-18 arises out of the
soteriological then n w, far/near contrast of verses 11-13,
and function	 as a p inted and moving explanation in the
soteriological term	 f re n iliation and peace of how the
"far" were brought "near". 425 With the thought of "far" and
"near" having brought to mind certain OT passages (Isa.57:19;
52:7; perhap als Ze h.9.10 where peace is directed "to the
ruations,"0!ith the auth r prefaces direct reference to them
(in 2:17) with material that will help clarify some benefits
of the Christian state against the disadvantages of the state
"apart from Christ". 	 At the same time, it prepares the
audience to accept and agree with the assertions. 4 2 6	 Even if
the issue concerning traditional hymnic, liturgical, or
confessional content remains, there is no question that 2:14-
2 carries a lyrical tone with a spiritual focus in
)	 )
autbc EaTtV cetpTIvr1 ruliSv and o(  notilcrac T& 41.06Tepa '../, areC11
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reconciliation and peace, arouses pathos and worship, and
conveys themes with which the audience members may
identify. 427
7	 7	 C	 3
The leading statement, auTag yap eaTtv n etprIvri folejy , is
immediately striking in that it contrasts with the tone of the
three preceding verses; the assertion that Christ himself "is
our peace" changes the focus from the then/now, far/near
language to a more personal focus on Christ. To people who
believe in Christ and in the efficacy of his salvific work (as
the audience members of Eph. did), the assertion that Christ
is the embodiment of peace would elicit quick agreement and
engender an emotional response. 	 The fact that Christ is
referred to as "our (6abv) peace" induces a sense of personal
identification with the concept. 426	 Rhythmic effect is
evident in the parallelism and isocolon of the clauses.	 The
first two clauses of verse 14 (omitting the connective yap),
essentially parallel in thought: peace (eiplIvn) must surely
mean that those who were formerly divided (T& «po6Tepa) now
exist in unity. 429 The clauses form an isocolon with each one
being comprised of ten syllables.
The next three clauses (2:14b-15a), To pea6Totxov To0 •payp.o0
Xticrac, Ti'IV )tx8pav tv 't )aut00,430 and TON., v6p.ov Vb./
)	 2
EVTOX67V ev 56yyJaatv xaTapylcrac4 3 I fit together as a unit of
co-ordinated cola	 (tricola,	 Rhet ad Her.4.19.26) 432	that
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reaches its greatest force in the last clause. 433 	These cola
are parallel to each other, indicating that barriers
separating Jew and Gentile (TO p.ca6Totxov Tot) opayp.o4, Telv
'40pay ,and TON/ v6p.ov TaV EvToX4Jv Ev 66ypaatv) have been
destroyed.	 The terms "dividing wall" and "the hostility"
graphically describe the effect of "the law" on Jewish-Gentile
relationships	 (all	 three terms therefore refer to the
Torah),'' and are employed persuasively by the author to
drive home the conviction that Christ, as "the one who made
both one," has abolished that which divided Jew and Gentile in
the former pre-Christian state. 	 The rhetorical effect builds
as one metaphor is placed upon another ("the dividing wall-the
hostility")	 until	 the fundamental barrier is explicitly
identified 435 ("_the law").	 Adding to the effect are the
synonyms (Rhet ad Her.4.28.38) 	 peadoTotxov and OPen9-Loc,436 as
well as 'EvTo).7) and 66-19.1a. 437 	 The paramoiosis (similarity of
the final syllables of clauses, Arist.Rhet.3.9.9) of the first
and last	 clauses	 (ending	 with	 X6crac	 and	 xaTapyllaac
respectively) adds to the lyrical effect. Although the
purpose of the destruction of the barrier between Jew and
Gentile seems to be manifestly clear, the tiva clause of verse
15b expresses the aim of the action in a restatement and
refining (Rhet ad Her.4.42.54) of the earlier clause o TroxIlaag
T6 2a46TEpa v,	 with some additional nuancing.	 The
,parallelism of Tobc 61.5o with Ta apo6TEpa is obvious, as is the
parallelism of (dv (2:14b) and 4tva xatvc5v )6tvepcorrov. 438 	 To this
notion of the unification of divided parties, however, is
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bound the striking thought of the creation (xTfc772) of new
existence ('tva xatv6../ )6(velocorrov) that is tied directly to
Christ (v at4 ) 4 3 9 This new existence is not a composite
of the former states of Jew and Gentile, but is a new
condition characterized by peace (ElpTIvri) 440
	
By speaking in
such terms the author impresses the idea that "now" and "near"
are much to be preferred to "then" and "far". The rhetoric of
"peace" from verse 14 is reiterated again in the words notli)v
etp)vriv.
Verse 16 emphasizes once more the unification of Jew and
Gentile with yet further explanation. Christ made both one
(2:14), created from the two one new person (2:15b), and
"reconciled both in one body through the cross ac7toxaTaXX6
Toi4 cy4oTtpoug	 tvi crOpaTt T(7) 04 Stâc To0 aTaupo0,2:16). 441
The reconciliation
	 of	 "both"	 is	 explained	 in	 three
C ,	 A	 Aprepositional phrases, EV EV1. a0paTt, Ty Bey, 4 4 2 and 81.6 To0
otaupoO. This rhetoric identifies the "one new person" as
"one body, " 4 4 3 but also adds to the horizontal, Jew and
Gentile reconciliation the vertical reconciliation of both "to
Goe. 4 4 4 The third phrase, "through the cross," directs the
audience members to remember that it is the death of Christ
that has effected the benefits of peace and reconciliation
being described. 	 The last clause of verse 16, anoxTeivac T?iV
) A 	 7)tx8pav EV auTy, recalls T7V '0(epav ev	 aapxt auto() from
verse 14, but here indicates that not only the "hostility"
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between Jew and Gentile, but also that between humans and God
has been destroyed.445
Having prepared the way by explaining the reconciling work of
Christ who brought Jew and Gentile (and humans and God, 2:16)
together by destroying the barriers that separate them, the
author is ready in 2:17 to refer directly to the OT passages
that were prompted by the notion of "far" and "near" in 2:13.
The rhetorical force flows through the progression of ideas
that the barriers to unity and peace have been broken down by
Christ, reconciliation of those "far" and "near" has actually
taken place, and, with supporting evidence from the OT, an
announcement of peace to "far and "near" has been made. 446
The thought of the announcement of peace to far and near,
couched in the author's recollection of OT passages, 447
required the background material of 2:14-16 in order to be
more intelligible. Going immediately to verse 17 without the
words of verses 14-16 would have left the soteriological
connections of the preaching of peace too vague; one would
wonder just what the preaching and the peace entailed. As it
stands, it is clear that the peace involves the dissolution of
barriers between Jew and Gentile and their reconciliation as
the new creation. The rhetorical effect of 2:17 itself is
that of impressing on the audience the view that salvation, as
described in the terms of peace and reconciliation in 2:14-16,
is proclaimed to "you who were far" (6tv Totg 1..Laxpdv), i.e.,
the Gentile Christian audience of Eph. , 448 as well as to those
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who were already "near", i.e., Jews. In this way the view of
verse 13 that the Gentile recipients who were "then far have
been made near" is supported by an appeal to the scripture of
those who were a part of the commonwealth of Israel and
participants in the covenants of promise (2:12). This can
only serve to press home very persuasively the idea that the
now/near saved existence is to be much preferred to the
then/far existence. 7The rhythm of the two phrases etplvg uiltv
Tots paxp6v and Totc Lyy6; sharpens the distinction between
those of Gentile or Jewish background, yet at the same time
demonstrates that "both" are recipients of the same message of
peace.
The explanation of the reconciliation of "far" and "near"
concludes in 2:18 with the assertion that both Jew and Gentile
have etxopev) unified access to the Father. The occurrence of
C	 ,the phrase ot 406Tepot ev evt Trvel4LaTt is a repetition or
conduplicatio ()Met ad Her.4.28.38;	 Quint. Inst.9.3.28-30) of
apoOtepot (2:14,16) and To6g 86o (2:15), and of the rhetorical
meaning of cev (2:14), eic ceva xatv6v )6v8portov (2:15), and
ivi o61.LaTt (2:16). 444 Together with the notion of "access to
the Father" these forms describe the state opposite to the
former existence "apart from Christ" (xcopic Xpto-rof), 2:12),
i.e., being "in Christ" (v Xptatip 'Inc:roll), 2:13). 450 Verse 18
concisely repeats the themes of verses 14-17, but instead of
using the terms of the destruction of barriers, of peace and
of reconciliation, speaks of access to the Father through
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Christ (St' auto(	 TI)V npoaaywyfiv-npbc TON, nattpa). 451
emphasizes that Jew and Gentile together possess45 2	 a
vertical soteriological relationship with the Father. 455 The
force of the whole verse is such that it emphasizes the notion
that access to the Father has been provided and both Jews and
Gentiles can share in this access.
The closing section of the pericope (2:19-22) returns to the
then/now pattern of 2:11-13, but takes that schema to a higher
level where present Christian existence is portrayed in terms
of a continuing and growing community. 4 5 4 The thought of the
then/now, far/near relationship of Jews and Gentiles is
expressed in verse 19 (you were ktvot xat napotxot, but now
)you are auy.tnoXtTat T(i1V &-y(wv xai otketot To0 8o0), but this
image is then dropped in favour of an architectural image
based on the words cAxog and va6c. 455
 The anamnesis has
recalled the past in order to enhance the present; the present
existence is subsequently described as one which aims toward
functioning maturity.
The initial )16(pa ohv in 2:19 functions as a literary signal
indicating that thought is being resumed and that some logical
conclusion or inference is about to be drawn. 454 The
resumption of the then/now pattern is implicit in the
)
expressions ouxttt catt (then) and WA& sate (now).
	
The
This
Gentile audience members are driven to make personal
Identification with the statements of verse 19 through the
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direct, second person address (o-tt). 	 Rather than presenting
a straightforward statement of the audience members' pre-
Christian condition, this antithesis has refined (Rhet ad
Her.4.42.54.58) the then/now motif by placing the "then"
statement in a negative formulation (o1).)xtTt tatt ttvot xat
nkpotxot) followed by a positive "now" statement (&)n.X.6 tatt
avp.noX(Tat Tn.v trytwv 457 xai o)1. xstot ToO 8so0).	 This inverse,
past to present relationship is enhanced by the hommoptoton of
the	 nominative
	 plural	 endings	 of	 ttvot,	 rEdgootxot,
,
alynoXttat p and
 otxstot.	 While the words ttvot and ndcloolxot
can have slightly different meanings, 458 they are used here
to describe the same persons, i.e. the Gentile audience of
Eph. in its pre-Christian state, and effectively form a
hendiadys. 459 	Together they are equivalent to the participle
) „ ccoulAnoTo tuy.tvol. in 2112 460	 The phrases oupit I.Tat T4W ayttbv
and oixstot Toe, 8co0 are essentially synonymous. The inverse
parallelism of the negative and positive assertions of the
contrast is obvious; where the Gentile audience members were
formerly strangers to Israel and salvation history, they are
now citizens and household members with each other, i.e. full
sharers in salvation. These features in 2:19 serve to
reinforce the then/now contrast, pressing home the great value
of the present, Christian state.
The most significant rhetorical feature in 2:19-22 is the
elaborate paronomasia	 (Rhet ad Her.
	 4.21.29;
	 Quint.Inst.
)
9.3,66ff) based on the word otxoc. 462 	 From the initial past
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versus present contrast of ndrpotxot and oixetot in 2:19 the
word play progresses through the verses by means of the words
;Enosxo5opn8tvTec (2:20), 7otxo8owl	 (2:21),auvotxo8op.etaee
(2:22), and xatotxritrIptov (2:22). While the then/now contrast
has brought out the worth of the saved condition against the
background of the unsaved state, the movement described by the
verbal forms using the otx- root changes the focus toward the
author's fundamental concern for the maturation of the
recipients. 462	 The anamnesis has functioned so as to
highlight salvation, but verses 20-22 direct that memory of
salvation toward the spiritual growth of the community. 	 The
architectural	 metaphor" s	begins	 in 2:19 with rrexpotxot,
literally meaning "those beside a house," who have become
o
;1.
xetot, "those who belong to a house". 4 6 4 In 2:20 there is a
shift in the imagery from viewing the recipients as members of
the household of God to viewing them as the house itself. 465
They have been built upon a foundation (rcol.xo5opnetv-cec,
aorist passive, 2:20), they are a building (oixo5owl, 2:21),
and they are being built together (cruvotxo8op.eta8e, present
passive, 2:22) as a dwelling (xaTotxT;)ptoy , 2:22) of God.
Tied closely to these words is the sacral image of the va(5../
`fir.ov (2:21); 66 Christians as a building are a holy temple
where God dwells."'
There are several other rhetorical features in 2:19-22 worthy
)of note. The genitive absolute expression, ;(5 wroc axpoycovtatou
;
auto() XplaToO 'IncroO, presents an impressive image of the
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position and role of Christ in the structure. 4 6 8	 Verses 21
and 22 are parallel to each other. 4 6 9 Both verses begin with
)	 f
ev cp (anaphora, Rhet ad Her.4.13.19; 4.14.21), 4	and7°	 both
speak of the ongoing 471 growth of the building as a spiritual
dwelling, the words vadv gaytov and xatotxTTIptov being, in this
case, synonyms. 472
	
A significant difference between the
verses, however,	 is the addition of tpetc in 2:22; its
Inclusion reinforces the sense of participation the audience
members	 have	 as	 part
	 of	 the	 dwelling	 of	 God	 (cf.
Arist.Rhet.3.14.11).	 Also,	 the auv- compounds	 aup.rcoXttal
(2:19), auvappoXoyouptvn (2:21), and auvotxo8opeta8	 (2:22)
enhance the sense of community being stressed in the
passage.'" Finally, the contrast between pre-Christian and
Christian existence is ended with the iv nve64att of 2:22
standing aginst the iv aapx( of 2:11.474
Seen together, the rhetorical features of 2:19-22 function in
a way that presses home the understanding that the present
Christian status of the audience members transcends the former
pre-Christian state. As Christians, the audience members are
being "framed together" as a growing dwelling place of God.
The rhetorical effect of the language is such that it can
develop a frame of mind that identifies closely with the
concepts and images described so that the audience members
will see themselves as the growing temple of God, and,
subsequently, participate in the behaviour that the author
deems to be in accord with the goal of growth and maturity.
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3.3 7	 Summary
Eph. 2:11-22 continues the then/now pattern of 2:1-10. By
recalling the past in order to emphasize the p resent this
pericope drives home the author's view that the present,
Christian condition is vastly superior to the past, pre-
Christian state. The superiority of the present condition "in
Christ" (2:13) is illustrated most emphatically by the former
segregation of Jew and Gentile and separation of the audience
members from salvation history, in contrast to the
reconciliation and peace that has come through the destruction
of barriers and the announcement of the peace accomplished by
and embodied in Christ. The new, reconciled community of
believers is moving onward in growth toward maturity. By
attempting to persuade the recipients of Eph. of the truth of
this narration, the author strives to impress on their minds
that they are themselves sharers in salvation and that they
too are growing as a "dwelling of God" toward Christian
maturity.
	 The frame of mind thereby developed (i.e., an
appreciation of the blessings of the present, growing
Christian existence) will make the audience responsive to the
exhortation that follows later in the paraenesis.
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3,3,8	 The Digressio 3:2-13
It has already been noted that 3:2-13 forms a digression in
the flow of the prayer language of 3:1,14-21. 475	The
digression	 acts	 as	 a	 reminder	 about	 Paul	 ("Paulus-
Anamnese" ) 476	 that describes the source and nature of the
ministry and message of Paul to the Gentiles.477
According to Quintilian the digressiow (Greek nocotx8ccatc, a
deviation‘ 79 ) is defined as "_the handling of some theme,
which must have some bearing on the case, in a passage that
involves digression from the logical order of our speech"
(Quint. Inst . 4. 3. 14) 4B ° The digressio is an optional speech
component that can be placed in any part of an oration
(Quint.Inst. 4. 3. 12) , 4 "	 but	 is	 perhaps	 most	 frequently
employed in the narratio. 4 8 2 The digression may be short
(Quint.Inst.9.2.56) or long (Quint.Inst.4.3.17). The primary
content of the excurses is usually some form of epideictic
description (Quint.Inst.4.3.12-13). 463
	The function of the
thivessio is to heighten the effect of the themes being
discussed by a speaker/author (Quint.Inst 4.3.5-7), to
"amplify" (or "abridge") a topic (Quint. Inst.4.3.15), or make
a pathos appeal (Quint.Inst.4.3.15-16). In judicial rhetoric
the digressio is employed to excite or mollify the judge, to
make the judge disposed to listen favourably to argumentation
(QtAnt.Inst.4.3.9), or "-as emollients to soften the harder
elements
	 of	 our	 statement"	 (Quint.Inst.4.9.10).464	 The
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digressio, then, enhances a discourse by providing additional,
if tangential, information to the concern at hand.
3.3.9	 Rhetorical Analysis: The Digressio 3:2-13
Perhaps the first question to be asked about the digressio has
to do with its pragmatic function in the text of Eph.
	 Why
does the author digress?
	 What rhetorical role does the
digressio play in relationship to its context and to the
rhetorical purpose of Eph.? Comprehensive answers to these
questions cannot be given until a complete rhetorical analysis
is performed, but some indications of what incited the
thoughts in these verses are apparent at the outset of
examination.	 The words of 3:1, ty6 na0Xos o Stojitoc ToO
Xpto-tot untp 141.&v TLW tev,Iv may have prompted the author to
question whether or not the recipients appreciated the
significance of Paul's role in the proclamation of the
gospel.'" The digression provides an explanation of Paul's
ministry on behalf of the Gentile audience of Eph., and on
behalf of Gentiles more generally. 486 The forms tntp 60v TL5v
ceivv (3:1), El.g upticc (3:2), untp tp.av and SITI.c EUTIV 5óa
uphy (3: 13) , along with the more general references to
Gentiles in verses 6 and 8, bracket the passage and are
therefore operative throughout, demonstrating a direct concern
that the audience members understand Paul's ministry on their
behalf.'"
	 This "for you" rhetoric identifies the Gentile
audience members	 (and Gentiles more generally) as the
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beneficiaries of Paul's revelation and his preaching ministry,
and persuades them to identify themselves as people who have
been touched by Paul's work.	 The recipients will feel (thus
pathos	 effect)	 themselves	 to	 be	 participants
(Arist,Rhet.3. 14.11) in the benefits of Paul's work. The "for
you" rhetoric is also employed to persuade the audience
members not to be dismayed or to despair (Lyxaxtw, 3:13) over
Paul's personal situation, in view of the benefits his
circumstances bring to them eilTtc cattv 86ta t.4.L6Sv).
Several concepts link 3:2-13 closely to 2:11-22, serving to
deepen thoughts that have already been brought out. 488 The
recipients are addressed as Gentiles (3:1, cf. 2:11), apostles
and prophets are mentioned together (3:5, cf. 2:20), auv-
compounds are used to describe the relational connections of
Gentiles with Jews in Christ (3:6, cf. 2:19,21,22), 469 the
recipients are sharers in the promises (3:6, cf. 2:12-13) and
are members of the same body (3:6, cf. 2:16), and access to
the Father is available (3:12, cf. 2:18). This sort of
repetition of connected ideas (cf. Rhet ad Her.4.28.38) fixes
the impression of the view of reconciliation that was
presented in 2:11-22 on the mind, and	 demonstrates	 the
effort of the author
	
to emphasize the Christian status of
the audience.
	 The constant reiteration of the fact of their
Christian state will make the audience 	 receptive to a call
for behaviour that coincides with Christian identity.
7
otxovo}l(av •fic X(54101T0C
a	 c8eo0 Tfic 5o8e1anc uot elq 011aq .94
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The digressio as a whole has a basic repetitive structure
where 3:2-7 and 3:8-12 parallel each other. 490 Both sections
speak of the grace given to Paul and of his preaching ministry
to Gentiles; both speak of how the "mystery" had formerly been
unknown, but is "now" revealed; both also point out the
relationships that now exist in Christ. This repetitive
structure presses home the nature of Paul's ministry on behalf
of Gentiles, and enhances the pathos appeal by emphasizing
that Paul had been given and was performing his ministry for
the benefit of the Gentile audience.
The digressio begins with a rhetorical device in the words,
)	 ,
et 'ye	 rixo1)cTuTe. 491 These words are used to move the
discussion away from what was intended to be a prayer (3:1,
resumed at 3:14) to the content of the digression. 	 Whether E
,
ye nxouoaTe gives the affirmative notion "since you have
heard" or the doubtful II if indeed you have heard"
	 (cf.
4:21), 492
 the words are rhetorically persuasive because they
guide the audience in a specific direction of thought by
suggesting that a clarification of the preceding statement is
about to be made.'"
	 The content of the clarification and
explanation is expressed in the following clause,	 Tf)V
The semantics and syntax of this clause are difficult to
grasp. The substantive otxovoufa can refer to God's plan or
administration of salvation (1:10; 3:9) or to Paul's task of
To0
proclamation
	 to	 Gentiles	 (3:2;	 Col.	 1:25;	 cf.	 1Cor.
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4:1;9;17); 49S	 here it denotes Paul's task or ministry of
proclamation since the concern of the passage is to explain
Paul's circumstances and the connection of those circumstances
to the Gentiles (3:1,7,9), not simply to explain the nature of
the revelation made to Paul. 4 96	 The genitive chain 'clic
xapt .toc to0 eeo0 Tfic Soesicsig is ambiguous and can be
understood as either epexegetic 497
	or objective. 498	 If
epexegetic,	 the	 clause	 will	 mean	 that	 the	 task	 of
administering or proclaiming was itself the gift of God's
grace to Paul. If objective, it will mean that Paul was given
the task of administering or proclaiming the grace of God
(i.e., the mystery, the gospel, 3:3-7) to the Gentiles.499
Rhetorically, a decision either way is of little consequence
because it is clear that Paul had a God-given ministry to the
,	 tGentiles (elq up.&c, 3:2) regardless of which grammatical
option is chosen.	 The rhetorical force of the clause lies in
the way in which it is programmatic for the whole digressio:
)
it explains that Paul had a ministry to the Gentiles (etc
416(c) which, as the digression goes on to indicate, was
fulfilled despite personal suffering (3:1,13).
Verses 3 to 6 act as an amplification by augmentation
(Quint. Inst  . 8. 4. 1-9) 50° of verse 2 by describing the content
of Paul's message to Gentiles.	 The conjunction (C5T1. (assuming
that it belongs in the text 501 ), serves as the rhetorical
)	 ,
connector that ties the amplification to ei ye nxougate in
3:2 . s 02 By stating that the "mystery" was made known to Paul
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by revelation (xoctex arcox6Auw1.v eyvwptcren }lot) the notion that
petWS ministry was given to him by God rather than by human
agency is emphasized (cf. Gal. 1:11-16). 5 "	 This emphasis
continues on through 3:7 (L; v0v Cercexca.00n )(TX., 3:5; xcetex
T fiv 50)PE6V TfIC OptTOC TOO Osot Tfl; 80BEtang	 3:7)	 The
rhetorical force of these statements indicates that Paul could
legitimately and authoritatively (i.e., with God-given
authority) speak about the "mystery" and about his function in
regard to i t s
	
The rhetorical effect on the audience
members would be to persuade them to accept a message from (or
purported to be from) Paul as similarly authoritative,
resulting in adherence to the appeals made later in the
wmmesis.	 Motivation for behaviour would therefore be
supported in these verses by the psychological effect of a
(legitimate)	 authority	 figure,	 rather	 than	 by	 direct
argumentation.
	 Most scholars believe that the xoceti)c clause at
the end of verse 3 refers to the things written "briefly"
earlier in Eph., 505
	although this conclusion is perhaps not
absolutely certain. s " In any case, the effect of the clause
is like that of an enumeratios " that reminds the audience of
things that have already been stated, in this case encouraging
them to refer to the earlier statements for justification of
the claim.	 The recipients of Eph. are effectively invited to
judge the nature of Paul's insight into the revealed mystery
for themselves (3:4). When they read or hear s " about the
knowledge given to Paul his ministry and authorization to
speak will be recognized.
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The antithetical then/now schema reappears in 3:5 (b tT6patq
yeveatc_k vov). 509 	Here, however, it does not make a direct
contrast between pre-Christian and Christian states as it did
in Eph. 2, but defines the time of the revelation of the
mystery as being in Paul's generation (v0v). 510 Since the
audience is already familiar with the past/present antithesis
and its connection with salvation and reconciliation, its use
here will invite recognition and acceptance of the statements
It supports, which are tied to salvation and reconciliation in
3:6.	 The parallelism of the three antithetical sequences 66
(	 ,c	
.)	 CETLpatq yevEatqtwq v0v; oux EyvwpfaunianexaX606n; ToCq vtolc
,
avthrub8p	 v/Totq aytotq anoaT6Xotq auto0 xTX.) 511 makes a sharp
and impressive distinction between past and present. s 2	 The
specific information revealed is expressed in the three auv-
compounds of verse 6, 513	 and carries essentially the same
force as
	 the	 auv-	 compounds	 in	 2:5-6,19,21,22.
	 The
parechesiss " of the auv- prefixes and the paramceosis515 of
the neuter plural -a endings give a lyrical melopoeic effect
to the flow of words and assists in driving home a vivid
impression of the reconciliation of Sew and Gentile. Verse 7
takes up the thought of 3:2 and brings the first half of the
digressio to a close. 516
 Functionally, 3:7 reiterates that
Paul's ministry is God-given and therefore authoritative. The
parallel xata clauses ()cat & TT)V 6mps6v Tflq XdtptTOC to 8eo0
)6o8e(anq }tot and xatec T?0,/ Evepystav Tflq 6uvdqlecoq auToO)s"
emphasize the source and energy behind the gift to Paul. The
plerophoric terminology and the homtroptoton of the genitive
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chain (Tfl y 8a3p6exv Tfic xaptToc TOO 8eo0 TIc SoGefang Ilot)518
intensifies the sense, s " as does the piling up of synonymous
terms (TT'iv Ev6p .yetav Trig Bu y exp.ewc) that are reminiscent of the
string of synonyms indicating power in 1:19.
The second section of the digressio (3:8-12) begins with the
7self-conscious	 and	 self-effacing
	 statement
	 ep.ot	 T(L)
7 ,	 c	 ,En.axtacoT46) ndoptcov ceytwv.
	 The theme of preaching to the
Gentiles in verses 8 and 9 conceivably could have been
expressed without this initial statement, or it could have
been included in a later, secondary position. 5 2 0 However,
placing it in the emphatic position at the beginning of the
sentence intensifies the rhetorical force of the assertion.
The rhetorical figure at work here is ethopoeia (Greek:
7
neonotVa)
	 or	 notatio	 (Rhet	 ad	 Her.4.50.63-52.65;
Quint.Inst.9.2.58-63),
	
which	 is	 a	 character	 delineation
intended to persuade listeners to accept or reject the ideas a
speaker/author is asserting. 521	 Here in 3:8 the figure is
employed to enhance the view that all personal merit of Paul
is	 disclaimed;	 his ministry and	 the content	 of his
proclamation were wholly a gift of God. 522	 The bestowing of
grace by God is given the accent. 523
 At the same time,
however, this rhetoric tends to place Paul in a favourable
light as one who is humbled and awed by the stewardship
entrusted to him. s 2 4	 Following this statement is the main
7
clause of 3:8, E868n
	 xexptc autn, which reinforces what has
already been said in 3:2,7.
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The goal and content of the giving of grace to Paul is
explained	 in	 two	 infinitival	 clauses
	 (Totc eVEU1V
7EuayysXicracreat-; xai ouyriaat-,	 3:8b-9); 525
 the content of the
revelation of the mystery was to be imparted by Paul to other
people s " (i.e., to the Gentiles, Totc ;t0vcatv, 3:8; to all
people, 7thwrag, 527
 3:9). The clauses are not precisely
parallel, but the second (xai oarrfaat ndopracm, 3:9) builds on
the first by amplifying its meaning.	 Together, the clauses
restate in different words what had already been said in 3:5-
6,528	 but now emphasize the proclamation of the content of
the mystery (by means of the infinitives) over the content
itself.	 The rich imagery employed is very impressive.
	
The
"untraceable riches"
	 is a rhetorical image that, using the
idea of "riches" (nXo0Toc) seen elsewhere in Eph., 529 claims
that Christ	 is	 so	 rich	 that	 his	 wealth	 cannot	 be
comprehended. 530
	The view of the mystery as hidden (-Tot)
noxExou}iptvou an6 t2valdwaw-) harks back to the then/now
image of 3:5.5)1	 The clause 4 TO: 1t6vTa xTtaavT1 at the end
of verse 9, while considered by Schlier to be a refutation of
Gnostic thought that distinguished between creator and
redeemer, 532
 serves as a rhetorical enhancement of God as the
one in whom the mystery was hidden and who also created the
mystery (cf. 3:11; 1:4,11).
While the meaning of 3:10 has been the subject of a good deal
of scholarly discussion, 533 the rhetorical force of the verse
has its basis in the repetition of the then/now motif.
	 The
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plan of God which had been hidden (3:9) is hidden no longer;
the result of the elucidation s " ( (payria), 3:9) is that "now"
(v0) the "multiform wisdom of God" may be made known
(yvwfotaq, aorist subJunctive). sss The practical function of
3:10 is to explain that this "wisdom of God" (i.e., the
gospel, 3:8; the formerly hidden plan of the mystery,3:9) is
"now" capable of, and in fact is, being proclaimed. More
rhetorical force is produced by the amplification of the
concepts of verses 5-7 that expands the scope of the revealed
mystery to cosmic dimensions. Where the agents of the
proclamation in 3:5-7 were the apostles, prophets and Paul,
and the recipients of the proclamation were Gentiles, in 3:10
the agency of proclamation is the church (St& TtIc lxxXr\atac,),
and the recipients are cosmic powers (Tatc bpxafc xai ktovcr(ac
EV Totc 'noupocvfotc).
	 Such a comprehensive view of the extent
of God's plan can impress a sense of awe and wonder on the
mind, and perhaps even a sense of identification as the
recipients of these thoughts realize that they are members of
this church. s "	 The descriptive phrase 1.1 noXurroixoXoc aoota
To0 eso0 serves as a synonym for the revealed mystery.
	 The
cosmic extent of proclamation is in accord with God's plan
from "eternity" (xatex np66satv Tay atOvcov, 3:11). ss7	 The
grand scope of the mystery in terms of both cosmic dimensions
and time produceS a strong impression of its nature on the
mind.
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The rather strong rhetoric of 3:12 moves off, syntactically,
from 3:11. 538 	The persuasive strength of the verse has an
emotional (pathos) tone: "we have boldness and access in
confidence"	 (txopev	 ¶T)IV	 nappnafav	 xat	 npoaaywynv	 ev
nenotencret).	 This language elicits a sense of security among
the recipients. They may also experience a strong sense of
identification, realizing that they are part of the "we"
(xopcv) to whom the author refers, and knowing, too, that
they have faith in Christ.539
The final statement of the digressio (3:13) seems to be
prompted by two rhetorical movements.	 First, the general
tenor of the digressio, as it explains the nature of Paul's
ministry "for you Gentiles" (3:1,2), leads to the request that
the audience members not be dismayed 540
 at Paul's suffering
which is also "for you" ()nep tp0v, 4n-cfc EUTIV 86ta Up&v). 541
Second, possession of the security asserted in 3:12 leads
immediately, both syntactically s "	 and rhetorically, to the
wish that sufferings not be a cause for loss of heart. The
digression has aroused pathos, a sense of understanding of
Paul's work, and has perhaps engendered a sense of loyalty and
responsibility toward Paul as a servant (51.6xovoc, 3:7) of the
Gentiles.
	
Verse 13 closes these thoughts, however, by
attempting to dispel any unnecessary concern for Paul, who has
suffered as a prisoner, 	 but has done so boldly and in
confidence (3:12), seeing in his sufferings a benefit for
Gentile Christians. 	 Paul's sufferings have in fact led to the
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"glory" (hTIC EGTLV (56a tp.bv) of the audience members. That
they have "glory" (i.e. they are joint heirs, members of the
same body, joint partakers of the promises in Christ through
the gospel, 3:6, and have boldness, access, and confidence
through faith, 3:12) is rhetorically forceful in that it
enhances the idea that Paul's ministry has been for their
personal benefit, and leads to a sense of identification with
the gospel and their status as Christians. The digression has
drawn attention to Paul personally, and to his ministry, and
has indicated the benefits that have accrued from his
suffering as a "prisoner". The rhetorical force of 3:13 is
such that it emphasizes the value for the audience of Paul's
sufferings while simultaneously de-emphasizing possible dismay
over those sufferings, focusing the attention of the audience
members instead on the extension of the gospel to Gentiles
generally, to cosmic powers, and, indeed, to themselves.
3.3.10	 Summary
The digressio of 3:2-13 provides, as digressions should,
additional thoughts that enhance the themes of Eph., even if
the additions are not crucial to the logic of the epistle.s 49
It does have significant impact on the rhetorical force and
rhetorical purpose of Eph. Prompted by the assertion of 3:1,
the digressio functions as a description of the source and
nature of Paul's ministry to the Gentiles 	 ("for you",
3;1,2,13) that dispels possible dismay on the part of the
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audience members over his sufferings on their behalf. The
author is primarily concerned to demonstrate that Paul's
ministry, and even his sufferings, were for their (Gentile)
benefit. The digressio is also concerned to indicate that the
audience of Eph. understand that Paul's ministry is God-given,
that Paul accepts and appreciates its	 as God-given, and
that they should not lose heart at the thought of Paul's
circumstances. The passage portrays Paul as a legitimate and
authoritative figure, but does so without detracting from the
gospel message which Paul received and preached. At the same
time, the digression explains the meaning of the "mystery,"
generates sympathy for Paul (yet requests that sympathy not
lead to de c pair, 3:13), elicits pathos among the audience
members along with a sense of their collective security as
Christians, and drives home the knowledge that Gentiles are
joint-participants (with Jews) in the gospel (3:6). 545	 The
pericope acts as a reinforcement of the meaning of the gospel
(as received and proclaimed by Paul) for the audience. The
result of the author's statement of these concerns is,
rhetorically speaking, that the audience members will be
persuaded to accept the authority of Paul to speak, and,
consequently, will be encouraged to practice the behaviour to
which he (purportedly) exhorts them in the paraenesis.
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automatic signal that the end (or the beginning) of a sentence
is near." Cf. Barth, 1974:100.
64 van Roan, 1974:119; Lausberg, 1960:§§990,997.
65 Most commentators agree that 1:3 forms the theme sentence
for the whole eulogy, e.g., Dahl, 1951:254; Schlier, 1957:39;
Gnilka,	 1971:254;	 Schnackenburg,	 1982:45;	 cf.	 Caragounis,
1977:49; Dunn, 1970:159.	 Some scholars, e.g., Maurer, 1951-
52:154 include verse 4 in the theme sentence.
66 Kirby,	 1968:84-89;	 Bruce,	 1984:252;	 cf.	 Caragounis,
1977:49; cf. Ps.66:20;72:18; also see Schille, 1965:69-70.
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67 According to Kennedy, 1984:78-79, that which in rhetoric
is called "topics" would be called "themes" by a literary
critic, "doctrines" by a theologian, and "premises" by a
philosopher.
68 See BDF §453; Schnackenburg, 	 1982:44.
69 In 1:7 TT'IV )6(0ECYLV T&V napanTwOTwv is set in apposition to
TY'IV &noX6Tpwatv 6ta To0 cAilaToc AToO.	 See Caird, 1976:37;
Abbott, 1897:13.
70 Robinson, 1903:28; Bruce, 1984:258,264,267.
71 Schnackenburg, 1982:44.
72 Cf. Abbott, 1897:7, who says that as an infinitive of
purpose "the usage is quite classical"; Caird, 1976:35;
Schnackenburg, 1982:44.
73 It is possible to take sivat as an infinitive of
However, whether infinitive of result or purpose, etvat
indicates that "the end in view" (Zerwick, §381) Was
behavioral.
74 Additionally, the two accusatives '641 , toug xai 46poug are
an example of hommoptoton, where words appear in the same case
and with the	 same	 terminations	 (Rhet ad Her.4.20.28),
producing	 a	 rhythmic,	 ear-pleasing	 effect.	 Lausberg,
1960:§6729-731.
75 See section 2.4.7 above.
76 See note 60 above on the linking of Iv hermi with verse 4
rather than verse 5.
77 Bruce, 1984:255 speaks of "-a dominant ethical quality
about divine election-" in 1:4.
78 Percy, 1946:188-190; van Roon, 1974:121-128.
79 The words TO nXo0Toc tf1g viptTog provide an example of
hommoteleuton, i.e., words that have the same endings but are
in different cases (Rhet ad Her.4.20.28); Lausberg,
1960:§§725-728.
80 van Roon, 1974:126, writing of the similar use of
genitives throughout Eph. says, "One even has the impression
that the ceaseless reverberations of genitives and connections
forged by genitives were-designed to please the ear, in which
case it would not be inappropriate to speak of a rhythm of
genitives."
81 Lausherg, 1960:§563; van Roon, 1974:128-129.
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82 See van Roon, 1974:162,184.
83 As Schnackenburg, 1977:78 fn 25 has indicated; see the
bibliogr aphy there. Also see Abbott, 1897:20-21; Robinson,
1903:3 5 ; Percy, 1946:266-267; Schlier, 1957:40,67-68; Wilson,
1964:676-80; Barth, 1974:92ff,130-133; Jayne, 1974:151-52;
Caird, 1976:41; Schnackenburg, 1982:62-63; Bruce, 1984:264f.
84 Mitton, 1951:225-27. Mitton ameliorates these comments in
his 1976 commentary (p.58) by suggesting that "-you must here
man second-generation Christians, almost all of whom were
Gentiles by birth." Cf. Coutts, 1956-57:120 who says there is
"no logical reason" for the change from first to second
person.
85 Abbott, 1897:20-21; Robinson, 1903:35; Scott, 1930:147-148;
Schlier, 1957:40,67-68; Houlden, 1970:270; Barth, 1974:30-33;
Caird, 1976:41; Bruce, 1984:264f.
86	 Percy, 1946:266-67; Wilson, 1964:676-80; Schnackenburg,
1982:62-63.
87 A third possibility (according to Bultmann, TDNT 11:535),
that if "we" refers to all Christians, then the npo- prefix
refers to the present with a view to the eschaton seems very
unlikely, particularly since nponXntx6Tac is a perfect
participle, thus meaning "we who had falready) hoped Cirst",
88 Cf. Barth, 1974:131.
89 This is true even if it is allowed that the author had
such a distinction in his own mind.
90 A hapax legomenon in the NT at Eph. 1:12.
91 Cf. Lincoln, 1987:614-18.
92 As Barth, 1974:131-32 attempts to do.
93 Nor as Gnilka, 1971:84 points out, is the change in
pronouns reason to take 1:13-14 as a later appendation.
94 Gnilka, 1971:84 suggests that the pronoun changes in
1:15ff. look like Pauline terminology, "-oder sagen wir
besser: die Terminologie der Missionssprache".
95 Many scholars have associated the notion of being sealed
(cropay(Co) with baptism (see the references in note 17 above,
also Gnilka, 1971:85; cf. Schrage, 1988:174-177; for extensive
bibliographical references see Barth, 1974:135 fn.336).
Halter, 1977:230 claims that exegetical research indicates
that baptism is meant by sealing in 1:13. Yet, as
Schnackenburg, 1964:81ff; Schnackenburg, 1982:64, and Barth,
1974:139-143 point out, that view is disputed on historical
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and exegetical grounds. Baptism is not explicit at Eph.2:5-6
nor at 1:13, and even if these verses elicit a recollection of
baptism (even if their composition recalled baptism to the
mind of the author), there is insufficient reason based on a
straightforward reading of these verses to say that baptism
and sealing are essentially equivalent. Halter wishes to
connect baptism and behaviour (as the title of his work, Taufe 
und Ethos: paulinische Kriterien fUr Proprium christlicher 
Moral, suggests),	 claiming that baptism demands ethical
behaviour (pp.231-33). But the notion of sealing in 1:13 is
used to demonstrate rhetorically that the audience of Eph. is
Included within the blessings and participates in the praise
of God described in the eulogy.
	 It is thus neither sealing
nor baptism as such (even if baptism is construed as a
referent in 1:13) that push the audience members to
participate in moral practice, but rather the fact that they
are included among all those people who have received
spiritual blessings from God, leading to the praise of God
(1:14c).
96 See Burke, 1969:55-56.
97 See Evans, 1963:139, "-insofar as I actually look on x as y
In my daily life, it becomes true that x is y. For example,
If I look on my suffering as a means to moral growth, it is
likely that my suffering will be a means to moral growth."
"In general, people tend to conform to the roles which they
see themselves as playing,"
98 Thus the difficulties in achieving a satifactory structural
schema for the eulogy; see above, sections 3.2.1. and 3.2.2.
The eulogy apparently does not exhibit signs of having had a
consciously pre-organized plan, but appears to be more
extemporaneous (cf. Schlier, 1957:40-41), but still using the
berakah format.
99 Cf. Schnackenburg's "Einsichten" noted earlier in section
3.2.2.
100 See section 3.2.3 above and note 40.
101 Cf. Schlier, 1957:75.
102 Most commentators take 81.ex To0To xay6) to refer to the
whole of the preceding eulogy, e.g., Abbott, 1897:24; Schlier,
1957:75; Gnilka, 1971:88; Houlden, 1970:272; cf. Caragounis,
1977:63, rather than limiting the reference to 1:13-14, cf.
Abbott, 1897:24.
	
See Co1.1:9.
103 See the discussion of 1:15-19a in section 2.4.7 on the
purpose of Eph. The fundamental concern of the author for the
audience is that the audience should move forward from where
they are toward maturity.
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04 See section 3.2.3 above on 1:13-14.
05 The audience members are therefore practicing the love of
1 :4 (see note 60 above), and can consequently identify
themselv es as people who are doing what the elect should be
doing. The fact that they are already behaving in a loving
way in no way inhibits the author's concern for further
maturati on (1:17-19a).
106 Cf. Quint.Inst.4.1.16-17, who suggests linking the praise
a a judge to the furtherance of a case. See Johanson,
N87:157-60.
107 Wiles,	 1974:172;	 Schnackenburg,	 1977:84;	 see	 Aune,
1987:126,211,216.
108 Schnackenburg,	 1982:69;
	 cf.	 the comments of Beare,
1955:149 regarding the similar language in Co1.1:4,9.
109 Barth, 1974:161. Nor should it be understood as being
"scarcely more than formal" (Houlden, 1970:272-272) as an
epistolary device.
110 Indicated by the 8(a, "on account of," "because of".
111 See the discussion on this idea in Burke, 1969:55-56.
112 See Lanham, 1968:77.
113 The synonymous but positive usage with ndo./ToTe is
frequently found in expressions of thanksgivi ng in the Pauline
corpus: Rom. 1:9-10; 	 1Cor.1:4;	 Phil. 1:4;	 Go]-. 1:3;	 1Thess.1:2;
2Thess. 1:3; cf. Eph.5:20. Cf. Schlier, 1957:76; he notes the
use of UtaXe(Turoc in 1Thess.1:2; 2:13; 5:17, and Ls., neorct in
1Thess.5:18.
114 See the discussion in Caragounis, 1977:63-64; cf. Abbott,
1897:26.
115 See BOP' §§458-463; also Rom.1:10; 1Thess.1:2; Phlmn.4 for
similar usage.
116 Caragounis, 1977:64.
117 On asyndeton see Rhet ad Her.4.30.41; Arist.Rhet.3.12.4;
Lausberg, 1960:§§709-711.
118 "Plerophoric" (fulness of language and sense) because the
author states that he both gives thanks and makes intercession
in his prayers on behalf of the recipients. See Kuhn,
1968:116; Gnilka, 1971:88.
119	 See again the discussion of the purpose of Eph. in
section 2.4.7.
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120 Caragounis,	 1977:64-65; cf. Abbott, 	 1897:26; see also
Schlier, 1957:77.
121 Both Caragounis and Abbott (see references in note 120
above) argue on the basis of usages found in other places, not
on the text as it stands in Eph.1:17-19a.
122 66T2 is taken as a subjunctive, although it can be
construed morphologically as an optative. See BDF§§369,95.
123 On synonymy see Rhet ad Her.4.28.38; cf. Arist.Rhet.3.2.7.
124 See Lanham, 1968:74. Schlier, 1957:77 states: "Schon hier
1st wieder dos Pathos zu spUren, dos Paulus bereits in der
Eulogie bewegt, wie er denn ouch in den folgenden Versen Uber
der Erinnerung an sein Gebet fUr die Gemeinde in die Sprache
des Gebetes selbst ger8t".
125 Abbott, 1897:28-29; Caragounis, 1977:65-66.
126 Robinson, 1903:39,149-150.
127 Schlier, 1957:79-80; Houlden, 1970:275.
	 This view is in
accord	 with	 the	 baptismal
	 connections	 seen	 by	 some
interpreters as mentioned above in notes 17 and 95.
	 The
metaphor does not make an explicit reference to baptism, nor
are	 there	 clear	 grounds
	 for	 equating	 baptism	 and
"enlightenment" in this verse.
128 This view is held by Barth, 1974:149-150.
	
See Lausberg,
1960:§860.
129	 Cf. Pound's (1954:25-26) notion of phanopoela, the
casting of images on the visual imagination.
130 If they are not appropriate their discordance will be
obvious and detrimental to the communication (Arist.Rhet.3.2).
Rhet ad Her.4.34.45 states that "Metaphor is used for the sake
of creating a vivid mental picture...".
131 Aristotle illustrates this by saying (Rhet.3.2.13), "It
is better, for instance, to say 'rosy-fingered morn' than
'crimson-fingered' or, worse still, 'red-fingered morn'." Cf.
Quint.Inst.8.6.4-8.
132
	 Cf. the use of the same mixed metaphor in 1Clem.36:2;
59:3; MPo1.2:3.
133 A series of words in the same case or inflection, Rhet ad
Her.4.20.28; Lausberg, 1960:§§729-731; cf. note 74 above.
)134 et6tvat may be taken as an infinitive of both purpose and
result.
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135 Burke, 1969:57-58. Melopoela (as described in section
2.3.2 above) is musical sound or orchestration that directs
the flow of meaning.
136 Schnackenburg, 1982:70.
137 Evans, 1963:12-13, et passim.
138 Arnold, 1989:85f; Caird, 1976:62,68; O'Brien, 1978-79:505;
Bruce, 1984:271; Gnilka, 1971:179 notes that the prayer has
the same character as the rest of Eph. 1-3.
139 This is the view shared by most scholars, e.g. Abbott,
	
1897:93;	 Robinson,	 1903:82,166;	 Percy,	 1946:302;
	 Gnilka,
	
1971:179;	 Barth,	 1974:327;	 Caragounis,	 1977:72,74;
Schnackenburg, 1982:146; Bruce, 1984:311; Patzia, 1984:199.
140 The referent of To6Tou xexptv is variously interpreted as
being all of Eph. 2 (Abbott, 1897:93; Robinson, 1903:166), all
of Eph. 1-3 (Lindemann, 1985:64), the previous two paragraphs
(i.e. 2:11-22, Caragounis,
	 1977:72f.), only 2:20-23 (Percy,
1946.302). Gnilka, 1971:179fn6, suggests that TotiTou xciptv
ties together all of 1:16-3:13; Arnold, 1989:86 claims To6Tou
xciptv refers to all of Eph. 2 which has developed, in turn,
out of 1:15-23. Since 3:1,14-19 resumes exordium-like
language it is most likely that TOtiTOU xerptv refers to the
author's recollection of all of the narratio.
141 These effects are not entirely unlike, although not
exactly the same as, those of recapitulatio as used in the
peroratio of a speech; see Lausberg, 1960:55434-435.
142 Barth, 1974:327 suggests that then use of ty6 is
"Invariably-a display of authority"; but cf. 1:15 (x&y6) and
5:32 (46).
143 Cf. Phlmn. 1,9; 1Tim. 1:8.
144 But, as Barth, 1974:328 correctly notes, it is not a plea
for pity or admiration, even if pity or admiration were
forthcoming from the audience.
145 E.g., 1:3-14; 1:15-23; 2:1-10.
146 See above, sections 3.2.3; 3.2.5 and references in note
40.
10 Cf. Arist.Rhet.1.2.5; Quint.Inst.6.2.8.
148 See the discussion of identification with the language of
worship in section 3.2.3 above.
149 The use of emotion WEIS considered appropriate in any
section of a speech according to Quintilian, although most
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frequently	 employed	 in	 the	 exordium	 and	 peroretio;
Inst.6.1.51; 6.2.2.
150	 Gnilka,	 1971:180;
	 Caird,	 1976:658;	 Caragounis,
1977:74fn84;
	 Nielen,	 1937:309	 states,	 "Im
Synagogengottesdienst wurde besonders em n litaneiartiges Gebet
mit FUrbitten fUr die verschiedenen Sttinde, das nach der
Schriftlesung gesprochen wurde, knieend verrichtet." Cf. also
1Chron.29:20; 1Clem.57:1.
151 von Severus, 1972:col 1170 says that yovuneTstv (i.e., to
kneel) in Eph.3:14 is an idea parallel to npoatOxsa6at (i.e.,
to worship).
152 The prayer of 3:14-19 is thus somewhat more emotive than
that of 1:15-19a.
153	 E.g.,	 Robinson,	 1903:174;	 Houlden,	 1970:302; Gnilka,
1971:181; Bruce, 1984:324-325; Patzia, 1984:199.
154	 Does naTpta mean "family," "fatherhood," the rabbinic
"family below" and "family above" (Schlier, 	 1957:167-168),
"lineage," "descent," (Barth, 1974:308), "human" and "spirit"
(i.e., angel) life (Schnackenburg, 	 1982:149-159),	 or some
other?	 None of these words seem to properly convey the
meaning of naTplex, nor do they bring across the effect- of the
paronomasia.	 For our purposes here it is better to leave the
two prepositional phrases np6q To y naTtpa and	 (DO n&aa
naTpl& in Greek.
155 Gnilka, 1971:181.
156 See Lausberg, 1960:5637.
157 The paronomasia may be further categorized as ednominatio,
the repetition of a word with change in letter or sounds
(Lausberg, 1960:5637; Lanham, 1968:3) or polyptoton, the
repetition of words from the same root but with different
endings (Lausberg, 1960:55640-648; Lanham, 1968:78).
158 Gnilka, 1971:181fnl correctly notes that if the
prepositional phrase in 3:14 npOq TOv naTtpa was followed by
To° xup(ou fwav 'Iricrot) XplaTo0 as some MSS in fact read (cf.
1:3), that the paronomasia would be distorted.
159 Schnackenburg, 1982:148.
160 Although this is the issue a number of scholars have
tried to explain. See note 154 above.
161 Caird, 1976:69; Arnold, 1989:58-59. 	 Note also 3:9b, iv4 84	 'Eck navTa xTfaavTI.; God has already been designated
as creator.
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162 Schlier, 1957:168, however, thinks 3:15 is anti-Gnostic
polemic.
163 Cf. Gnilka, 1971:182.
164 For discussion of the possibilities see Barth, 1974:379-
384.
165 It is probable that the audience members already knew the
definition of naaa 7tovrpt6 even if it is not clear to modern
interpreters. Arnold, 1989:58 (with note 55) suggests that
"The phrase is no doubt used in its most expansive sense, i.e.
every living being finds the source of its life in God the
'Father'".
166 Robinson, 1903:174-175.
167 Hence the words TO13TOU xerptv at 3:1,14.
168 Cf. Arnold, 1989:86. The prayer for the audience in
1:16-19a similarly has a three-fold request indicated in the
T(c clauses found there; see above, section 3.2.5.
169 Cf. Percy, 1946:302; Schnackenburg, 1982:150.
170 Lindemann, 1975:64 suggests that the recipients may have
had a weak faith ("Glaubenschw8che").	 See also Schnackenburg,
1982:150. However, 1:15 speaks of the renown of their faith.
Still, as Lindemann says, no faith is so strong that it cannot
be strengthened further.
171 Zerwick, 1962:104; Schnackenburg, 1982:150.
172 See again the earlier discussion of the purpose of Eph.
in section 2.4.7, especially as it relates to 3:14-19.
173 Lindemann, 1985:63.
174 On such expectancy see, again, Burke, 1969:58-59.
175.
	 I e.,	 identification with the tone of prayer;
	 Burke,
1989: passim.
176 Technically referred to as reduplicatio or conduplicatio;
Lausberg, 1960:5612; Rhet a_d_ Her.4.26.38; Quint.Inst.9.3.28ff,
especially 9.3.30.
177 Pleonastic and baroque according to Barth, 1974:369.
178 Cf. Schlier, 1957:168.
179 Except that 70.00Toc occurs in thenominative case in 1:18
in reference to Vic xX,Tovop(ac autoO, and in the accusative
in 3:16 in reference to o ncerlp.
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180	 As in the "head nodding" 	 effect mentioned in the
discussion of 1:3-14 in section 3.2.3 above.
181 Houlden, 1970:303; cf. Eph.1:19;
	
6:10.
182 On synonyms as amplificatio see Lausberg, 1960:§@400-409;
Quint. Inst.8.4.1-29.
183	 These possible definitions have included Jewish,
Hellenistic, Gnostic and specifically Christian notions based
on passages found in a variety of texts. See especially
Abbott, 1897:95; Robinson, 1903:175; Percy, 1946:305; Schlier,
1957:169; Houlden, 1970:303; Gnilka, 1971:183 Schnackenburg,
1982:150;	 cf. also Arnold 1989:88,89.
184	 Abbott, 1897:96; Schlier, 1957:168; Barth, 1974:369-370;
Schnackenburg,	 1982:147,151;
	 Bruce, 1984:326-27; Lindemann,
1985:65; Patzia,	 1984:200.
185 Abbott, 1897:96.
186 Lausberg,	 1960:§709:
	 "Die Wirkung 1st die pathetisch-
vereindringlichenden Steigerung".
187 Cf.	 BDF:6§462,494.
188 Although Schlier, 1957:168 designates the two parallel
statements as "chiastisch verbundenen" they are not strictly
speaking chiastic because they have a direct parallelism, not
an inverted parallelism.	 Cf. BDF:§477; Gnilka, 1971:182.
189 A theological discussion of these features would take us
beyond the parameters of the present rhetorical analysis, but
see the discussion in e.g., Schnackenburg,1982:151, and
Pauline passages dealing with the indwelling Christ and the
Holy Spirit such as 1Cor.3:16; 2Cor.1:22; 3:17; Rom.8:9-11;
Gal. 2:20.
190 Hommoteleuton occurs when words or clauses have endings
with the same sound; Quint.Inst.9.3.77-80.
191 Barth, 1974:385-388 wonders about "mysticism" in 3:16-19.
The verses may be considered to have a "mystical" content in
that they touch on concepts that transcend precise logical
definition and enter the realm of spirituality.
192 Lausberg, 1960:§§830ff.
193 Lausberg, 1960:S@719-754; Lanham, 1968:62.
194 On the phrase tv izydum referring to human love and on its
usage and syntax in 1:4 see above, section 3.2.3 and note 60.
195 E.g., Robinson, 1903:175; cf. NEB.
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196 E.g. Abbott, 1897:96; Zerwick, 1962:104.
197 Cf. Schlier, 1957:170; Arnold, 1989:87; they are not to be
taken as finite verbs as Gnilka, 1971:185 suggests.
198 And are another example of homxoteleuton.
199 Cf. Schnackenburg, 1982:151fn359. Arnold, 1989:98
suggests they should be understood in an optative sense,
continuous with the prayer wishes.
200 Cf. Co1.2:7.
201 Houlden, 1970:303.
202 Schlier, 1957:170, "Dabei 1st durch beiden Partizipien
die unerschUtterliche Festigkeit des Standes in der Liebe
betont."
203 On the effective use of metaphor see Arist. Rhet.3.2.8,13
and note 130 above.
204 Cf. Schnackenburg, 1982:150.
	 The verb ettax6co underscores
the author's concern for the strengthening of the recipients.
205 This indicates that, as Lindemann, 1985:65, claims, the
second civa statement of 3:14-19 is subordinate to and an
intensification of the first. At the same time, however, the
second CO./a statement has a parallelism to the first in that it
indicates a purpose of the bowed knees of 3:14.
206 Dahl, 1975:73; Lindemann, 1985:64.
207 See Eph.1:1,4,15,18; 2:19,21; 3:8,18; 4:12; 5:3,27; 6:18.
208	 Schlier, 1957; Caird, 1976:70; Schnackenburg, 1982:151;
Patzia, 1984:201-202.
209 Cf. Patzia, 1984:201-202.
210 See the discussion of the 1}istc/141stc interchange in the
rhetorical analysis of 1:3-14 in section 3.2.3 above. Note
also the return to the use of the pronoun fulefc in 3:20.
211 For discussion and bibliography see Abbott, 1897:99f;
Schlier, 1957:171-173; Gnilka, 1971:186-189; Barth, 1974:395-
397; Dahl, 1975:57-75; Arnold, 1989:90-93.
212 "Fanciful" and "ingenious" according to Mitton, 1976:134.
213 Dahl, 1975:74.
214 Cf. Dahl, 1975:57.
214
215 The clauses are parallel in that they both are the goal of
the strengthening requested from God (kva ki.ol150-ocre); cf.
Gnilka, 1971:185; Schnackenburg, 1982:151.
216 LYnep66XXouaav	 is an attributive participle.	 The
hyphenated compound "knowledge-surpassing" is used here as an
attempt	 to	 represent	 TT)V	 urrep06XXouauv	 TC	 yveiSaemc
effectively.
217 Arnold, 1989:92 likewise has concluded that the dimensions
have a "dynamic" rather than "spatial" meaning: "-they [the
recipients] would recognize the terms as a rhetorical
expression of supernatural power."
218 See above on 3:16-17.
219 Abbott,	 1897:101;	 Barth,	 1974:373;	 Bruce,	 1984:329,
"deliberately	 paradoxical;"	 cf.	 Arnold,	 1989:98-99.	 On
oxymoron see Lausberg, 1960:§807.
220 Dahl, 1975:73 describes such dimensions SS symbolizing
"-what is beyond human comprehension."
221 See Arist. Rhet.3.9.9.
222 Schnackenburg, 1982:154; cf. Schlier, 1957:175; Lindemann,
1985:67-68.
223 Robinson, 1903:87.
224 A discussion of the linguistic, semantical, and
theological issues surrounding the word TEXtipmpa is beyond the
limits of this rhetorical analysis. See the discussion below
on 1:23, with the literature noted there.
225 Schnackenburg, 1982:157 speaks of the organic connection
of the prayer and doxology "von Bitten zur Preisen". Cf.
Abbott, 1897:103; Gnilka, 1971:191.
226 Even as praise was offered to God in the eulogy (1:3-14),
although there it was given because of blessings that God had
already provided for Christians.
227 An idea that has, again, been impressed on the mind from
the beginning of Eph.
228 Lock, 1929:139; Deichgrkiber, 1967:25; Houlden, 1970:305;
Gnilka, 1971:191; Barth,
	
1974:374; Schnackenburg, 1982:157;
Bruce,	 1984:330;	 Arnold,	 1989:101.	 For	 examples	 of
doxological	 expressions
	
see	 1Chron.29:10-13;	 4Macc.18:24;
Rom.11:33-35;	 16:25-27;	 Gs1.1:5;	 Phil.4:20;	 1Tim.1:17;
2Tim.4:18; 1Pet.4:11 Jude 25-25; Rev. 1:6; MPo1.20:2.
215
229	 Stuiber, 1959:co1.211. 	 See also again section 2.4.3
above and Heinemann, 1971:co1.997; Heinemann, 1977:255-256.
230	 Schnackenburg, 1982:158.	 The double compound adverb
curtspexrteptaao0	 from	 Untp,	 Ix,	 and	 neptaadc	 means
"superabundantly," "exceedingly abundant," "above abundance,"
"infinitely more than;" cf. BAG:848; BDF:§185,1.
231	 Robinson, 1903:177 speaks of the "exuberance" of this
emphasis.
232	 Kat& means "in conformity with," "just as," "by virtue
of" <Abbott, 1897:103), "to judge by" (Caird, 1976:70).
233 Cf. the earlier discussion of the 4Letc/6pstg interchange
in 1:3-14 in section 3.2.3 above.
234 Houlden,	 1970:302;	 Gnilka,	 1971:191;	 Barth,	 1974:376;
Caird„ 1976:70; Bruce, 1984:331.
	
	 The issue is that of the)
relationship between the phrases tv Ti txxXnaiq and EV Xpto4
qicrot).
235 On epanaphore see the discussion of the repetitive kv in
1:3-14, section 3.2.3 above.
236 And need not, as Schnackenburg, 1982:159 and Barth,
1974:376 suggest, generate any aeon speculation or thoughts of
secret meanings.
237 See Lausberg, 1960:B729.
238	 See the brief discussion of narratio in section 2.4.8
above. See also Lausberg, 1960:§§290-292.
239 I.e., the progymnesmete or "prefatory exercises;" Rhet ad
Her.1.8.12,note f; Lanham, 1968:1968:80-81.
240 In section 2.4.8 and 3.1 above.
241 Section 3.3.
242 See above section 3.3.
243 Cf. Schlier, 1957:57,146,167; Caird, 1976:62,68; O'Brien,
1978-79:505; Bruce, 1984:271; Arnold, 1989:85f.
244 See above, section 3.2.5.
245 Bruce, 1984:272; Arnold, 1989:78, "The final request for
an increased knowledge of God's incomparably great power leads
the author into a christological excursus extolling the
brilliant manifestation of the power in the resurrection
(v.20a)	 and	 exaltation	 (vv.20b-23)
	
of Christ."	 "This
anticipates
	 the	 author's	 subsequent
	 discussion of
	
the
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relevance of this life-giving power to the believer in also
being made alive (auCwonottco, 2:5)."
246	 See above, sections 3.2.3 with note 40, and 3.2.5 with
note 100.
247	 In addition to the commentaries, many articles and
sections of monographs have discussed the issues of 1:23,
e.g.,	 Lightfoot,	 1856:257-253;	 Robinson,	 1903:241-259;	 A.
Hitchcock,	 1910-11:91;
	 F.	 Hitchcock,	 1922:135-150;
	 Hanson,
1946:127-129;	 Moule,
	 1949:53;	 Mitton,	 1951:94-97;	 Moule,
1951:74-86; Moule, 1957:164-169; Mussner, Christus, 1968:45-
64; Ernst, 1970:105-119; Yates, 1971-72:146-151; van Roon,
1974:227-262; Lindemann, 1975:59-62,213-217; Lona, 1984:312-
335; Arnold, 1989:82-85.
248	 Dibelius-Greeven,
	 1953:64;	 Sanders,
	 1965:21-223;
Deichgr g ber,	 1967:161-165; Ernst, 1970:105; Gnilka, 1971:93;
Lindemann,	 1975:204;	 Schnackenburg,
	 1982:70-71;	 cf.	 also
Schlier, 1957:86; Schille, 1965:103fn4.
249	 Cf.	 Lindemann,	 1975:208;
	 Lincoln,
	 1982:40;
	 Arnold,
1989:78.
250 Scesis onamaton is the employment of a string of
synonymous expressions; Lanham, 1968:90,125.
251 As has been already seen in 3:16.
	 On the heaping up of
synonyms for power cf. Eph.6:10 and Co1.1:11.
252 Cf.	 Schlier,	 1957:85fn4;
	 Houlden,
	 1970:276;
	 Barth,
1974:152.	 For examples see Eph.1:6,10,18; 2:2; 3:2, etc.; cf.
Co1.1:5,12,13,24, etc.
253 See Lanham, 1968:18,124; Lausberg, 1960:6259.
254 (Yrrsp6vw is used here as a preposition with the following
genitive as also in 4:10.
255 See Lincoln, 1982:40-42.
256 See Rom.8:34; Co1.3:1; cf. MPo1.2:1f.
257 Pound, 1954:25-26.
258 Beare, 1953:634; Lincoln, 1981:145; Lincoln, 1982:40.
Cf. LXX Ex. 15:6; 1Kgs.4:4; 2Kgs.6:2; 4Kgs.19:15; 1Chron.13:6;
Ps.79: 1, 17; 98:1; Isa.37:16; 41:10; 48:13; Jer.22:24.
259 Cf. Burke, 1969:58-59.
)2E0 That apxl, etoucr(a, 66vaw.g, xupt6Tng and )6Nop.a refer to
cosmic beings is clear from usage in Eph.3:10; 6:12, even
though clear elucidation of terms (to say nothing of a clear
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Pauline demonology) is lacking (cf. Barth, 1974:171). The
author could assume that the audience members were familiar
with the terms, even though modern interpreters remain
puzzled, at least to some extent.
	 See Abbott, 1897:32-34;
Schlier,	 1957:87;	 Barth,	 1974:171-183; Lindemann,	 1975:208;
Caird, 1956:p8ss1m; Schnackenburg, 1982:76. Most recently
Arnold, 1989:passim; has shown the significance to Eph. of
"powers" as they were connected with magical practices current
in western Asia Minor at the time of writing.
	
The "powers"
need not be limited to Jewish concepts of
demonology/angelology, but extend to pagan views of pernicious
cosmic beings.
261	 See especially the discussion on this point in Arnold,
1989:52-56,70-85.
262 Cf. Lausberg, 1960:5671,3.
263 Cf. Lausberg, 1960:5406.
264 Cf. Lausberg, 1960:5667; Lanham, 1968:96.
265 Lausberg, 1960:5667.
266 See the discussion of n&aa ncerptd in section 3.2.7 above.
267 See note 260 above.
268 Arnold, 1989: passim addresses the widespread concern
regarding "powers" in Asia Minor in the first century CE.
Eph.1:19b-23 demonstrates Christ's transcendence above all
"powers," perhaps in view of the concern of the audience
members about the powers that were part of the pagan religious
and cultural milieu. 	 Arnold (p.123) overstates his case,
however, when he claims that "The most pressing question-was
where does Christ stand in relationship to powers?" This
question may have been significant for the audience of Eph.,
but surely it only describes one aspect of thought in Eph.,
and should not be described as "the most pressing question".
269 Lindemann, 1975:209,211 suggests that 1:21 brings out the
timelessness and eternity of an already realized salvation.
In fact the actual stress is on the continuing sovereignty and
rule of Christ, thus clearing the way for and supporting the
growth of the audience members.
270
	 Lindemann, 1975:212; Lincoln, 1981:146; Schnackenburg,
1982:79.
271 Lindemann, 1975:212; cf. Schnackenburg, 1982:78.
272 Lausberg, 1960:5612; Lanham, 1968:27.
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273 Cf. Caird, 1976:48. It is therefore unlikely that
Schnackenburg's <1982:79) suggestion that bno n60./Ta is an
addition to xe(t) a)o)v is correct.
274 Casting images on the visual imagination; Pound, 1954:25-
26.
275 The eschatology suggested by 1:22 has raised many
questions, for, according to 1Cor.15:23-28, where LXX Ps.8:6
is also cited, the submission of powers to Christ will occur
at the parousia.	 This would mean that the rule of Christ is
not yet total and full, in contrast to Eph. Eph.1:22,
however, is not concerned with the precise parameters of time,
but with impressing the audience members with the nature of
Christ's sovereignty.	 Christ	 reigns over the cosmos
absolutely, without regard to time, in the author's mind.	 Cf.
Mussner,	 Christus,	 1968:45-46;	 Gnilka,	 1971:96;	 Lindemann,
1975:212; Halter, 1977:389-390.
276	 Cf.	 Caird,	 1976:48;	 Lindemann,	 1975:212;	 Lincoln,
1981:146.
277	 E.g., K8semann, 1933; Percy, 1942; Hanson, 1946; Percy,
1946; Best, 1955; Barth, 1960; Ktisemann, 1963; Mussner,
Christus, 1968; Ernst, 1970; K8semann, 1971; Schnackenburg,
1974; Allen, 1982; Allen 1986; see also the bibliography in
Barth, 1974:414-417.
278	 Especially	 Ktisemann,	 1963:293;	 1968:288;	 1970:89;
1977:120; Keck, 1979:4.
279 Cf. Schnackenburg, 1982:79. 	 On the body and growth see
Lone, 1984:320,336ff.
280 See the references in note 247 above.
281 Cf. Gnilka, 1971:97-98.
282 This last view, however unlikely, was held by Bengel and
followed by Bruce, 1984:276, and Chadwick, 1962:983.
283 Some have suggested that Toe nXnpoupevou may refer to God
rather than Christ, e.g., Lona, 1984:317. Our rhetorical
analysis, however, (see the following discussion), clearly
points to Christ as the referent.
284 Middle forms can be understood In an active sense;
BDF:§316; Zerwick, 1963:@235.
285 A summary of the various interpretations may be found in
Ernst, 1970:108-117.
286 Parechesis is the repetition of the same sound in words
in close succession; Lanham, 1968:71-72; BDF:§488,2. 	 Cf. also
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the figure perommosis, the parallelism of sound in words and
clauses.	 Perommosis can include both hommoptoton and
hommoteleuton.	 See Rhet ad Alex.1436.5.5-13; Arist.Rhet.3.9.9;
Lausberg, 1960:5732.
287	 Polyptoton (ednominetio) is a form of paronomasia in
which words from the same root but in different cases are
repeated.	 Rhet	 ad	 Her.4.22.30-31;	 Quint.Inst.9.3.36f;
Lausberg,	 1960:55640-648;	 Lanham,	 1968:78,124.
	
Lausberg,
,1960:5646 refers to the polyptoton of the pronoun aut6; in
Rom.11:36.
288 Cf. Lincoln, 1981:147.
289 See Barth, 1974:158.
,290 Both words are in apposition to T f6 exxXnufq.	 To4
,
rOolpouptvou, by virtue of being balanced with cayro0, refers to
Christ and not to God; see note 283 above.
291 Thus TOolpcopa is used in its passive sense.
292 Barth, 1974:158 claims of 1:23 that "...one purpose is
clearly recognizable: to describe the essence of the church."
The verse is clearly descriptive, but the intent is in no way
to describe the "essence of the church" (whatever that may
be), but to demonstrate that Christ rules with a view to the
benefit of the church.
293 Cf. Lincoln, 1981:145.
294 E.g., Lindemann, 1975:106; Lindemann, 1985:34.
295 Barth, 1974:275.
296 Schnackenburg, 1982:86.
297 See the examples and discussion refuting this point in
Lincoln, 1983:617-630, especially pp.617-618. Cf. also
Houlden, 1970:279-280; Patzia, 1984:161.
298 The parallels between 1:19b-23 and 2:1-10 are clear and
have been frequently noted. See Gnilka, 1971:113; Tachau,
1972:135; Barth, 1974:212; Schnackenburg, 1982:87,95; Allen,
1986:103f.	 Cf.	 also Beare,	 1953:638;	 Houlden,	 1970:279;
Ratzia, 1984:153. There are also thematic links with 1:3-14,
e.g., the notions of grace and love; see Tachau, 1972:135.
The intertextuality between Eph.2:1-10 and Co1.2:11-13, and
the dependence of Eph. on Col. as source material for the
pericope (Halter, 1977:234 believes that Eph.2:1-10 serves as
a commentary on Co1.2:11-13), while interesting, is outside
the bounds of our rhetorical analysis of the function of 2:1-
10 vis-6-vis the purpose of Eph.
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299 Cf. Lincoln, 1983:619.
300 Lausberg, 1960:§§400-403.
301 Tachau, 1972:135 says that the parallelism between 1:20
and 2:5f indicates that what is said about Christ is validated
in believers.
302 On the "then"/"now" motif in general in the NT see
Tachau, 1972:79-96; for discussion specific to 2:1-10 see
pp. 134-143.
303 Tachau, 1972:141; cf. Schnackenburg, 1982:87. Tachau is
also correct in saying that the time antithesis (not/v0v) is
employed to show the contrast of the contents between the
former non-Christian life and the present Christian life,
rather than a contrast of ages or historical epochs.
304 Although already implied in 2:1; Tachau, 1972:136.	 Cf.
Co1.2:13.
305 See Lincoln, 1983:619-620; Lona, 1984:245. This is not
altogether unlike the effect described in Quint.Inst.4.2.52-53
where the rhetorical use of time is discussed briefly: "For
some things have such a natural sequence and coherence that if
only the first portion of your statement is satisfactory, the
judge will himself anticipate what you have got to say in the
later part."
306 Lausberg, 1960:§§661-662.
307 Bultmann, 1910:25-26,94; Bultmann, RGG 2 III: 1675-1677; cf.
Tachau, 1972:13.
308 On anacolouthon see Lausberg, 1960:§924; BDF:5466-470.
The anacolouthic construction in 2:1-5 is called both
"einfach" <Lona, 1984:245) and "highly complex" (Houlden,
1970:280).
309 Robinson, 1903:47 suggests the broken construction clears
up obscurities and prevents misconceptions. By contrast,
Caird, 1976:50 says that "-the impetuosity of Paul's thought
runs away with his syntax." A concern for explanation and
clarity along with a desire for dramatic impression are
evident rather than impetuosity.
310 Although "we also" has often been taken as a reference to
14.1ws	 (Abbott,	 1897:43;	 Robinson,	 1903:155;	 Schlier,
1957:100,106;	 Houlden, 1970:280; Barth, 1974:216-217; Caird,
1976:52; Bruce, 1984:280) this view has probably been imported
from 2:11-22.	 There is no explicit or implied contrast
between Sew and Gentile until 2:11-13.	 See the earlier
discussion of	 this	 point	 in section 3.2.3 above;	 cf.
Lindemann, 1975:112; Lindemann, 1985:37.
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311 The thought of course not being completed until 2:6.
312 Lanham, 1968:53.	 Hendiadys is the expression of an idea
by two nouns connected by "and"; cf. Barth, 1974:212.
313 On the use of napanT6p.oc and Eglaptta as synonyms see the
discussion of Eph.1:7 in section 3.2.3 above; Abbott, 1897:39;
cf. Rom.5:20. It is noteworthy that when the anacolouthic
sentence is resumed in 2:5 only napanT6y;a is used.
314 Schlier, 1957; cf. Schnackenburg, 1982:90.
315 The verb nsptncerto is used eight times in Eph. (2:2,10;
4:1,17 [twice]; 5:2,8,15) as a metaphor (Arist.Rhet.3.2.8ff;
Quint.Inst.8.6.8) for behaviour. 	 It is a Hebraism used
frequently in the LXX.	 Rabbinic exposition dealing with
behaviour was denoted as halacha, a way to walk or path to
follow.	 See Robinson,	 1903:153; Schlier,	 1957:101; Barth,
1974:213-214; Caird, 1976:51.
316 Houlden, 1970:281; Bruce, 1984:281.
317 A colon is, according to Rhet ad Her.4.199.26, "-a
sentence member, brief and complete, which does not express
the entire thought, but is, in turn, supplemented by another
colon." See also Arist.Rhet.3.9.5-10 dealing with ItaXov.
318	 Tachau, 1972:136; Lindemann,1975:110 and fn24; Bruce,
1984:283; Lone,	 1984:249.	 Schlier, 1957:104 has suggested
that Toe nve6p.o:Toc is apposite to To0 6c6poc; cf. the
discussion in Barth, 1974:214-215 and Bruce, 1984:283; Caird,
1976:51.
319 If Toe nve6paToc xTX. was not in apposition to xatex TON,
7apxovTa xTX. and thus a clause of equivalent meaning, it might
have been written as a third xcerd clause, viz. kat& T6 nve0p.a
to vON., N./eloyo0v .tog (cf. Robinson, 1903:154). As it stands,
the parallelism and effect of the isocolon runs to all three
clauses; cf. Houlden, 1970:283.
320	 Abbott,	 1897:42;	 Barth,	 1974:215-216;	 Lindemann,
1975:110; Caird, 1976:51; Schnackenburg, 1982:91.
321 Lone, 1984:250.
322	 Cf. Abbott,	 1897:43;	 Robinson,	 1903:155; Lindemann,
1975:112-113.
323 The feminine EV cac occurs because of attraction to the
preceding feminine Tatc cy.aptiatc.
324 See above on 2:1 and note 310.
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325	 As Gnilka, 1971:116; Schnackenburg, 1982:92; and Lona,
1984:251 have noted.
326 Cf. Quint.Inst.9.3.28 where addition or doubling of words
adds to the force of a statement.
327 Abbott, 1897:44.
328 And possibly a hendiadys.
329 Identification as in earlier discussions above and in
Burke, 1969:56ff.
330 This view was promoted principally by Schille, 1965:53-
59, followed by Barth, 1974:217-218; cf. Lona, 1984:256.
331	 Fischer, 1973:121; Lindemann, 1975:116; Luz, 1976:369;
Lincoln, 1983:619; cf. Gnilka, 1971:121fn3.
332 Sanders, 1965:219; Fischer, 1973:121-122.
333 See especially Schlier,
	
1957:109-111;	 Schnackenburg,
1964:73-78;	 Schille,	 1965:102ff;
	
Tannehill,	 1967:52-54;
Gnilka, 1971:117; Fischer,	 1973:121ff; Halter, 	 1977:233-242;
Schnackenburg, 1982:94.
334 The comparison of 2:4-6 with Co1.2:12-13 appears to be
the standard argument for connecting the Eph. passage with
baptism; see especially Schnackenburg, 1964:73; Halter,
1977:234,237-238.
335 Cf. the earlier discussion of the purported connections
of baptism in 1:13 in note 95 above.
336 Bruce, 1984:285-286.	 Cf. also Barth, 1974:234.
337 Lincoln, 1983:621. Halter, 1977:237 is mistaken in his
claim that what Col. explicates Eph. says in the single word
m4mnotto in 2:5, including the notion of dying with Christ as
in Rom.6, Co1.2, and Co1.3.	 Such a view stretches the ties
between Col. and Eph. much too far.
338	 Cf.	 Lindemann,	 1975:67-68;	 Caird,	 1976:52;	 Bruce,
1984:285-286; Lona, 1984:361-362.
339 The shortcomings of the term "realized eschatology" are
recognized, but it is nevertheless useful as a common
technical term. A useful discussion of the appropriateness of
the term can be found in Aune, 1972:1,6.
340 Aune, 1972:6.
341 This state of affairs in Eph. 2 illustrates one of the
issues in integrating theology and ethics in the letter. When
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such fully realized resurrection life appears side-by-side
with paraenesis the one would seem to cancel out the other.
342 The language has been explained in several ways by the
scholarly community. Schille, 1965:104-105, says the
eschatology of Eph. is an enthusiastic blunder that needs
correction; the community must be called back from heaven to
earth, a task performed, says Schille, in 2:10.	 Halter,
1977:238 similarly refers to 2:6 as an enthusiastic statement
that explains 1:20f. These interpretations are unacceptable
since they attribute an over-enthusisam to the author even
though the rest of Eph. does not indicate such exuberance or
immaturity. Abbott, 1897:49 explains that salvation is fully
complete in regard to deliverance from the former existence of
2:1-3, yet incomplete in regard to what is still to come.
Caird,	 1976:53 and Bruce,	 1984:287 suggest that future
salvation is so sure that it can be spoken of as already
present.	 These views are unsatisfying because they do not
explain why such language was used.
343 As Fischer, 1973:122 who suggests 2:7 is a comment that
points out the author's eschatological reservations.
344 The third person verb Ev6eitnTat attributes the action to
God. However, it seems clear that the civa clause of 2:7
indicates that actions described in 2:5-6 have the display of
God's grace as their purpose or goal.	 Cf. Lindemann,
1975:129; Schnackenburg, 1982:96.
345 The discussions about the meaning of vtxpoc in the
context of 2:1-3 are assisted by noting that both death and
life (cruCconottco) are descriptive of states of being, as shown
in the employment of eolt ('bwrac) in 2:1,5.	 Existence is
characterized "then" by death and "now" by life. These
characterizations are tied to relationships either with
insidious powers (2:1-3) or to God and Christ (2:4-6,8-10).
346 Rhet ad Her.4.15.21.
347 Schlier, 1957:109.
348 Indicated by the first person pronoun 1}letc. It was
already noted, however, that all persons in the pre-Christian
state were considered to be "dead" according to verse 3.
349 Some, e.g. Fischer, 1973:123-128, attempt to shed light
on the cruv- compounds by discussing what they consider to be
sources and parallels in the literature of the mystery
religions. The existence of linguistic parallels, however,
does not prove connection with the mystery religions.
350 Schnackenburg, 1982:88.
224
351 The textual variant in 2:5, i.e. tv 4 Xpto-4, rather
than simply Tri) XptaTtp, is unlikely because the emphasis is
placed on union with Christ through the auv- prefixes. See
Abbott, 1897:47.
352 See note 298 above.
353 This, however, points out the by now familiar tension
between chapters 1-3 and the paraenesis where there is an
exhortation (6:10-20) to resist the powers.
354	 See above, section 3.2.3.
355	 Schlier,	 1957:115; Gnilka,	 1971:129; Barth,	 1974:224;
Lincoln, 1983:619-620.
356 Both the verb (crigm) and the noun (croyrnp(a) forms are
usually employed in reference to the future, 	 i.e.,	 to
salvation	 in	 a	 final	 sense	 (Rom.1:16;	 5:9-10;	 8:24;
10:1,9,10,13;	 11:26;	 13:11;	 1Cor.3:15;	 5:5;	 2Cor.7:10;
1Thess.5:9;	 cf.	 occurrences	 in	 the	 subjunctive	 mood:
1Cor.7:16; 9:22; 10:33; 1Thess.2:16), although salvation is
also spoken of	 as a present	 process	 (1Cor.1:18;	 15:2;
2Cor.2: 15; 6:12; Phil.2:12).
357	 The perfect tense implies past completed action with
present and ongoing effect;	 Fatzia, 1984:162; cf. Lincoln,
1981:230fn65.
358 Abbott, 1897:51; Bruce, 1984:289fn63.
359 The phrases 6t& rttaTtcoc and tx nto-Tdeoc are used
interchangeably in the Pauline letters, with tx ntaTtcoc being
employed more frequently; see Rom.3:21-30; 4:16; 5:1; 9:30;
Ga1.2:16; 3:8-11; Phil.3:9.	 The exegetical issue in Eph.2:8
(see Abbott, 1897:51; Robinson, 1904:157; Barth, 1974:225;
Bruce, 1984:289) is whether or not 81a ntaTtmc followed by xat
ToOTo oi)x kt 4.6v, 6so0 TO 80pov indicates that faith is a
gift of God. The neuter forms To0To TO 8apov do not agree
with the feminines rttaTtc, x6plc or crwTnpfa (the noun cognate
form of crecryap.evot), although gender agreement is not always
necessary (BDF:5132). More importantly, however, the context,
because it is emphasizing salvation as the transition from
death to life with Christ, shows that it is salvation as a
whole, including grace and faith, to which verse 8 refers.
360 And not merely as a tautology, i.e., a pleonasmus or
redundancy; cf. Hodge 1856:119.
361 Barth, 1974:225-226.
362 Lausberg, 1960:55629-630.
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363 Cf. Schnackenburg, 1982:97. Works (genitive plural
-'0yeov) in 2:9 refer to human effort in general, not to works
of the law; see Lincoln, 1983:623.
364 Lausberg, 1960:5629-630.
365 Abbott, 1897:52.
366	 The synonym Swip ed( is frequently used; cf. Lincoln,
1983:622,625.
367 Cf. the usage in 3:7 of the accusative of Scoped( in a xcerd
clause co-ordinated with the accusative of N/tiDyeta in the
folowing xcerd( clause. This example suggests a concern for the
appropriate rhetorical use of gender and repetitive sound.
See also the occurrence of (5(LTed( in 4:7. Philostratus, Lives 
of the Sophists 2.10.7 (third century CE) distinguished
between Sapov, apparently as material valuables (gifts), and
Sopea, apparently as non-material valuables (grants).
	 This
distinction does not fit with the ideas of Eph. 2:9.
368 Schlier, 1957:117.
369 The language of creation (x-ri((o) points to the concept of
Christians as new creations (Eph.2:15; 4:24; 2Cor.5:17;
Ga1.6:15).
370	 'Ent followed by the dative 'tpyotq &ya8otq indicates
purpose,	 cf.	 Ga1.5:13;	 1Thess.4:7;	 BDF:5235;
	 Zerwick:5129;
Lindemann, 1985:42.
371 Tachau, 1972:142: "Ein Zusammenhang mit dem paranetischen
Tell des Epheserbriefes 1st nicht wahrnehmbar." See section
1.2 above.
372 See, for example, Abbott, 1897:54-55.
373 See Schlier, 1957:117.
374	 Barth, 1974:227 calls this attraction a "sophisticated
rhetorical device".	 It perhaps fits in the category of
ensilage, the substitution of case, person, gender, number,
tense, mood, part of speech for another;	 Quint.Inst.9.3.12f;
Lausberg, 1960:5509; Lanham, 1968:40; cf. BDF:5294.
375	 Robinson,	 1903:157;	 Houlden,	 1970:285;	 Barth,
1974:227,249; Lincoln, 1983:624.
376 Cf. Fischer, 1973:130, who claims that good works as the
goal of salvation is a moralizing contradiction when compared
with the rest of the Pauline corpus.
377 For the most comprehensive survey of interpretations see
Rader, 1978:177-249.	 Useful summaries can also be found in
227
389 Even though the theme of unity recurs in 3:6; 4:3-6,13-
16.
390	 See above on 2:1-10, section 3.3.4. 	 Also	 Tachau,
1972:79-96 and especially pp.137-141; Mussner, Christus 
1968:89; Lindemann, 1975:147-148; Schnackenburg, 1984:473-475;
Lona, 1984:258.
391	 I.e., to collaborate with the author's views; Burke,
1969:56-58.
392 This corroborates that 2:1-10 also acts as an anamnesis.
393	 Anamnesis as Crvaxe(i)aXa(coatc or enumeratio is formally
employed most often in the peroratio, although it may occur
elsewhere; see Arist.Rhet.3.19.1; Rhet ad Her.2.30.47;
Quint.Inst.6.1.1-8; Lausberg, 1960:§§432-434; Lanham, 1968:41-
42.
394 Lanham, 1968:7,85: "Recalling matters of the past; ideas
events, persons".	 Cf. Ps. 137.
395 See Schnackenburg, 1984:477. On the role of anamnesis in
biblical literature see Dahl, 1947:69-95.
396 Schnackenburg, 1984:474.
397 Schnackenburg, 1982:107.
398	 Cf. Abbott, 1897:55-57; Barth, 1974:255-256; Lindemann,
1975:148; Lindemann, 1985:44.
399 The present passive participles oi Xeyoptvot and cic
XEyoyevng also indicate that the ethnic/physical descriptions
are still "now" employed.
400 Caird, 1976:55; Lincoln, 1987:609.
401 Abbott, 1897:56; Barth, 1974:254-255.
402	 Epanalepsis is the repetition of a word following a
parenthesis. See Quint.Inst.9.3.29; Lausberg, 1960:§5616-618.
403	 Perhaps in contrast to "made by God" or "not made by
hands" (Co1.2:11).	 That circumcision was "made by hands"
indicates that it was a physical distinction which in itself
did not make Jews superior to Gentiles.	 Schnackenburg,
1984:477; Schlier,1957:119.
404 Lincoln, 1987:609.
405 Repetition of words from the same root but with different
endings. Lausberg, 1960:§S640-647.
228
406 Lone, 1984:258 suggests that 2:11 is a chiasmus:
'Ott noTt tyletc -Ea evfl v aapxt	 a
oct Xey6p.evot &xpo8uacia
IS7t6 Tflc Xeyop.6voc nEpttopil g b'
ev aapxi xelponottyrou	 a'
Although an intriguing idea, and perhaps partially true, full
chiastic order is not consistent, especially because ta 'tevn
and xetportottyrou are not equivalents. The rhetorical features
predominate and partial chiastic structure is secondary. On
the larger scale of the whole pericope, the elaborate chiasmus
of Kirby, 1968:156 is strained, and the parallels he suggests
do not match in every case.
407 Lausberg, 1960:§405.
408	 Or parisoses.	 Schnackenburg, 1984:478;	 see above,
section 3.3.4 on 2:2.
409	 Rom.3:9-26; Mussner, Christus 1968:77; Tachau, 1972:137.
Cf. also Eph.2:16; Lincoln, 1987:613; and note 444 below.
410	 Mussner, Christus 1968:76-79; Schnackenburg, 1982:108;
Lona, 1984:261; cf. Lindemann, 1975:147-148.
411 It is possible, however, that the audience was not
sufficiently aware of its previous deprivation "apart from
Christ" and the rhetoric is attempting to evoke a deeper
understanding of it.
412 Schnackenburg, 1984:478 is correct in stating that the
semantic colouring provided in the images of 2:12 enhances and
clarifies the then/now form.
413 Nor, again, to suggest disunity between Jewish Christians
and Gentile Christians.
4414	 NOvt St is in contrast to q xatpcp exev(i).	 Abbott,
1897:59.
415 "-the form [of amplification] which depends on comparison
seeks to rise from the less to the greater, since by raising
what is below it must necessarily exalt that which is above-"
Quint.Inst.8.4.9.
416	 Abbott, 1897:60; Robinson, 1903:160; Schlier, 1957:121;
Houlden, 1970:289; Barth, 1974:260,278; Stuhlmacher, 1974:347;
Caird,	 1976:56;	 Schnackenburg,	 1982:111;	 Bruce,	 1984:295;
Patzia, 1984:171.
417 Lincoln, 1982:26; Lincoln, 1987:610.
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418 Nor do Dan.9:7 and Esther 9:20 as suggested by schlier,
1957:121.
419 See the discussion and references in Lincoln, 1982:26-28;
Lincoln, 1987:610-611; cf. Gnilka, 1971:137.
420 Cf. Eph.1:7.
421	 Lincoln, 1987:610; Gnilka, 1971:137.
422 Just as in the author's mind it results in the attitude
of worship displayed in 3:1,14. See above, section 3.2.7.
423 See the references in note 382 above.
424	 The verses are often treated as a "FremdkOrper",
Lindemann, 1975:152.	 See the references in notes 378-380
above.	 For connections with Jewish and rabbinical materials
see Lincoln, 1982:27-28.
425 Reconciliation and peace in 2:14-18 may be categorized as
soteriological rather than merely religious, racial, social,
or political because the author of Eph. is fundamentally
concerned with an anamnesis of pre-Christian and Christian,
i.e., unsaved and saved conditions, not with the disunity of
Jewish Christians and Gentile Christians.
426 Cf. Lincoln, 1982:27, who also points to the
christological thoughts of vv. 14-15: "However, before he
introduces what strikes him as a fitting citation he wants to
prepare the way for its notion of peace and link it firmly
with Christ and what he has accomplished". 	 See also Mussner,
Christus	 1968:100;	 Lona,	 1984:257;	 Schnackenburg,
1984:440,481.
427	 The arguments over a the existence of a traditional
hymnic	 background	 are	 based	 on	 various	 possible
reconstructions for which unquestionable, hard evidence is
lacking.	 The issue is thus perhaps impossible to decide
definitively. The language may sound more lyrical and poetic
than it actually is because of the emotional theme of "peace"
and the identification of Christ as peace.
428 Schnackenburg, 1982:112; Schnackenburg, 1984:481.
429 The thematic connection with 4:3 is clear enough. Even
if the exhortation to maintain the unity of the faith in the
bond of peace is not directly argued or motivated on the basis
of the anamnesis of 2:11-22, the author clearly understood
that unity and peace are provided by Christ himself.
430	 Whether TelV 'gXepaV is to be connected to X6crag or to
xaTapylaac is a question of debate. Meaning remains the same
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regardless of which option is chosen; Robinson, 1903:161;
Bruce, 1984:298; cf. Abbott, 1897:61-63,
431	 The genitive nominal construction followed by a
prepositional phrase with
	 N., of this clause is typical of
Eph.; cf. 1:17; 2:7,22; 3:4; Merklein, 1973:100.
432	 Lausberg, 1960:SS928-934; cf. also Quint.Inst.9.4.22-23;
9.4.122-127; Arist.Rhet.3.9.5-7.
434 The various explanations of the meaning of the "dividing
wall" are well known. However, it was the Torah and the
exclusivism it bred that provided the primary barrier between
Jews and Gentiles.	 See Mussner, Christus 1968:84; Lindemann,
1975:173; Schnackenburg, 1982:114-115; Lincoln, 1987:611-612.
435 In "paratactical order," Barth, 1974:264.
436 Opay46c is in apposition to TO 4scrobTotxov, therefore its
synonym; Abbott, 1897:61; Houlden, 1970:290; Schnackenburg,
1982:113.
437 Mitton, 1976:106.
438	 This same parallelism extends into verse 16 in Tot);
txpooTtpo yc and ctvt aapaTt.
439 Cf. Lincoln, 1987:612.
440 And thus when those "far" are brought "near" (2:13) they
are not "called the circumcision" (2:11), etc., i.e., they do
not become Jews, even though the notion of being "apart from
Christ" in 2:12 was described partly in terms of separation
from Israel.
441 The parallelism of Tobc tqlooTtpoug to Tec tx}1.06Tepa (2:14)
and Tobc 86o (2:15), and the parallelism of tv N./t aw4aTt to
tv (2:14) and ctva xatvON., licv8pconov have already been noted just
above (see also note 438). The change from the neuter "Ca
14106Tepa to the (accusative masculine Tobc &pooTtpouc in 2:16
and masculine ot 406Tepot in 2:18 has received differing
explanations;
	 Houlden,	 1970:291;	 Lindemann,
	 1975:175;
	 cf.
Abbott, 1897:65.
442 Even though the dative phrase '4 84 is not preceded by a
preposition it does carry the force of a prepositional phrase
(cf. Co1.1:20).
443 Abbott, 1897:66; Merklein, 1973:97.
444 Lincoln, 1987:613, who also correctly states that verse
16 indicates that Jews were apart from Christ as well as
Gentiles, although this is not explicit in the previous
verses.
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445 Cf. Bruce, 1984:300.
446 Lindemann, 1975:177 describes the progression as: Christ
is our peace, 2:14; Christ creates peace, 2:15b; Christ
anounces peace, 2:17. Cf. Barth, 1974:266. The concern of
many commentators to define the precise time Christ made this
announcement of peace (Abbott, 1897:66; Schlier, 1957:137-139;
Mussner,
	 Christus	 1968:101;	 Gnilka,	 1971:146;	 Fischer,
1973:131f;
	 Lindemann,	 1975:176f;	 Caird,	 1976:60;	 Mitton,
1976:109) is unnecessary.	 The timing is not part of the
author's rhetorical interest. Rather, the various actions of
Christ in 2:14-18 are seen together as one package where
Christ is the peace-announcer, the peace-bringer, and the
embodiment
	 of	 peace.	 Cf.	 Schnackenburg,
	 1984:483-484;
Lincoln, 1987:29-30,
447 A review of the details of how the OT verses are tied
together for use in 2:17 is not necessary for our purposes
here, but a good review can be found in Lincoln, 1982:27-30.
448 Lincoln, 1982:29.
449	 See above, notes 438, 441; Robinson,
	 1903:162; cf.
Schlier„ 1957:139; Lindemann, 1975:179.
450 Houlden, 1970:292.
451	 Cf. Rom.5:1-2.
452	 Barth,	 1974:26 refers to the several "possessive"
statements in Eph. 1:7; 2:18; 3:12.
453 The notion of God as Father OS naT/Ip) is an important one
to the author as evidenced by its frequent use in
Eph.1:2,3,17; 2:18; 3:14; 4:6; 5:20; 6:23.
454 Lincoln, 1987:613.
455 Houlden, 1970:292.
456	 Mussner,	 Christus	 1968:105;
	 Lindemann,	 1975:182;
Schnackenburg, 1984:485; BDF:g451,2b.
457 Although bNtoc has been thought to refer to Jews (Barth,
1974:269-270), to Jewish Christians (Caird, 1976:60), or to
angels (Schlier,	 1957:140-141; Gnilka,
	 1971:154; Lindemann,
1975:183), the context of Eph. (cf. 1:1,15,18; 3:8,18; 4:12;
5:3; 6:18) demands that the reference be to all Christians.
The recipients of Eph. are now fellow citizens with all other
Christians.	 See Abbott, 1897:69; Lincoln, 1987:613-614.
458 Edvoc, according to Abbott, 1897:68, means foreigner or
stranger in general, while n6potxoc refers to a resident
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foreigner who has no rights of citizenship.	 See also Barth,
1974:268-269.
459 Barth, 1974:269; cf. Schnackenburg, 1982:121.
460	 Abbott, 1897:68; Robinson, 1903:163; cf. LXX Ex.2:22,
napotx6c el.p.t lv 'A &XXoTpia.
461	 Robinson,	 1903:163; Caird,	 1976:60-61; Schnackenburg,
1982:120.
462	 See again the discussion of the rhetorical purpose of
Eph. in section 2.4.7 above.
463 On metaphor see Arist.Rhet.3.2.8ff; Quint.Inst.8.6.8.
464 I.e., family members; Abbott, 1897:69.
465 Barth, 1974:270.
466 McKelvey, 1969:116-117; Gnilka, 1971:159.
467	 Thus, as Lincoln, 1987:615 states, the audience members
"-are to see themselves as being built in Christ into the very
place in which God himself is present in the Spirit. In this
way-Israel's privileges in proximity to God, historically
associated with the Jerusalem temple, have completely faded
from view as the focus of attention has become Gentile
Christians' role in God's new temple of the end-time, pervaded
by the Spirit".
468 In 2:20 the meanings of "the foundation of the apostles
and prophets" and of the word &xpoywvtatoc have been knotty
issues.	 Discussion of them is beyond the scope of rhetorical
analysis.	 Rhetorical force would still exist if, say, Christ
had been referred to as the foundation (cf. 1Cor.3:11).
Whether &xpoymvtatoc means cornerstone or capstone makes no
difference to the rhetorical force here; either way Christ is
the most significant and visible person in the building
construction.
469 McKelvey, 1969:116; Gnilka, 1971:159.
470 Lausberg, 1960:6629.
471	 That the growth is ongoing is indicated by the present
tenses of atco and auvotxoSoptm.
472 McKelvey, 1969:116.
473 Cf. the auv- compounds in 2:5-6.
4.74. Robinson, 1903:166; Lincoln, 1987:609.
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475	 See above, sections 3.1; 3.2.7, with the references in
note 139.
476 Schnackenburg, 1982:129.
477	 Many scholars point out the intertextuality between
Eph.3:2-13 and Col. 1:23-29: LUhrmann,	 1965:118-120; Gnilka,
1971:166;	 Merklein Amt,	 1973:160;	 Schnackenburg,	 1982:129;
Lone, 1984:278; Lindemann, 1985:57.
478	 Also called digressus (Quint.Inst.10.1.49), egressio,
egressus (Quint.Inst.4.3.12).	 Cf. also Quint.Inst.9.1.28.
479 BAG:630.
480 Lausberg, 1960:55340-342.
481	 In the exordium (Lausberg, 1960:5288), the argumentatio
(5415), and the peroratio (5431).
482 Lausberg, 1960:5340. Digressiones can be inserted at the
beginning (5301), middle, or end (5314) of the narratio.
483 Lausberg, 1960:5342.
484 The same purposes presumably apply to digressiones in
discourses in other genres which are directed to Occopo( rather
than xplTat.
485 Cf. Schlier, 1957:147; Bruce, 1984:311.
486 Once again the question of authorship is recognized.
However, it is Paul who is named in the passage whether he was
the author or the purported author.
487 Cf. Barth, 1974:350; Lindemann, 1985:58.
488 Schnackenburg, 1982:129.
489	 Cf. 2:5-6 where auv- compounds occur, but not in
reference to relations between Jews and Gentiles.
490	 Schnackenburg,	 1982:132; Lone,	 1984:278; cf. Barth,
1974:350-351. The two parts are parallel in that 3:8-12 has a
content similar to 3:2-7.	 Verses 8-12 also act as a
continuation of verses 2-7 that presents a new thought.
491	 On the meaning and usage of ei ye see BDF:5439,2; 454;
Abbott,	 1897:77-78; Robinson,	 1903:167; Percy, 1946:343fn6;
Schlier„	 1957:147fn6;	 Merklein,	 Amt	 1973:162,173;	 Barth,
1974:328;	 Caragounis,	 1977:96-97;	 Schnackenburg,
	
1982:132;
Lona, 1984:281.
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492	 Abbott, 1897:78 appears to have the correct idea in
saying ei ye may be used "-where the writer may be
'practically' certain, but doubt is conceivable".
Schnackenburg, 1982:132fn309 also is correct in claiming that
et ye is used to signal a reminder about Paul (cf. 4:21).
493 Cf. Robinson, 1903:167; also Merklein Amt, 1973:173.
494 Caragounis, 1977:98.
,
495	 For discussion of the meaning of otxovopta see Michel,
TDNT V:151-153; Abbott, 1897:79; Mitton, 1951:91-94; Schlier,
1957:148;	 Reumann,	 1966-67:157; Merklein Amt,	 1973:173-174;
Barth,	 1974:328,358-359;	 Lona,	 1984:281;	 Schnackenburg,
1982:132.
496 Houlden, 1970:297; Merklein Amt, 1973:174; Lone,
1984:281; contra Abbott, 1897:79; Robinson, 1903:167; Schlier,
1957:148.
497 Merklein Amt, 1973:174; Caird, 1976:63; Patzia, 1984:188.
498 Abbott, 1897:79.
499	 The participle TIc Boeetang may be in the genitive by
attraction to OptToc; cf. Co1.1:25, xaTac T1)1V oixovoptav To0
8E00 TT'IV Soeetaav pot.	 See Abbott,	 1897:79; Caragounis,
1977:98. The genitive endings in the clause also indicate the
existence of hommoptoton.
500 Lausberg, 1960:66402-403.
501 c(5 ..ct is omitted by p" B G and other MSS.
502 Schlier, 1957:148.
503 The preposition xcera acts as a modal adverb, that is, it
indicates the mode of "making known" and thus focuses
attention on the manner of making known rather than on the act
of revelation itself. Abbott, 1897:79; Schlier, 1957:148;
Caragounis, 1977:99.
504 The purpose of the revelation to Paul was that he would
communicate the content of the revelation to others.
Schnackenburg, 1982:133.
505	 Abbott,	 1897:79; Robinson, 1903:167; Percy, 1946:350;
Schlier,	 1957:149;	 Gnilka,	 1971:164;	 Barth,	 1974:329;	 van
Roon, 1974:84; Caird, 1976:64; Lindemann, 1985:58.
506 Caragounis, 1977:99; Bruce, 1984:412.
507	 A summary or recollection intended to refresh the
hearers' memory. See the references in note 393 above.
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)	 2508 The verb avaylv6axw and the noun avacricootc refer not only
to reading, but to public, vocal reading, and therefore to
hearing by an audience. Consequently, the use of the
participle &vaylv6axovTec in 3:4 does not detract from the
contention that Eph. was "heard" by many of its first
recipients as a "sermon," rather than only being read.
Bultmann, TDNT 1:343-344; BAG:51,52; Schlier, 1957:149; Bruce,
1984:312fn16.
509	 See above, section 3.3.4 on 2:1-10 and section 3.3.6 on
2:11-22 regarding the then/now motif; Merklein Amt, 1973:164.
510	 Schlier,	 1957:149; Barth, 1974:331,333; Schnackenburg,
1982:134.
c511 The grammatical issues surrounding the words T	 aot; ytot;
,	 ,	 )anoaT6Xotc auToO xai npoolTatc ev nve6p.aTt do not need to be
examined here.	 See Merklein Amt,	 1973:187ff;	 Lincoln,
1982:16-57, and the commentaries. However, surely the
function of the statement is explained by the then/now schema
where apostles and prophets stand in contrast to "sons of
men". Apostles and prophets are simply those through whom the
revelation was transmitted.
512	 Schlier,	 1957:149;	 Merklein Amt,	 1973:164;	 Barth,
1974:331.
513	 The infinitive elvat is epexegetical; Abbott, 1S97033;
Schlier, 1957:151; Merklein Amt„ 1973:170; Lone, 1984:286.
514	 The repetition of the same sound in words in close
succession. See the references in note 286 above.
515	 Similarity of final syllables.	 See the references in
note 286 above.
516 Cf. Houlden, 1970; Merklein Amt, 1973:223.
517 Houlden, 1970:249; Caragounis, 1977:105. 	 It is possible,
however, as Schnackenburg, 1982:136fn327 says, to see the
second xaTil clause subordinated to the first, 	 simply
underscoring that Paul's ministry was a gift from God.
518 The genitive 'clic SoBetang agrees with Opl.Toc, although T
and many other MSS read the accusative Tt)V Boestaav in
agreement with 6coptav. The accusative reading would destroy
the hommoptoton. Cf. 3:2 and note 499 above.
519	 See Merklein Amt,	 1973:223 ("tautological"); Barth,
1974:338 ("redundant diction").
520 Cf. 3:2 where p.ot is placed at the end of the statement
concerning the administration of the grace of God given to
Paul.
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521 Lausberg, 1960:§§820,822; Lanham, 1968:46.
522 Schlier, 1957:152 speaks of the "paradox" of the ministry
of preaching being given to the "least". Cf. 1Cor.15:9;
1Tim.1:15; IgTra1.13,1.
523 Schnackenburg, 1982:137.
524	 The	 term	 kaxto-T6Tepoc	 is	 a	 combined
comparative/superlative form that is perhaps best described by
the	 dissonant	 sounding	 "smallester,"	 "leaster,"	 (Barth,
1974:340), or "lessermost" (Bruce, 1984:317-318fn40). 	 See
Schnackenburg, 1982:137; BDF:§§60,2; 61,2.
525	 Cf. Abbott,	 1957:1897:86; Caragounis, 1977:106; Lona,
1984:292.
526 Cf. Merklein Amt, 1973:176-177.
527	 There is some doubt, textually, about the inclusion of
ruivTag in 3:9; it is omitted in K A 1739 1881 and other MSS.
See Metzger, 1971:603.	 The view that the gospel is for all-
people is in any case clear from the general context.
528 Schnackenburg, 1982:138; Lindemann, 1985:60.
529 See the discussion on the use of TEX.o0To; in section 3.2.7
on 3:16.
530 The adjective CrvettxvfaaToc comes from )ixvoc, "footprint"
or "track," and thus describes things which cannot be tracked
or traced; untrackable, untraceable. Cf. BAG:64; Bruce,
1984:319fn56.
531 The "then" side of the motif appears in verse 9 although
the "now" side does not occur until the final clause of verse
10. See below.
532 Schlier, 1957:154-155. But, as has already been
indicated, clear evidence of the existence of Gnostic teaching
at the time of the composition of Eph. is lacking.
533	 In the commentaries and other writings. 	 See Dahl,
1965:63-75;	 Merklein Amt,	 1973:183;	 Caragounis,	 1977:109;
Lincoln, 1981:154-155.
534	 The Civa clause of 3:10 is resultative or final, not
consecutive. Schlier, 1957:153; Gnilka, 1971:173-174;
Schnackenburg, 1982:141; Lona, 1984:296; Lindemann, 1985:61;
cf. Caragounis, 1977:108.
535 Abbott, 1897:88; Lincoln, 1981:154; cf. Patzia, 1984:192-
193.
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536 The nature of the instrumentality of the church in
spreading the message in the cosmos (8ta ixxXnatac) is
puzzling, but it is perhaps most likely that the church has
both an active role of proclamation as well as a passive role
of simply existing as a reminder that the mystery has been
revealed.	 Cf. Schlier,1957;157; Barth, 1974:363-366; Caird,
1976:66-67; Caragounis,1977:109; Schnackenburg, 1982:141-142.
537 Cf. 3:9; 1:4,11. Although the genitive TaV cd.6)vwv can
have meanings other than "from eternity," the notion of God's
involvement in salvific planning and activity from "before the
foundation of the cosmos" (1:4) suggests the same meaning
here.	 Cf. Robinson, 1903:171; Barth, 1974:345-346; 1Tim.1:17;
Rom. 16:26.
2	 A538	 ev T46) Xpto-4 	 t 	 Lcv is the obvious
antecedent of
539	 St&	 ntatewg af.yroO	 is understood as an objective
genitive,	 i.e., "through faith in him". 	 Abbott,	 1897:91;
Robinson, 1903:173; Bruce, 1984:322.
540 The clause 81.6 aito4Lat }If) eyxaxetv ev tag eXtyeatv 4ou
can be interpreted either as "I ask that I not be dismayed by
my sufferings," or "I ask that you not be dismayed by my
sufferings".	 Throughout the digressio, in fact from 3:1, the
concern has been for the recipients understanding of Paul's
ministry for them, not for Paul's own peace of win6. "The
request is therefore that the recipients not lose heart over
what has happened to Paul.	 See Abbott, 1897:91; Schlier,
1957:159; Barth, 1974:348; Patzia, 1984:196.
541 Caragounis, 1977:11 suggests that 3:1 gives the digression
its raison d'être while 3:13 returns to that raison in light
of the content of the digression.
542 The .5t6 has 3:12 as its nearest referent.
543 See above, section 3.3.8.
544	 Indicated by Paul's amazement (3:8) at receiving such
grace.
545 The goal of the revelation to Paul, as expressed in Eph.,
is the reconciliation of Gentiles with Jews through the
gospel.	 LUhrmann, 1965:120.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE PARAENESIS 4:1-6:20
4. The Paraenesis 4:1-6:20
The preceding analysis of the exordium and narratio of Eph.
has indicated the rhetorical effect that is operative in the
letter. The "sermonic" language of Eph. 1-3 impresses its
ideas and themes on the audience members (0Eopof), encouraging
them to remember and identify with Christian beliefs and
understandings. The "sermon" consequently builds a rapport
between author and audience, stimulating the audience members'
thoughts and sentiments, and gaining their tacit agreement,
resulting in their susceptibility to moral exhortation.
Where, according to the classical rhetorical theory, an
argumentatio would have been expected, Eph. has the paraenesis
or exhortatio of chapters 4-6. 1 The exhortatio does not
contain arguments for behaviour that have a direct basis in
the statement of facts (narratio). There are, as has been
demonstrated, notions in Eph. 1-3 that are in apparent direct
contradiction to the moral exhortations of chapters 4-6. 2 The
actual connection between Eph. 1-3 and 4-6 occurs through the
rhetorical effect of the exordium and the narratio. A frame
of mind will have been developed among the recipients that
should lead them to accept the paraenesis and, it is assumed,
to practice the behaviour that it calls for. The recipients
are meant to have been so strongly and favourably impressed
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with their Christianity as it has been presented in the
exordium and narratio that they may be agreeably inclined
toward a call to conduct their lives in a way seen to accord
with that presentation. The exhortations have a general sense
of moral propriety or rightness about them that induces
)
acceptance of them by sincere Christians. The particle o0v in
4:1 does not act as a direct causal connector that introduces
conclusions, argumentation or proof, but draws on the
rhetorical effect of the "sermonic" language of chapters 1-3.
The particle serves to mark a continuation 3 of the concern for
Christian growth and maturity. 4	The growth and maturity is,
in turn, to be given expression in the practice of the
)
behaviour encouraged in the paraenesis.	 The o0v makes a
general connection indicating transition from language that
has emphasized praise of God, the great value of salvation,
and reliance on God to provide the things necessary for
Christian growth and maturity, to language that is directly
hortatory.
The goal of this chapter is to demonstrate that the exhortatio
presents its own self-contained argumentations that have
theological, pragmatic, rhetorical, or social (i.e., church
community) foundations. Detailed analysis of the paraenesis
is not necessary here, and the chapter will therefore only
survey Eph. 4-6, concentrating attention on passages in which
supporting argumentation occurs and how it functions.5
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4.1 The Exhortatio 4:1-6:9
4.1.1	 Eph. 4:4-6
Although there is a clear thematic continuity of the concept
of unity from 2:11-22; 3:2-13, through to 4:1-3(-16), 8 the
appeal for behaviour that is worthy of the calling of God
(4:1) and will preserve the "unity of the Spirit" (4:3) is not
directly supported by chapters 1-3. 7 The theological
motivation and argumentation for the exhortation of 4:1-3
actually occurs in 4:4-6. 8 The series of nominative phrases
may reflect early confessional forms, 9 but even if they were
not formally confessional they at least represent what would
have been recognized as true assertions, thereby reminding the
audience of concepts that were foundational to Christian
belief and reinforcing them on the mind. The seven units etv
a4a,	 v	 tveOpa,	 pt& 'EXTItc,	 Etc x6ptoc,	 Ittcrutc,
06TITtap.a, Etc Otoc) o Justify" and establish" the
exhortation to maintain unity by simply naming basic factors
which, taken together, suggest the unity of the Christian
community."	 The recipients of Eph. live, as Christians, in
somatic (4tv ualia) and pneumatic (4 ., nve0ma) unity" in regard
to the one hope of their calling.
	 This unity has been
expressed in their recognition of one Lord, of one faith
(i.e., faith in Christ, 1:13), and in their one baptism.I5
All of this is grounded in the existence of one, all-pervasive
God (4:6)."
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These verses also have significant rhetorical force." The
reiteration or anaphora of cdv in verse 4a, and the repetition
of the word "one" whether in masculine, feminine, or neuter
gender to describe the seven units, have strong persuasive and
pathetic (pathos) effects.	 The conduplicatio of ncicc forms in
c	 )	 ,4:6 (Etc 8e6g xai natflp nófIrrmv o Ent nal/taw xat Stet ntlinprmv xai
nelatv) strongly accents the transcendence, pervasiveness,
and immanence of God. The asyndeton of the units forces each
nominative expression to stand boldly and clearly on its own.
The rhetorical effect adds appreciably to the foundation
verses 4-6 give to the behavioral appeal in 4:1-3.
4.1.2	 Eph. 4:7-11
These verse are notoriously difficult, 18 The problems centre
on the reference to LXX Ps. 67:18 (4:8) and on the meaning of
the descent of Christ (4:9-10).19 Regardless of the
difficulties, however, the practical function of 4:7-11 is to
provide a theological foundation for the employment of the
"gifts" given to Christians (4:7), the gifts delineated being
specific ministers (4:11) who are given with a view to the
goal of growth and maturity in unity (4:12-16).	 Verse 7
begins, and verse 11 continues, the emphasis on the giving of
gifts."	 The intervening verses (8-10) provide a scriptural
explanation of the source and bestowal of the gifts, based on
a reference to LXX Psalm 67:18.	 The giver of gifts is the
ascended Christ; he ascended in order to fill the cosmos.21
3
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It is clear that the author finds support for the concern for
the growth and maturity in unity of the church community in
the Christ-provided gifts.	 Theologically,	 these verses
provide a solid basis for the giving of gifts in the ascended
Christ, Rhetorically the verses are persuasive because the
audience members, having strong faith in Christ (cf. 1:13,15),
would be receptive to the gifts and would tend to be agreeable
to movement toward the goals of 4:12-16.
4.1.3 Eph. 4:20-21
Following the exhortation to refrain from the lifestyle of the
Gentiles ().LrixtTt 66cc nepinaTEtv xa66c xat "Ca )t6vn neptnatet,
4:17-19) 22 is the strong contrastive statement "But you it
)
not so learn Christ" (LpEtc 6d. o6x obl-coc epereETE TOv XplaT6v,
4:20).	 This statement gives the argumentative foundation for
the exhortation. By asserting that the audience members had
"not so learned Christ" the author implies that the principles
of Christian ethics are precisely the opposite 25 of those of
the "Gentile" way of life that is characterized by futility
(paTat6Tnc), by being darkened (oxoT6w), by being separated
from the life of God (trro)AnTptcoptvot tfic Ccolc Toe. 0E00), and
by immoral practices. The statement of verse 20, together
with verse 21, assumes that the recipients have already
received instruction about Christian behaviour 24 and should
know that
	 the way of	 life described in 4:17-19 is
The expression EOBETE TON/ XptutOv has nounacceptable. 25 ,
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parallel in the NT. 28
	Precisely how the words "learn Christ"
are to be understood is perhaps uncertain, 27
 but their force
is clear: the "Gentile" lifestyle described in 4:17-19 is
unacceptable for those who are now Christians. 	 The
argumentative force is essentially rhetorical in nature. 	 The
statement of 4:20 prompts the response "No, we did not," and
the et ye auTdv rIxol3o-aTe xTX. of 4:21 implies the audience
response "Yes, we heard and learned". This rhetoric presses
home the conviction that living as the "Gentiles" should not
even be considered by the audience members.
4.1.4 Eph. 4:25-5:2
This pericope contains both direct, implicit, and rhetorical
argumentation to support its exhortations. The exhortations
amount to moral commonplaces that are employed here to support
community and social interactions among the Christian audience
members. The directive to "put off falsehood and speak truth"
(4:25) is motivated by the practical sounding assertion
"because we are members of one another" ('bT, taystv CON.N.1)N.cov
peXn). This is a specifically Christian foundation for the
exhortation, 28 for it is Christians who are considered to be
"members" together of the saved community. 29 	Membership in
the community implies an attitude toward other people that
precludes lying. 90	 Exhortations against excessive or
unjustified anger as in 4:26 were well known in the ancient
Mediterranean world," as were, apparently, supporting sayings
widelyLabour was
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like "Do not let the sun set on your anger". 32 This saying,
together with the following "give no place to the devil"
(4:27) provides implicit and rhetorical support for being
angry without sin by suggesting that prolonged anger is wrong
and may be an area that allows one to be susceptible to
potential evil.	 The exhortation to "labour" (xorrlderco, 4:28)
rather than
service to
'Ocowct).
steal is undergirded by the possibility of active
persons in need etva 'exn peTa5166vat	 XP(av
promoted as being beneficial to
both labourers and those affected by the labour of others.33
The c{va clause of 4:29 corresponds with and complements the
'Iva clause of 4:28. 34 Whether by personal labour (4:28) or by
edifying speech (4:29), Christians are encouraged to behave in
ways that "give" (peTaStScop.t, 4:28; 5(6cop.t, 4:29) benefits to
other persons. The author's concern is to exhort the audience
to do things that build up rather than undermine human
relationships, 35
The recipients are not to grieve the Holy Spirit Nat pi.f)
XurrEtte TO nveOp.a TO 46)(tov TOO Geo°,
	 Icropay(uente Etc
flp g pav caroXuTp6aecoc, 4:30).
	 Just how this verse is to be
connected to the preceding exhortations is difficult to say
with certainty. 36
 The argument of the verse, however, resides
in the clear but implicit suggestion that grieving the Holy
Spirit is wrong. Since the Holy Spirit is the divine power
closely involved with salvation as the one in whom Christians
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are sealed (cf. 1:13-14), behaviour causing distress (Xurr)l) to
the Holy Spirit is considered to be immoral.
In 4:32 and 5:2 motivation for the moral qualities of
kindness, compassion, forgiveness (4:32, in contrast to the
negative behaviour of 4:31), and love (5:2) is based on what
has already been done for Christians. 	 The xae6; clauses
)(xa86c O Gedc ev Xptor tei> exaptaato uptv, 4:32; xa86c xai o
nP ets,)Xptatdc qyannuev xTX., 5:2) 37 speak of the forgiveness
and love that the recipients know have already been granted to
them."	 Christians are to practice forgiveness (along with
the near	 relatives of
	 forgiveness,
	 viz,	 kindness and
compassion) because they have been forgiven," and are to love
because they have been loved. The verses thus argue for
conformity with the actions of God (4:32) and Christ (5:2)40
on the theological ground of the salvific activity of God and
Christ. 4I
4.1.5 Eph. 5:3-14
Most of 5:3-14 is comprised of motivations or actual
argumentation. Exhortations occur in 5:3a, 4a, 6a, 7, 11,
while arguments supporting the behaviour that is encouraged
are found in 5:3b, 4bc, 5, 6b, 8-10, 12-14. 	 The audience
members are exhorted to refuse participation in various sins
that are practiced by non-Christians (cf. 5:7). 42 	The
exhortations are a continuation of the directives that began
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in 4:25." The motivations for abstention from the vices
listed in 5:3-4 are a practical appeal to the recipients'
consciousness of proper Christian behaviour (xaOcbc nptnet
c
ayfotc, 5:3; 66 oi..)x cloirIxev, 5:4)." 	 The author assumes that
the "saints" being addressed are aware that the behaviour
being castigated is inappropriate, and, consequently, does not
add an explanation of why such conduct is unacceptable. 45
What is added is the positive encouragement to be thankful
)(&),,Xex 1160..Xov
	 euxaptaTta,
	 5:4c);
	 this line enhances	 the
prohibition against sins of language (alaxp6Tnc, popoXoyfa,
)
euipaneXta),	 and	 therefore supports the motivation,
	 by
offering a positive alternative. 46
Explicated argument does occur, however, in 5:5-6.
	 Many
scholars have interpreted 5:5 as an indication that
participation in the sins of fornication, uncleanness and
covetousness will disqualify Christians from their inheritance
in the kingdom of Christ and God. 47
 No such threat of
potential judgment is here given to Christians, however, nor
does it occur in 5:6 where the "sons of disobedience" are non-
)Christians; 44
 they are the "them" (autav) with whom the
r
audience members who are "now light" (v0v St •ag E V xuptcp,
5:8) are not to become participants (5:7). 49 The argument of
5:5-6 is against participation in the evil activities of those
who are without inheritance in the kingdom and are "sons of
disobedience" and turns on the contrast of behaviour that is
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"proper" and "fitting" with the conduct of those who are not
members of the Christian community."
The argumentation against becoming participants with "them"
(PT) 0 70V ytVEUOE aupptToxol auT&v, 5:7) employs the familiar
"then"/"now" schema (5:8-10), 51 and is tied closely to the
exhortations by the y&p in 5:8. 52 While it has been quite
common to associate 5:8-14 either wholly or in part with a
perceived baptismal liturgy," baptism is not explicit, is
perhaps not in the author's mind at all, and is at best only
alluded to by the imagery employed in the verses, particularly
5:14." The thrust and function of the verses remain the same
whether or not baptism is actually in view. The argumentation
Is quite straightforward: formerly ("then", not) the audience
members were darkness, "now" (vv) they are light in the Lord;
consequently they should behave as "children of light" (T6xva
oyróc)." The darkness/light imagery obviously portrays the
evil/good, vice/virtue, pre-Christian/Christian contrasts.56
Those who are now light (i.e., Christians) will seek to do
what is pleasing to the Lord (5oxtp6Cov-rec 
	
7ttV ei.)6(peatov
T4) xupt$, 5:10), 57
 and the "fruit" which they as light produce
xapnOc	 Toe	 4co-c6c,
	 5:9)	 is	 goodness	 (ayaewat5vq),
righteousness (6txatout5vn), and truth (&X8efa).
	
Existence as
light is directly connected with behaviour. 56 	To exist as
light is to be a saved and morally virtuous person. The
author draws upon the then/now schema and the familiar
"darkness"/"light" contrast to demonstrate to the audience
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members that as light they must not participate in the
activities of those who are still in darkness.59
The darkness/light imagery continues in 5:11-14, with verse 11
exhorting against fellowship with (WI auyxotvcovetTe) the
unfruitful works of darkness (cf. 5:9) followed by the
directive to expose them. The supporting argumentation in
5:12-14 is connected to the exhortation by yap (5:12,14; cf.
5:8) and St (5:13).
	 The essential argumentation of 5:12 is
the assertion that it is shameful even to mention the works of
)darkness (alaxp6v EaTtV xat Xtyetv). 6 0	 The directive to
expose evil practices (5:11b) is undergirded in 5:13-14a by
the assertion that everything (T6 nacvta, 5:13; nekv, 5:14a) so
exposed is illuminated and becomes light." The
(evangelistic") value of exposing darkness to light is
justified by the resultant increase of light.
The hymnic/poetic lines of 5:14b come from an unknown
source." The words amount to a "wake up call" ("Weckruf")64
followed by the assertion that Christ shines on those who have
woken and risen from death.	 The hymnic passage closes the
darkness/light contrast schema that began in verse 8. 	 The
language has affinities with 5:13-14a by alluding to the power
of light as a benefit to those on whom it shines. The
christological motivation to "sleepers" and "dead persons"
(cf. 2:1,5) is clear: they should rouse themselves and receive
the benefits of being shone upon by Christ. The hymn also
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makes clear that Christ is the force behind the illumination
,	 c(xat ent4al5aet got o XptaT6c). 65	 The argument of 5:14b
follows on from verses 13 and 14a. That those who are exposed
to light are illuminated and become light themselves is
supported (81.6 Xtyet) by the hymn/poem because it exhorts
people to let Christ illuminate them and transform them into
light. The hymn/poem reminds those who are already believers
of the illumination that has occurred in their lives. This
will lead to a sense of identification on the part of the
recipients with light and its connotations and ramifications
in 5:8-14. In this way the darkness/light contrast and the
claims for the effect of light are supported by what was
probably a familiar quotation.
4.1.6 Eph. 5:15-21
Perhaps the greatest exegetical difficulty in this pericope is
determining whether to include 5:21 with 5:15-20 or to place
It with the Haustafel commencing at 5:22. 66	The participle
C
unotaaa6pevot appears to be dependent on the imperative
nX1poflcr8e in 5:18 as are the participles XaXo0Nprec (5:19),
,
'65ovteg xat wcfAX.ovtec	 (5:19) and euxuptacoOvTec (5:20),67
c
although many have argued that unotaaa6pevot functions here as
an independent imperative. 68 Verse 22 does not have 8 verbal
form and clearly relies on tnotaaady.evot. 69 It may be most
appropriate to treat 5:21 as a transitional statement that is
tied with
	 the exhortations of 5:15-20 and with
	 the
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Haustafe1. 71 It is treated here with verses 15-20 because of
its grammatical connections, but with full recognition of the
obvious links to the subsequent verses.72
The argumentation presented in the passage is rhetorical and
based on contrast and on pragmatic perceptions. The contrast
schema employing ).1.1/16.X6 is used three times (5:15,17,18).72
This antithesis appeals to the pragmatic and "common sense"
understanding of the audience members by stirring up their
perceptions of the moral categories of right and wrong, good
and evil: 73 behave not as unwise, but as wise (5:15); not as
fools, but as those who understand the Lord's will (5:17); not
in the debauchery of drunkenness, but as those who are filled
with the Spirit (5:18).	 These antitheses make a rhetorical
appeal by impressing the audience members with the total
unsuitability
	 of	 the	 immoral	 activities	 and	 the
appropriateness of wisdom, of understanding the Lord's will,
and of being filled with the Holy Spirit. As Christians they
have a stake in moral actions because they are morally right
and good, thus in accord with those who are "now light" (cf.
5:8) 74 The consequences of wise behaviour and of having been
filled with the Holy Spirit are the activities of "speaking to
each other" (XcAo0vTec	 autotc, 5:19), "singing and making
melody"
	 (6c6owrec	 xcd.	 w6XXoN.Prec,	 5:19),	 "thanksgiving"
,(cuxaptacoOvTeg,	 5:20)	 and "submitting to one another"
7(tnotaacrOpevot cAXIXotc, 5:21).	 None would argue that such
behaviour is wrong.
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Explicit motivation for the behaviour encouraged occurs in the
ccoTt clause of 5:16 ('5Tt at "li-Lt P al- novnpaf
7EtUtV). 75 	 This
clause is governed by the exhortation to "walk carefully"
1(5:15a),	 since	 the	 participle elayopaC6p.evot	 (5:16a)	 is
dependent on the verb "walk" (neptnaTtco) in verse 15a. 78 The
following clause (St& To0To in) y(veo-OE )60povec, 5:17a) is
supported by the c6T1. clause. Consequently, the words "because
the days are evil" provide support for all the exhortations of
5:15-17.
In	 verse	 18	 implicit	 argumentation	 against	 becoming
,	 1` 2	 2intoxicated with wine is given in the words ev y EUTIV acroycia.
The clear implication is that drunkenness is immoral because
)it leads to "debauchery" (aacoT(a).
4.1.7 The Haustafel 5:22-6:9
Much has been written on the Ephesians Haustafel and on the
phenomenon of Haustafeln more generally. 77 It seems clear
that the NT Haustafeln (Eph. 5:22-6:9; Col. 3:18-4:1; cf.
113et. 2:13-3:7) have taken over and adapted to Christian,
pastoral purposes forms that had been widely used in the
ancient Mediterranean world. 78 The Eph. pericope has obvious
affinities with Col. 3:18-4:1, but with an expansion and
deepening of thought and meaning. 79 	The purpose of the
Haustafel in Eph. is to explain and exemplify how the desired
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growth and maturity should be expressed behaviorally in
specific Christian relationships."
4.1.7.1 Wives and Husbands 5:22-33
The argumentation supporting the directives to husbands and
wives	 is	 founded	 on	 christological,
	 ecclesiological,
rhetorical and pragmatic concepts. 81
 The description of the
relationship of Christ to the church is so strong in 5:22-3382
that some have thought that the theology of motivation for
that relationship predominates over the exhortations." The
primary concern of the author, however, is the role of
Christian wives and husbands within the marriage relationship.
The exhortations to wives and husbands are alternated with
supporting argument based on the relationship of Christ and
the church.84
The argumentation springs, initially, from the encouragement
e	 )	 >
of mutual submission in 5:21, urtoTaaa6pevot cAXTIXotc EV 0130i
Xptato4. 85 One of the motivations for the submission of wives
to husbands lies in the phrase tbc Tti) xvpicp (5:22; cf. 6:5).86
This statement serves to remind wives 87 of their relationship
to Christ. This relationship is illustrated and clarified in
verses 23-24: since Christ is the head of the church and the
saviour of the body, 88 and the husband is the head of the wife
in an analogous way, wives should submit to their own husbands
in the way in which the church submits to Christ.
	 The
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christological and ecclesiological connections are explicit.
What is not explicit is the rhetorical/persuasive effect that
encourages acceptance and practice of the exhortation through
the recognition by wives of their agreement with the
assertions.
The motivation for husbands to love their wives is grounded
(5:25b) in an analogy that reminds husbands of the loving
action of Christ and their relationship to Christ's love as
members of the church community (xae6c xat O Xptatóc ?Iy6nnacv
,	 C
TI)V ExxXnatav xat cauT6v napt8wxtv untp auTng).
	
Christ loved
and gave to the ultimate point (it is implied) of death for
the benefit of the church and for salvation (aUT ,e4 crayrl'Ip To0
a6paToc, 5:23); the benefits extend, obviously, to Christian
husbands.	 Husbands should therefore be encouraged to love in
the same way and give to the same extent. Verses 26-27 are
not included in the essential argumentation, but express
additional descriptions of the purpose and results of Christ's
actions in support of the argument. 69
	Exhortation occurs in
5:28 where Christian husbands are for the second time
directed to love their wives. Here, however, the supporting
argumentation is based on the husbands' practical concern for
themselves (5:28b-29b) followed by further reference to
Christ's actions on behalf of the church (5:29c-30).
	 Husbands
are to love their wives "as their own bodies" (mg Tac sauTav
a6paTa, 5:29).
	 This very practical reasoning appeals to the
normal concern of people for the care of their own bodies.
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The rhetorical power of this argument lies in its simple
ability to elicit understanding and concurrence."' The
christological element is added in 5:29c, stating that Christ
has treated the church in the same way that husbands should
treat their wives. Christian husbands should so love their
wives because they are (together with their Christian wives)
members of the body that Christ has "loved," "nourished"
(1xTp g 0.), 5:29) and "cherished" (86Anco, 5:29).91
The thoughts of 5:28-30 are oriented toward and perhaps prompt
the quotation of Gn. 2:24 cited in 5:31. 92 The quotation acts
as a foundation for and confirmation of the assertion that
husbands love their wives as their own bodies because it
states that marriage partners are in fact "one flesh" Ocai
c	 )
'taowrat ot c56o etc adcpxa p.fav>.' s The reference to Genesis is
thus to be understood as part of the supporting argumentation.
4.1.7.2 Children and Fathers 6:1-4
When children (Ttxvce) 94 are directed to obey their parents
t(imaxof)ete Totc yove0atv upa y , 6:1) the exhortation is based
on the general ethical argument "for this is right" (To()To y6p
)
catt y 8fxatov). 95 	 This pragmatic", argument is of the same
kind as that found in 5:3-4 (xceOcbc npemet hfotc; b: ox
)
avIxev) in that it appeals to the recipients' (in this case
children's) consciousness of what is morally acceptable.97
This consciousness is supported by the quotation of the fifth
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commandment (Dt. 5:16; Ex. 20:12) including the command's
further role as the first given with promise. 98 The force of
the quotation occurs in the way in which it confirms the
assertion that obeying parents is "right" by referring to what
was perceived to be a God-given injunction.
The exhortation to fathers (6:4) is a positive continuation of
the directive to children (6:1). 	 While the motivation of 6:1
("for this is right") is not explicitly repeated, there can be
no doubt that fathers are being exhorted to treat their
children in a manner that is "right". 99 The ply&XX6 schema of
the verse reinforces the exhortation by implicitly indicating
that provoking anger (napopyfCco) in children is wrong, while
nurturing (x .rptcpco) them is right. Fathers are encouraged to
practice what are already known, "right" approaches to child-
rearing.
4.1.7.3 Slaves and Masters 6:5-9
Slaves are directed to "obey" (imaxotico) their masters with
fear and trembling and with sincerity of heart (6:5). 	 The
argumentation,
	
like that already seen in 5:22,25,29, 	 is
founded on the relationship of Christian slaves to Christ (cbq
Ttp	 XptuTip).
	
Potentially	 undesirable	 or	 unpleasant
circumstances are no excuse for behaviour that does not accord
with the relationship of Christian slaves to Christ. 	 The
pry&XX6 format of 6:6 adds to the argument by directing
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Christian slaves to behave as slaves of Christ (f4 8o0Xot
Xptato0) who do God's will (which here is to be obedient
slaves) and do not practice the insincerity of "eye-service"
and "person-pleasing".
	 A variation of the same argumentation
occurs in 6:7b (ctc 4 xuptcp xat °VI( ecvep6notc). loo
A strong motivation for the behaviour of both slaves and
masters is found in the two statements beginning with E156Tec
(Ott in 6:8,9. 101
 Both parties in the Christian master/slave
relationship "know that" the Lord (Christ) is the ultimate
authority (cf. 1:21-22), will reward those who "do good," and
is Lord of both master and slave without prejudice. They
should,	 therefore,
	 act
	
from this understanding. 1022	 The
argument, succinctly, is that Christ is lord of all, and every
action in the master/slave relationship should be done with
the connection of both parties to Christ fully in mind.
4.2 The Feroratio 6:10-20
Only brief comments on the peroratio are requisite here. The
role of a peroratio, according to the rhetors, is to conclude
an oration by refreshing the memory and influencing the
emotions	 (Arist.Rhet.3.19.1-6;
	 Quint.Inst.6.1.1;
	 Rhet	 ad
Her.2.30.47). 103
	Aristotle (Rhet.3.19.1-5) speaks of two
kinds of peroratio, those which deal with the facts of a case
and those which deal with the emotional aspects of a case.104
Quintilian suggests that "-we may give full rein to our
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emotions-" (Inst.4.1.28; cf. 6.1.9-10) and "-let loose the
whole	 torrent	 of	 our	 eloquence"	 (Inst.6.1.51)	 in	 the
peroration. 05
Eph. 6:10-20 sets itself off as the peronatio of the "sermon"
with the words Tot) Xotno0. 106	 The author's major concluding
wishes are expressed in 6:10-11 by the imperative forms
)	 1
cv8uva}.1.o0a8e and cv513aaa8c that exhort the audience members to
action in view of the battle between the forces of good and
evil (6:12-13). 107 The audience members must become conscious
of the conflict between themselves and evil powers. 100 These
verses expand the horizon 109 of, and therefore amplify
(Arist.Rhet.3.9.1; Rhet ad Her.2.20.47-49), the paraenesis by
directing the thoughts of the recipients beyond the level of
behaviour in their human relationships with Christians or non-
Christians to behaviour vis-à-vis evil cosmic powers.	 There
is a thematic continuum of the concept of power in 6:10
)	 .1
ec y Bovamo0a8e EV x y p(y xai &N., Tli) xpaTet 'clic tarioc auTo0) with
that already observed in 1:19b-22 and 3:16. 110 It is clear
that strength is "in the Lord," that is, the power needed to
fight the battle comes from outside the believer. This is
consistent with what has been asserted about the source of
strengthening earlier in Eph. (1:19a; 3:16,18). Only reliance
on the Lord's power (as exemplified in putting on the armour,
6:14-17) will result in a successful stand against the enemy.
Although 6:10-20 does not refresh the memory by presenting a
clear recapitulation of what has already been stated or argued
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in Eph., it does serve to maintain the impression that
Christian strength and maturity are critical commodities in
view of the struggle against evil powers. The exhortations to
"be strong in the Lord" and "put on the armour of God" are
tied	 directly	 to	 fundamental	 Christian conceptions
	
as
delineated in the metaphorical armour: "truth,"
"righteousness" (6:14), "the gospel of peace" (6:15), "faith"
(6:16), "salvation," and "the word of God" (6:17).111
The peroratio brings Eph. to an emotional climax in its vivid
description of the ultimate battle that will require the
strength of Christian maturity implied by the employment of
the armour of God (navonX(a, 6:11,13).
	 The imagery of the
metaphorical implements of war is impressive.
	 By taking up
,this armour and making a "stand" (ctaTrq.11., Ocv(atrolt, 6:11,13)
Christians behave in a manner that is opposed to the evil
powers (cf. 2:2-3), and (by implication) are fully protected
against defeat. Heeding the exhortation to "put on the
panoply of God" is to appropriate the armaments that have
provided victory over the powers.
	 Behaviour, consequently,
will result in invincible strength.
These concluding verses serve as an effective peroration to
Eph. because they focus Christian attention and behaviour on
the crucial and emotional struggle against the forces that had
formerly led the recipients to sin and ensuing death (2:1-3).
The peroratio draws the audience members into action that is
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surrounded by pathos, and that results in a firm stand against
the strikingly described rulers, authorities, cosmocrators of
this darkness, and the evil spirits in the heavenlies (6:12).
The Becopo( will be persuaded emotionally by the dramatic war
imagery to don the navonXta and become effective combatants.
4.3 Summary
The paraenesis of Eph. presents its own, self-contained
supporting argumentation. The moral exhortations are not
directly founded or given explication on the basis of the
theological presentation of chapters 1-3. 112 	The exhortatio
functions as the call to practical application of the author's
concerns for the growth and maturity of the audience. It in
no way serves as an argumentatio validating the narrative of
chapters 1-3. Rather, it calls for specific conduct from its
audience, given that the audience has been persuaded to have a
frame of mind ready to appropriate the exhortations.
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acclamation. As a result of this, the problem of the relation
between v.3 and the formula of unity in v.4-6 is solved. The
author admonishes the congregation to keep the unity of the
Spirit (v.3) and after that he enumerates his arguments: 'It
is, you know, one body-'."
14 Schlier, 1957:187. Somatic unity has already been
suggested in 1:22-23; 2:16, and pneumatic unity in 1:13;
2:18,22 and in 4:3 where unity is from the Spirit (tv6Ttyra To°
nve6patoc, genitive of origin).
15 Cf. Schlier, 1957:187.
16 Cf. Barth, 1974:465-466.
17 Schlier, 1957:186.
	
Schlier also refers to "einem gewissen
psychologischen Zwang"	 (p.185).	 Cf. Barth,	 1974:429,467;
Nieder, 1956:96-98.
18 Schnackenburg, 1982:173 says that this passage "-ist einer
der dichtesten, such schwierigsten und problemreichsten
Abschnitte des ganzen Schreibens".
19 For discussion of the issues see the various commentaries
and Caird, 1964:535-545; Rubinkiewicz, 1975:219-224; Smith,
1975:181-189; McNamara, 1976:80f; Lincoln, 1981:155-163;
Lincoln, 1982:18-25.
20 Cf. Caird, 1976:73; Lincoln, 1981:156; Lincoln, 1982:18.
21 Indicated by the purpose clause ftva 1EXT1p6ap 'Ea Tr6vTa.
22 Reference to Ta 'devil in 4:17 is obviously exclusive of the
Gentile audience of Eph. as the second person pronoun
contrasted with third person forms demonstrates. "Gentiles"
here are those who are in the unsaved state (IxnnXXoTptwildvoi.
'nig ((big Tofl 6E04, 4:18).
23 Houlden, 1970:318.
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24 That they have already "learned" is demonstrated by the
aorist form lpdx6ere. That they have "heard" and "been taught"
is assumed in 4:21 by the aorist verbs and by the expression
ef ye (see the comments and notes on et ye in 3:2 in section
3.3.6.2 above).	 Cf. the comments of Ridderbos, 1975:240;
Caird, 1976:81; Schnackenburg, 1982:203.
)25	 The aorist infinitives Offro6 g aeat (4:22) and ev66aaa6at
(4:24) should be taken as epexegetic, referring to the
teaching that the recipients had encountered at some earlier
time. What they had "learned," "heard" and "been taught"
previous to receiving Eph. was "to put off the old person" and
"put on the new person" (but contrast the language of 2:10).
See Abbott, 1897:136; Robinson, 1903:190; Houlden, 1970:318.
26	 Abbott,	 1897:134;	 Robinson,	 1903:190; Caird,	 1976:80;
Schnackenburg, 1982:202; Lindemann, 1985:85.
27 Does it mean "you learned from Christ," "you learned about
Christ," "you learned concerning Christ" or "you learned
Christ himself"? In what way is Christ "learned" directly or
personally?
	 See Abbott,	 1897:134-135;	 Schlier,	 1957:216;
Gnilka, 1971:226; Schnackenburg, 1982:203; cf. Col. 2:6.
Ridderbos, 1975:436 submits that "learned" is equivalent to
"received" (TrapaXap.66vw) in Col. 2:6, and as such is "-a
terminus technicus for the acceptance of the authoritative
apostolic tradition concerning Christ (1 Cor. 11:23; 15:1,3;
Gal. 1:9; Phil. 4:9; Col. 2:6; 1 Thess. 2:13; 4:1; 2 Thess.
3:6)." Cf. also Lindemann, 1985:85 who suggests that
"learned" is a sort of catchword for the reception of early
missionary preaching.
28 Halter, 1977:258.
29	 Cf. Rom. 12:4-5; 1 Cor. 12:12-27; Eph. 2:19-22; 3:6; 5:30;
see Nieder, 1956:78.
30 Cf. Gnilka, 1971:239; Schnackenburg, 1982:211.
31 See Malherbe, 1986:157-158.
32 Cf. Plutarch, De Fraterno Amore (Rept 01X.a6eXofac), 478A-
492A, especially 488B: "We should next pattern ourselves
after the Pythagoreans, who, though related not at all by
birth, yet sharing a common discipline, if ever they were led
by anger into recrimination, never let the sun go down before
they joined right hands, embraced each other and were
reconciled".
33	 Malherbe,	 1986:151-152;
	 cf.	 Nieder,	 1956:79-81;	 Acts
20:35-35; 1 Thess. 2:9; 4:11-12; 2 Thess. 3:6-10; Did. 4:5-8.
34 Schnackenburg, 1982:213.
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35 Halter, 1977:260 speaks of these exhortations (425-29) as
being self-understood ("selbstverstAndlichen Mahnungen").
Stating them, however, is not without object as is evident in
the general concern for edification shown in the Ott clause of
4:25 and the civa clauses 4:28-29.	 This, of course, accords
with the rhetorical purpose of Eph. to promote Christian
growth and maturity that is expressed behaviorally.	 Cf.
Schnackenburg, 1982:213.
36 Grieving the Holy Spirit may be connected to the use of
X6yoc aanp6c (4:29; Abbott, 1897:144; Bruce, 1984:363), or to
anything that does not edify (4:25-29; Robinson, 1903:194; cf.
Bruce, 1984:363;Barth, 1974:548.
37	 A similar xaeCoc clause is found in 5:25; Robinson,
1903:196; Gnilka, 1971:244; cf. Col. 3:12-13.
38 Schnackenburg, 1982:215. The exhortations to become
"imitators of God" and to "walk in love" appear to be a
development of the exhortations to be kind, compassionate, and
forgiving )"Just as God in Christ forgave you," through the
ytveuee of3v at the beginning of 5:1.	 Cf. Schnackenburg,
1982:217.
39	 There is an obvious paronomasia on 
c
the two forms of
xap(Coilat cognates: yiveaBE, 5t-xaptC6pcvot Eatyrotc, xa86c xai
b 8E6c tv Xptot	 xaptaato
40 Schrage, 1988:245.
41 That the verses refer to the saving acts of God and Christ
is evident in 4:32 through the words o 8E6c Xptaq
ExaptaaTo, and in 5:2 by the oblique reference to the death of
Christ: naptSwxEv EatyrOv tmtp mi6w npocroopav kat Ovatay '4 04
eEtc oailijv EvcoStac.	 See Nieder, 1956:45.
42	 The audience members are described in this passage as
"saints" (tcytot, 5:3), as "light" (00c, 5:8), and are to
behave as "children of light" (6c Ttxva ourróc neptnaTette,
5:8). This is in contrast to those who are outside the kingdom
of Christ and God (5:5).	 They are described as the "sons of
disobedience" (5:6), as "darkness" (5:8), and as asleep and
dead <5:14).	 Cf. Schnackenburg, 1982:220; Schrage, 1988:247.
43 The word St in 5:3 is consecutive, not contrastive.
44 Schnackenburg, 1982:223; cf. 1 Thess. 4:3-7. Nieder,
1956:159 notes that the motives given in 5:3-4 are also found
in Stoic ethics and in popular philosophy.
45 Gnilka, 1971:246 explains that the exhortation of 5:3 is
grounded in the fact that Christians are "saints," i.e., they
are holy and should therefore behave in accord with holiness.
Halter, 1977:269-270, who has attempted to connect ethics
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closely with baptism, claims that the moral demand of these
verses is based on baptism, that is, that it is not right for
Christians to practice the vices because they (Christians)
have been sanctified in baptism.
	
This surely presses the
words of 5:3-4 much too far. 	 Even if, as some contend (see
the discussion below), 5:8-14 alludes to baptism, it is too
big a step to read it into the words of 5:3-4 and see it as
the basis for abstaining from the vices.
46	 There is a word play (paronomasia) in the like-sounding
and contrasting words cuTparce)s.(a and evxaptaTta.	 Robinson,
1903:116; Scott, 1930:226; Caird, 1976:84.
47	 Robinson, 1903:116; Barth, 1974:564; Caird, 1976:83 (but
cf. p. 85); Halter, 1977:272-273,280.
48 Christians are those who have been adopted and possess an
Inheritance (1:5,11). The audience members were formerly
("then") the sons of disobedience (2:2), but are now alive
with Christ in heaven (2:5-6).
49 The pronoun aiitav may be understood as referring to the
persons who practice the vices or to the vices themselves.
Cf. Abbott, 1897:152; Schlier, 1957:236; Barth, 1974:566-567;
Schnackenburg, 1982:226. Since 5:5-6, containing the nearest
antecedents, have the persons primarily in view it is most
likely that 5:7 speaks of refusing to participate with the
persons, not simply in the vices alone.
	 Cf. also the word
aiycav in 5:12.
50 Engberg-Pedersen, 1989:89. Abbott, 1897151-152 and Barth,
1974:565-566 say that those who deceive with empty words (5:6)
would have been persons within the Christian community. This
view, however, does not accord with the reference to "them"
(attav) in 5:7, nor with the assertion that the recipients are
no longer darkness (5:8).
51 Schnackenburg, 1952:161; Schnackenburg, 1982:226. See
section 3.3.4 on 2:1-10 and 3.3.5 on 2:11-22 on the use of the
then/now, note/v0v motif.
52 Schnackenburg, 1982:221.
53 See the following for discussion of various views of the
possible baptismal connections: Abbott, 1897:158; Noack,
1951:52-64; Schnackenburg, 1952:160-166; Schille, 1965:95-96;
Houlden,	 1970:327;	 Caird,	 1976:86;	 Halter,	 1977:272-280;
Schnackenburg,	 1982:226-227;	 Bruce,	 1984:376-377;	 Patzia,
1984:236.
54	 The imagery of rising out of death is reminiscent of
rising with Christ in baptism in e.g. Rom. 6:1-4.
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55	 "Children of light" is a Hebraism, here amounting to a
positive contrast to the negative "sons of disobedience" of
5:6.	 See Schlier, 1957:237 with fn. 2; Barth, 1974:600fn 173.
56 The darkness/light contrast is observed frequently in the
Bible and other ancient literature: Ps. 88:12; Jn. 8:12; 9:5;
12:46; Acts 26:18; 2 Cor. 4:6; 6:14; Col.	 1:12-13; 1 Thess.
5:4-5; 1QS 3:18-25; Test. Levi 18:4; Barn. 18-20.
	 See also
Schnackenburg, 1952:163 with fn.13.
	
Barth, 1974:600 notes
that darkness and light possess ethical meaning.
57	 The explanation of behaving as "children of light" is
given by 5:10 with verse 9 being an additional, parenthetical
thought.	 See Barth, 1974:569.
58 Cf. Schnackenburg, 1982:227.
59 Cf. Abbott, 1897:153.
60	 Barth, 1974:572 suggests that "the tone of this sentence
expresses contempt".
61 Cf. Lk. 8:17; Jn. 3:20-21; Schnackenburg, 1982:231.
62	 See Schnackenburg, 1952:161; Schnackenburg, 1982:232; and
especially Engberg-Pedersen, 1989:89-110 on the meaning and
usage of EXgyxEtv.
63 See the commentaries and Noack, 1951:52-64; Schnackenburg,
1952:160-161; Schille, 1965:95-96; Gnilka, 1970:405-407;
Halter, 1977:272-280.
64 Schnackenburg, 1952:161.
65 Cf. Barth, 1974:576,598.
66 For discussion see especially Baltensweiler, 1967:218-219;
Sampley, 1971:114-117; Robinson, 1964:194-235.
67 Cf. Abbott, 1897:164; Schlier, 1957:242; Sampley, 1971:114;
Barth, 1974:608; Patzia, 1984:241-242.
68 See Schlier, 1957:250; Houlden 1970:332; Barth, 1974:608;
Caird, 1976:87-88; cf the discussion in Sampley, 1971:114-
115fnl.
69	 Confusion over this issue is probably the cause of the
variant textual readings that include forms of unotckaam in
5:22.	 Cf. Abbott, 1897:164; Col. 3:18.
70 Houlden, 1970:332; Barth, 1974:608; Patzia, 1984:242.
Sampley, 1971:117 writes: "Eph 5:21 is to be understood not
only as a specific injunction to be followed by all Christians
but it is also a general introduction to the entire Haustafel
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form and therefore a rubric under which all of 5:22-6:9 is to
be interpreted".
71	 This, of course, raises the issue of how 5:22-33 and
indeed the whole Haustafel is related to the paraenesis (i.e.,
to 4:1-5:21). While this question is beyond the scope of the
present study, the vocatives ai yuvatxEc (5:22), (pi 'OA/Spec
(5:25), Tex Ttxva (6:1), oi 8o0Xot (6:5), and ot x6plot (6:9)
can be understood as subsections under the general heading of
"submission" (5:21) which, in turn, comes under the notion of
the walk of wise persons of 5:15.
72 Gnilka, 1971:266; Schnackenburg, 1982:238.
73 The contrast schema in 5:8-14 of darkness and light has
been dropped in favour of somewhat more tangible images in
5:15-18; cf. Schnackenburg, 1982:244-245.
74 The exhortations of 5:15-21 are connected to 5:8-14 by the
resumptive o0v in 5:15. Abbott, 1897:159; Robinson, 1903:202;
Schlier, 1957:243; Barth, 1974:577; Schnackenburg, 1982:239.
75 Schnackenburg, 1982:238.
76 The first clause of 5:16, kayopa(6mEvot 'to y xatp6v,
illustrates how the careful walk of wise persons (ao(poi) is to
be made. Schnackenburg, 1982:238.
77 In addition to the commentaries see especially the
following: Baltensweiler, 1967:218-235; Gnilka, 1970:407-410;
Sampley, 1971:passim; Crouch, 1972:passim; Schrage, 1975:1-22;
Schweizer,	 1977:397-413;	 Schweizer,
	 1979:195-209;	 Thraede,
1980:359-368; Balch, 1988:25-50.
78	 Weidinger,	 1928:passim;
	 Sampley,
	 1971.16-30;	 Crouch,
1972:passim; Baltensweiler, 1967:214-215; Gnilka,1970:407-410;
Fischer,	 1973:162-163;	 Schweizer,	 1977:399-406;	 Stagg,
1979:542; Schweizer, 1979:195-209; Balch, 1988:25-50. For
examples of this form (from Hierocles, On Duties) see
Malherbe, 1986:85-104, along with the additional references
given there.
79 Schnackenburg, 1982:246.
80 Cf. Patzia, 1984:244-245.
81 Many scholars have noted the christological and
ecclesiological argumentation/motivation, but have paid scant
attention to the rhetorical and pragmatic motivations in the
passage.	 See Baltensweiler, 1967:233; Sampley, 1971:121-133;
Barth, 1974:652,704; Schweizer, 1977:400; Schweizer, 1979:203-
205;	 Hahn,	 1981:99;	 Schnackenburg,	 1982:248-249;	 Schrage,
1988:249.
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82 As indicated in the k (xa66c) xai 6 XptaT6c clauses in
5:23,25,29.
83	 E.g.,	 Schlier,	 1957:253;	 Sampley,	 1971:133.	 The
discussion of motives is, as Barth,
	 1974:652-654 shows,
potentially complex. However, the discussion of "-all too
subtle distinctions may well reveal more of the skill of
Paul's interpreters, than of the apostle's intention and the
comprehension of his first readers" (Barth, 654). Schrage,
1988:249 writes, "Marriage is not an ontological mystery
representing the relationship between Christ and the church.
Inste3d, rules governing the conduct of marriage partners are
derived from the relationship."
84 Sampley, 1971:121-122.
85 See the discussion of the syntax of 5:21 in section 4.1.6
above.
86 Barth, 1974:613; Schweizer, 1979:203. The singular x6ptoc
refers to Christ and not to "masters" since it is not apposite
to the plural Tot; 1.5fotc txv5paatv; Abbott, 1897:165; Bruce,
1984:384.
87 Wives are being directly addressed through the vocative at
yuvatxec.	 Cf. the same form of direct address to husbands
(5:25),	 children	 (6:1),	 fathers	 (6:4),	 slaves	 (6:5),	 and
masters (6:9). See also note 71 above.
88 The connections of the words airrdc aw-c?Ip Tot) (3-641aToc have
occasioned considerable discussion as to whether or not they
are also analogous to the husband-wife relationship.	 See
e.g., Baltensweiler, 1967:224-225. The practical function of
the clause is to illustrate and reinforce the preeminent
position of Christ.
89 Baltensweiler, 1967:226.
90 The truism that "no one hates his own flesh" gains easy
assent; Sampley, 1971:143-144.
91 Schnackenburg, 1982:249.
92 Lincoln, 1982:31; Schnackenburg, 1982:258.
93 Sampley, 1971:110; Lincoln, 1982:31; Patzia, 1984:251.
Both cralia and cracpt are employed in 5:28-31, but are, in this
case, interchangeable; Lincoln, 1982:31.
94 Since children, along with husbands, wives (5:22-33),
fathers (6:4), slaves and masters (6:5-9), are addressed it is
evident that that the author of Eph. (as in Col.) considers
them to be ethically responsible.
	
Cf. Schweizer, 1979:202-
203.
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95 Schnackenburg, 1982:265.
96 Barth, 1974:756.
97	 Patzia, 1984:254.	 See the discussion in section 4.1.5
above.
98 Bruce, 1984:397-398.
99 Schnackenburg, 1982:265.
100 Schnackenburg, 1982:266.
101 Schnackenburg, 1982:266.
102 Cf. Lincoln, 1981:164.
103 Lausberg, 1960:§6431-442. See the brief discussion of the
peroratio in section 2.4.8 above.
104 In classical Judicial rhetoric the peroratio may have
three parts according to Rhet ad Her.2.30.47 (summing up;
amplification; appeal to pity [emotion]), or four parts
according to Arist.Rhet.3.19.1 (dispose the judge favourably;
amplify; excite emotions; recapitulate).
105 Lanham, 1968:76 writes, "This conclusion was often an
Impassioned [Lanham's emphasis] summary, not simply a review
of previous arguments".
106	 Schnackenburg, 1982:273; White, 1986:202; cf. Abbott,
1897:180; Schlier, 1957:289; Barth, 1974:760.
107 References to the Christian life as a battle against evil
can be found in Lincoln, 19611164-165.
108 Gnilka, 1971:303.
109 Schnackenburg, 1982:272: "Der Horizont erweitert sich
universel-kosmisch auf die Situation der Christen in dieser
Weltzeit-."
110 Caird, 1976:91; Bruce, 1984:403; Arnold, 1989:103-122.
111	 Cf. Caird, 1976:91, who notes that all of the armaments
relate to the gospel.
112 It is evident that while there are clear thematic
connections between Eph. 1-3 and 4-6 and the letter is
obviously a unity, the paraenesis could nevertheless stand on
its own or with different "sermonic" or other kind of
material, given only some minor alterations.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
This study began by describing the disparity between the
"theological" (chapters 1-3) and "ethical" (chapters 4-6)
halves of Eph. 1
 Despite having been paid little attention, the
interpretive task of integrating "theology" and "ethics" in
Eph. is crucial for the purpose of understanding the nature
and cohesiveness of the letter. 2
 The foregoing examination has
the merit of showing how the "theological" and "ethical"
sections of the document are integrated with each other. In
so doing it has presented a scholarly, rhetorical critical
analysis and interpretation of Eph. Neither of these tasks has
been performed previously.
Various findings and conclusions have been indicated in the
preceding chapters. Many of them have dealt with points of
rhetorical, functional, and other exegetical interest, and
need not be repeated here. The conclusions that are directly
germane to the elucidation of the relationship between
theology and ethics in Eph. are reviewed in this final
chapter.
1. The paraenesis of Eph. is not directly and argumentatively
derived from the theological narrative of Eph.1-3. There is
no explicated connection, despite the occurrence of the
particle otSv at 4:1, between the theological themes and the
moral exhortations.
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2. While Eph. stands as a letter, epistolary analysis does not
Iprovide an explanation of how theological and ethical sections
are related. In fact, in the case of Eph. it is difficult to
define clearly the letter elements (e.g., the letter body)
according to the methods of epistolary analysis.s
3. The purpose of Eph., based on the verses that seem to
indicate most clearly the concerns of the author for the
audience members, and the benefits he wished for them, was to
promote the Christian growth and maturity of the recipients
and the expression of those qualities in their behaviour.
Eph. addresses Gentile Christians who, while already at a
level of Christian maturity (1:15), were considered by the
author to be in need of further growth (cf. 1:16-19; 3:14-19;
4:13-16).4
4. A rhetorical critical method s , as it has been presented,
provides a new angle of approach to the interpretation of the
letter. It has the distinct advantage of being able to show a
way through the difficulties of integrating theology and
ethics in Eph.
5. Eph. has, for the purposes of this study, been designated
as "sermon". 4 This generic designation as "sermon" refers to
a combination of epideictic and deliberative genres that does
l 
not address a specific issue or controversy (aya.N.,), and is
directed to an audience of Becopot rather than an audience of
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xptTat. 7	Eph. has epideictic characteristics in that it
,
praises God, is without an Celf0v, and addresses Gewpof.	 It has
deliberative characteristics in that it is hortatory. As a
"sermon" Eph. impresses the Oecopo{ with its ideas and themes
in order to lead them to identify with beliefs and practices
with which they as Christians have previously agreed. In this
way the audience members are made susceptible to moral
exhortation and are prepared for the practice of the behaviour
encouraged. Eph. does not present critical and convincing
arguments based on the ideas and themes of chapters 1-3, but
builds a rapport with its audience members, stimulating their
thoughts and sentiments, thereby setting the stage for, and
,developing a frame of mind open to ethical appeals.
6. From a rhetorical critical point of view, Eph. is comprised
of a combined exordium/narratio (1:3-3:21) followed by an
exhortatio (4:1-6:9) and a peroratio (6:10-20). 8 Where
speeches would usually have an argumentatio that would contain
critical argumentation based on a preceding "statement of
facts" or narratio, Eph. has the paraenesis, or what has here
been termed exhortatio. The exhortatio functions in place of,
although not as an exact substitute for, an argumentatio.
7. The exhortatio (paraenesis), rather than arguing on the
basis of the notions presented in the exordium/narratio,
contains its own, self-contained argumentation and motivation/
•in favour of the behaviour for which it calls.9
	
It assumes
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that
	 the	 audience	 is	 already	 receptive	 to	 Christian
exhortation. The particle of75v at 4:1 does not indicate a
result derived from Eph. 1-3, but a continuation of the
author's concern for the growth of the audience.
8. The combined exordium/narratio is intended to elicit
agreement, to remind of things past, and to develop a desire
to move forward in Christian faith and life. 	 It has been
shown lo
 that the language of the exordium/narratio is capable
of forming a frame of mind or mindset that is appropriate to
the rhetorical situation.
9. It is concluded that theology and ethics are integrated in
Eph. not by clear, explicit connection, but by the rhetorical
use of language, i.e., by what has been defined as "sermon".
The audience members are reminded of and identify with
theological concepts and realities with which they are
personally involved.
	 They are impressed with the need and
desirability of living in accord with these concepts and
realities, and are thereby led to practice the behaviour the
author encourages, and to develop Christian maturity that is,
)
ultimately, etc trtatvov	 56tric loo!)Tob.
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END NOTES
1 See section 1.2.
2 Cf. the comments of e.g., Luz, 1976:374, as noted in section
1.2 and quoted in note 44. Many authors have claimed simply
that the exhortations of Eph.4-6 are founded on the theology
of Eph. 1-3 apparently without being aware of, or else
ignoring, the tensions between the two halves of the epistle.
3 See sections 2.2 to 2.2.6 above.
4 See sections 2.4.5 to 2.4.7 above.
5 See sections 2.3.1 to 2.4.9 above.
6 Recognizing the shortcomings of the word "sermon".
7 See sections 2.3; 2.4.2 to 2.4.4 above.
8 See section 2.4.8 above.
9 See sections 4.1 to 4.1.7.3 above.
10 In the rhetorical analysis of chapter 3 above.
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